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Abstract

Cloud computing and Internet of Things (IoT) are two technologies that have

drastically changed how Information Technology (IT) delivers services. However,

the rapid growth in these technologies potentially introduces new vulnerabilities

that can be exploited to mount cyber-attacks. A digital forensics investigation is

then commonly used to find the culprit responsible for the attacks as well as to

help expose the vulnerabilities. Unfortunately, due to the unique characteristics

of cloud computing and IoT technologies, traditional forensics tools and methods

are not suitable for use in both technologies. Hence, more specific digital foren-

sics investigation frameworks and methodologies are required. This deficiency

motivates research in this thesis on frameworks and methods for digital forensics

in cloud computing and IoT platforms.

The first research work in this thesis focuses on identifying and recommending

suitable solutions to address cloud forensic challenges. In this work, we system-

atically survey the forensic challenges and analyze their most recent solutions. In

particular, we describe the issues using the phases of traditional digital forensics

as the base. For each phase of digital forensics process, we include a list of chal-

lenges and analysis of the solutions addressing the challenges. Our description

helps identify the differences between the problems and solutions for traditional

and cloud digital forensics. Further, the presentation is expected to help the
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investigators better understand the problems in the cloud environment.

The second work in this thesis focuses on developing a cloud forensics frame-

work, which can be used to detect cyber-crimes on cloud platforms. In this work,

we present a practical log architecture framework by analyzing it from foren-

sic practitioners’ needs and perspectives. We demonstrate the framework on an

ownCloud platform. We assess usability and applicability of the framework by

validating it against two set of requirements, one of which is specified by Asso-

ciation of Chief Police Officers (ACPO), and the other by National Institute of

Standards and Technology (NIST). Further, the relevance of the framework has

been demonstrated by comparing it against other recent frameworks.

The third work in this thesis focuses on developing a systematic methodol-

ogy for assessing the forensics readiness and compliance levels of public Cloud

Service Providers (CSPs). More specifically, this work (i) proposes a systematic

approach that specifies the cloud forensic requirements, (ii) defines the process

for evaluating the forensics compliance levels, and (iii) shows where to look for

and how to extract the crime evidence. We evaluated the methodology on three

major public CSPs , viz., Amazon Web Services, Microsoft Azure, and Google

Cloud platforms by using a case study of a crime incident. Further, our assess-

ment (i) identifies and quantifies the gaps which the CSPs failed to satisfy, and

(ii) provides a comprehensive view of the cloud forensics maturity levels of the

three providers.

The fourth work of this thesis focuses on designing a framework to enhance

the IoT forensics capabilities. More specifically, this work (i) summarizes IoT

attack taxonomy and forensics challenges (ii) defines IoT forensics requirements,

and (iii) proposes a conceptual IoT event logging model supporting forensics.

Finally, this work provides the design architecture for the framework, using an

integrated Cloud-IoT environment. The framework has been assessed by evalu-

ating it against the requirements.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Cloud computing is an innovative way of delivering computing services. Services

such as computing power, servers, storage, databases, networking, and application

services, all over the internet (“the cloud”), where consumers pay for their service

usage. Cloud computing offers faster innovation, speed and agility, and economies

of scale, revolutionizing the computing industry in recent years. As a result,

there is tremendous growth in the cloud computing market space. Recent market

study statistics show that the cloud computing market in 2021 was USD 445.3

billion and is forecasted to grow to USD 791.5 billion by 2028, as reported by

leading market research organizations [1, 2]. The Covid pandemic outbreak at the

beginning of 2020 fuelled the growth as more business and educational institutions

suddenly moved to online mode, subscribing to more cloud-hosted services [1].

As it exists now, cloud computing platforms have drastically improved since

their inception. Today’s cloud environment can provide much more advanced ser-

vices, with many facets and a customer-oriented service portfolio, making cloud

platforms very diverse. Cloud computing faced a trust issue initially, and or-

ganizations were reluctant to shift their data to the cloud [3]. Also, customers

were concerned about the security, privacy, legal, and jurisdictional aspects of

the cloud environment and how cloud computing stores and processes customers’

1
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data [4], causing inhibition for cloud adoption, primarily during the early days of

cloud computing. However, the technological advancements led to more sophis-

ticated implementations of cloud services, increasing the customers’ confidence

in the cloud. Further, the advantages and benefits that the cloud offers out-

weigh its shortcomings. The availability and service delivery models in any size

and configuration made the cloud an appropriate platform for any organization

or institution. It also helped avoid any capital expenditure and replace it with

pay-for-use or an operational expenditure model. Additionally, the increasing

availability of human resource expertise in the cloud domain curbed a major

cloud adoption challenge. Cloud computing paved the way for innovations and

advancements in two other parallel technologies, i.e., IoT and Big data analytics

[3], resulting in the rapid growth of the cloud computing adoption rate.

Increasing adoption of the cloud also attracted more sophisticated adversaries

to the cloud. Cloud platforms offered an extensive value proposition for cyber

criminals, using the technology to scale up their operations. Though the size

and magnitude of the attacks varied, the attacks often resulted in enormous

costs for organizations and often caused significant disruptions to human life.

(E.g: Ransomware attacks on a (i) major gas supply pipeline and (ii) big health

care service provider during May 2021). A leading information security study

reports that cyber crime costs organizations nearly $1.79 million per minute [5].

There has been a surge in attack since the start of Covid-19, as there was a big

surge in online business [5]. However, most cloud-based cybercrimes do not even

go to court because of various issues surrounding forensics investigations. Such

as blurred jurisdictional boundaries, lack of physical access to storage media,

reliance on CSPs for data acquisition, questions regarding evidence admissibility,

uncertainties surrounding data ownerships, and weak chain of custody proofs

[6]. For example, as per Australian law, for cybercrime to be admissible in an

Australian court, the perpetrator must be in Australia while committing the

crime, or an Australian citizen in an overseas country, with which Australia has
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an extradition treaty [7]. If not, Australian courts have no jurisdiction. Another

major reason which acts as an inhibition to undertake digital investigation is the

huge cost of investigation. The 2021 report by IBM security research team reports

that the total cost of post-breach investigation amounts to 27% and detection and

escalation amounts to 29% of the total cost of the breach [8].

Digital forensics includes the technology, processes, and methods carried out

as a post-crime activity, with the primary objective of finding the culprit respon-

sible for the crime based on credible evidence [9, 10]. Digital forensics applied

to the cloud environment is referred to as cloud forensics. Though, we are using

digital forensics and cloud forensics terminology interchangeably. Extending and

developing digital forensics capabilities to the cloud environment is essential. The

reason is because the traditional digital forensics methods and processes are un-

suitable for cloud environments [11–13]. The core attributes of cloud computing,

such as multi-tenancy, unknown data location, data volatility, and jurisdiction,

threaten forensics data visibility since the critical information, including evidence

artifacts, can be stored in unidentified virtual servers "somewhere in the cloud".

Therefore, typical search & seizure operation is not practical for the cloud since

they rely on unrestricted access to the relevant systems and user data, which is

not available in the cloud.

Cloud forensics investigation serves two fundamental objectives. First, it can

help find out the criminal and do justice. Second, to find out the modus operandi

of the crime action, i.e., how the cloud system was exploited to conduct the

crime. By studying the modus operandi, one can design better systems for the

future, such that the repeat of the same breach using the same scenario can be

stopped, helping to improve the system defense. Furthermore, given that seldom

cloud-based cybercrimes go to court, it is essential to understand the method

of exploitation. Therefore, the primary motivation to undertake this research

project is to enhance further cloud forensics capabilities, such that our work

contributes to resolving the fundamental objectives mentioned above.
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During the first stage of this research, the extensive literature study revealed

that the academic community has taken up and provided due importance to the

development of cloud forensics. However, we observed that many diverse sets

of processes and solutions had been proposed addressing various cloud forensics

challenges, all, as a disjoint set of activities. From a forensics investigation point

of view, the disjoint set of activities provided little value. To this end, the first

important issue taken up in this research project was to assess the current state

of cloud forensics by doing a comprehensive analysis of related research work.

Then, based on the study, recommend suitable solutions to address cloud forensics

challenges faced during the different stages of an investigative process, along with

the relative merits of the solutions explained. The information will be much

valuable to the forensics practitioners and security professionals.

The second important issue of forensics interest is the necessity to produce an

event trail, recording key investigative parameters. Any forensics investigation is

a post-incident activity, the same applies to digital forensics. The key investiga-

tive parameters that any forensics seeks to answer are what the crime was, who

did it, when it was done, where/which systems were compromised, how it was

done, and finally, why it was done (or the motivation) for the crime. In digital

forensics, this key investigative parameter is also referred to by its abbreviation

5W1H. Therefore, recording an event trail by capturing sufficient information

to answer the 5W1H questions and storing it in persistent storage would help

the forensics investigation and help to trace the modus operandi of the crime.

However, it is worth mentioning that the why aspect of the crime (i.e., the mo-

tivation) may not be directly evident from an event log, but can be deduced by

evaluating other factors presented in the log. We are using the 5W1H scenario

throughout this research project.

As already noted, cloud services adoption has been steadily increasing, and

major service providers have been releasing innovative services. Therefore, it is

worth assessing major CSPs, cloud forensics readiness, or compliance levels. This
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is the third important issue addressed here, i.e, developing a repeatable method-

ology and process to assess the forensic readiness of cloud platforms. This part

of the research project assessed three major CSPs’ cloud forensics readiness and

compliance levels using the defined methodology and a digital crime case sce-

nario. We chose Amazon AWS, Microsoft Azure, and Google Cloud Platform

(GCP) for the assessment. These CSPs were chosen based on their market share

and services they offer. Leading market research companies identified that AWS,

Azure and GCP holds the major market share to date [14–16]. The assessment

focused on the evidence available in the CSPs prime logging services, viz., AWS

CloudTrail, Azure Activity Logs, and Google Stackdriver logs. Though the as-

sessment provided the forensics readiness at the time of the study, one can assess

the readiness any time following the defined methodology and process.

Internet of Things (IoT) is another significant wave of new technology making

inroads to every aspect of human life. IoT allows billions of intelligent devices

to connect, communicate and control “things”, providing many value-added ser-

vices, improving quality of life and human health. The fundamental objective

is to have the IoT devices that self report in real-time, improving efficiency and

quickly bringing important information to the surface without depending on hu-

man intervention. The rapid growth and innovations in the IoT technology space

are happening at a tremendous rate, reaching to trillions of dollars within next

five years [17, 18]. However, IoT systems are also prone to security vulnerabilities

and exploitation [19–21]. Also, the limited capacity of an IoT device restricts de-

signing it with higher levels of security capabilities embedded in it [22]. This leads

to the fourth essential and challenging issue undertaken in this study, i.e., con-

tributions to the advancement of IoT forensics capabilities. The IoT poses a new

set of challenges to forensics. The proprietary and heterogeneous architecture,

limited computing and memory capacity, small physical size, deployed locations,

(including hazardous, inaccessible locations) and mobility makes IoT forensics

more complex. Due to such unique challenges, typical digital forensics methods
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and traditional search and seizure are impractical for IoT [23–25]. Therefore, in

this work, we are proposing a new IoT forensics framework.

Several IoT forensics frameworks have been proposed, e.g., [26–33]; see Sec-

tion 2.3.2 for their detailed discussion. Though each framework has its merit,

none addresses the investigative forensics requirements and key challenges of IoT

forensics. The proposed model in this thesis defines and describes IoT forensics

requirements and challenges, then solves the issue. Further, the model generates,

secures, and preserves the evidence in a log repository, making the acquisition

of evidence much easier in an investigation. The framework also provides design

guidelines to make IoT systems forensic ready.

1.1 Research Objectives

The aims of this research project are as follow:

Objective 1: To conduct an analytical study on cloud forensics process, chal-

lenges and solutions, and then propose suitable solutions and their relative merit

addressing every cloud forensics challenges. The aim is to enable forensics investi-

gators and security professionals to quickly understand the cloud forensics issues

to be aware of during every phase of a digital investigation process and provide

a detailed explanation of the solutions presented.

Objective 2: To propose and demonstrate a forensics logging framework for

cloud computing. The framework has been crafted, considering the cloud foren-

sics requirements and the 5W1H investigative questions. The aim is to guide

mainly the CSPs in developing forensics capable cloud services and to demon-

strate the suitability of the framework as a practical cloud forensics framework.

Objective 3: To develop a methodology and process to assess the forensics

readiness of cloud platforms systematically. Further, demonstrate the usability
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and applicability of the methodology. Following the methodology, we assessed

the forensics compliance and maturity levels of three major public CSPs. It de-

scribes, what evidence are available, where to find the evidence, and how to

extract them. The aim is to help the investigators and cloud service users (CSUs)

guide them in investigations and let them know what forensics support can be

expected.

Objective 4: To propose an IoT forensics framework. The framework has

been designed by considering the IoT forensics challenges and requirements. The

framework uses an integrated cloud-IoT platform. Further, it proposes the design

architecture and parameters to log. The aim is to help the IoT system designers

to build the forensic capable IoT, such that IoT-based attacks can be traced.

1.2 Significance and Contributions

The main contributions and significance of this thesis are described below. The

specific contributions and importance of each project are further detailed in the

respective chapter.

1. It presents various digital forensics investigative models. Using a well-known

digital investigative model [34], it identifies the challenges associated with

each process phase. Further, it provides a comprehensive analysis of the

existing cloud forensic solutions and recommends suitable solution(s) to

address specific cloud forensics challenges based on an analytical study.

Finally, it analyses the relative merit of every solution presented.

2. It identifies and presents forensics investigative requirements from a prac-

titioner’s point of view, proposes a cloud forensics logging framework ad-

dressing the identified needs, and demonstrates the framework on an own-

Cloud platform. It validates the framework against a well know investigative

guidelines i.e., ACPO guidelines [35] and NIST Cloud Computing Forensic
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Science Challenges (NISTIR 8006) [36], demonstrating the relevance and

suitability of the framework as a practical framework. Further, the relative

merit of the framework has been shown by comparing it against other recent

frameworks.

3. It develops a systematic methodology to evaluate the forensics readiness

of cloud computing platforms. Using the methodology it evaluates and

presents the cloud forensics readiness and compliance level of three major

public CSPs. Further, it identifies and quantifies the gaps in forensics com-

pliance and presents a comprehensive analysis of the state of cloud forensics

maturity levels at the time of the study. More importantly, it presents a

repeatable methodology to evaluate cloud forensics readiness. Given that

new cloud services are released more often, one can assess or re-assess the

forensics readiness at any given time using the methodology.

4. It identifies IoT forensics investigative requirements. Based on the require-

ments, it presents an IoT event logging and data collection framework,

specifies the log architecture, and identifies the elements to log. Further, it

proposes the log collection design and describes how to design of forensics-

capable IoT.

1.3 Thesis Organization

The contents of each chapter in this thesis are as follows.

Chapter 2: Background

Chapter 2 discusses the background information on cloud computing, forensics,

digital forensics, and cloud forensics. Further, it describes the cloud forensics

dimensions and different forensics models. The chapter also details the related

work in the same domain. Finally, the chapter provides an overview of IoT, IoT
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forensics, including the IoT forensics landscapes and frameworks.

Chapter 3: Cloud Forensics: Process, Challenges, and Solutions

Chapter 3 describes the cloud forensics process and challenges commonly faced

in a digital investigation. Further, it provides a comprehensive analysis of the

challenges and solutions. Finally, it identifies and proposes solutions to the chal-

lenges, describing their relative merits. The material and contributions presented

in this chapter have been published in the author’s journal article [37]. Since its

publication, the paper has been cited many times. Therefore, this chapter also

discusses the research impact of this work by analyzing how the cited researchers

have used the contributions made in [37].

Chapter 4: Forensics Logging framework for cloud Computing

Chapter 4 formulates the cloud forensics requirements and models the cloud

forensics logging framework. It also designs and develops the proposed frame-

work, termed as CFLOG, on an ownCloud platform. Further, it demonstrates

and validates the CFLOG framework, establishing its suitability for practical use.

Finally, the chapter compares the CFLOG framework with three other forensics

frameworks, taking NIST cloud forensics challenges as the key for comparison.

The purpose of the comparison is to highlight the significance and relevance of

our model and its relative merit.

Chapter 5: A Method to Assess Forensics Readiness of Cloud Com-

puting

Chapter 5 develops a formal and repeatable methodology for assessing the cloud

forensics readiness and compliance levels of CSPs. It demonstrates the methodol-
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ogy, by assessing the readiness of AWS, Azure, and GCP, using the methodology,

and subscribing to the live cloud services from the respective CSPs. The chapter

contains the acquired cloud services, their configurations, and the testing process.

The chapter also describes the crime use case scenarios used in the study. It also

describes where to find the evidence, the format and develops scripts to extract

the relevant evidence artifacts from the log archive. Finally, the chapter provides

the compliance results in a matrix format in the Appendix.

Chapter 6: Forensics Logging Framework for IoT

Chapter 6 proposes a logging framework to resolve IoT forensics issues. The

chapter describes IoT forensics challenges and attack vectors, and models the

framework on an integrated cloud-IoT platform. Finally, it provides the architec-

ture and design stack, such that forensics-enabled IoT can be developed.

Chapter 7 : Conclusion and Future Work

Chapter 7 summarizes this research, lessons learnt from each project and dis-

cusses possible areas for future research.

Appendices

The results of the various studies and the effectiveness of the solutions are il-

lustrated in the thesis Appendix, which is summarized below.

Appendix A – presents the forensics compliance levels of AWS, Azure, and

GCP, against use case scenario events described in Chapter 5.
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Appendix B – presents the log snapshots with forensics artifacts and identi-

fies 5W1H evidence elements in the log, produced as a result of the case studies

explained in Chapter 5.

Appendix C – presents cloud forensics logging results produced as a result

of the execution of the use case scenario explained in Chapter 4, i.e., the frame-

work’s output.

Appendix D lists the copyright information to reuse the published works.





Chapter 2

Background

As already noted in Chapter 1, digital forensics applied in cloud computing is

known as cloud forensics. Cloud forensics intersects many fields and subject

domains. This chapter covers cloud computing, forensics, digital forensics, cloud

forensics, and all the recent related works in the cloud forensics domain. For

that, first, we start with a primer on cloud computing in Section 2.1. Then it

proceeds with the discussion on forensics, followed by digital forensics and cloud

forensics in Section 2.2. Cloud forensics details and related works are described in

the subsequent Sections. Since part of our research work also includes Internet of

Things (IoT) forensics, Section 2.3 describes an IoT overview and an introduction

on IoT forensics. We conclude this chapter with a summary in Section 2.4.

2.1 Cloud Computing

Cloud computing is a broad, generic term with many meanings and definitions.

The NIST defines cloud computing as “a model for enabling ubiquitous, con-

venient, on demand network access to a shared pool of configurable computing

resources (e.g., networks, servers, storage, applications, and services) that can

be rapidly provisioned and released with minimal management effort or service

13
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provider interaction.” [38].

In simple terms, the cloud computing is a service delivery model, in which IT

services are offered as a service to consumers and billed as per usage. The cloud

computing architecture has the following core attributes [39]:

• Elasticity: the ability to scale up or down cloud computing resources

dynamically as required.

• Connectivity: the ability to connect and access cloud computing services

anytime from anywhere, typically using a thin client, such as a web browser.

• Multi-tenancy: the ability to host multiple tenants on the same physical

resources, by sharing physical storage, memory, and networks.

• Visibility: the ability for consumers to have full visibility and control of

their cloud deployment parameters, usage and cost.

• Measured service: the ability to meter the services and pay as per usage.

2.1.1 Cloud Computing Deployment Models

Cloud computing comes in several deployment and service delivery models. The

deployment model includes [39]:

• Public cloud: A computing environment made available to the public

over the internet. The public cloud is owned and operated by an external

provider that sells computing resources and services.

• Private cloud: A computing environment, exclusively owned and op-

erated by an organization or a third party. By virtue, the private cloud

provides greater control of all computational resources and services and is

intended for a single tenant.
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• Community cloud: A computing environment is similar to a private

cloud, but more than one organization shares the computational resources

with equivalent privacy, security, and regulatory rules and requirements.

• Hybrid cloud: A computing environment comprising of two or more

clouds that are bound together by standardized or proprietary technology,

enabling interoperability.

2.1.2 Cloud Computing Service Models

There are three well-known cloud service models [38, 39]:

• Software-as-a-Service (SaaS):A model of software deployment whereby

one or more applications and the computational resources to run them are

provided for use on demand as a turnkey service, accessed using a thin

client. This model aims to reduce the total cost of hardware and software

development, maintenance, and operations. In this model, the control of the

applications and the underlying infrastructure lie with CSPs. Consumers

have minimal privileges, such as managing application settings and their

data.

• Platform-as-a-Service (PaaS): A model of software deployment whereby

the computing platform is provided as an on-demand service upon which

applications can be developed and deployed. Its main purpose is to reduce

the cost and complexity of buying, deploying, licensing and managing the

underlying hardware and software components of the platform, such as

database, operating system and development tools.

• Infrastructure-as-a-Service (IaaS): A model of software deployment

whereby the basic computing infrastructure of servers, software, and net-

work equipment is provided as an on-demand service upon which a platform

to develop and execute applications can be established. Cloud Service Users
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(CSUs) of IaaS avoid purchasing, housing, and managing basic hardware

and infrastructure software components; they instead obtain those resources

as virtualized objects controllable via a service interface.

This thesis addresses the public cloud deployment model and considers all

service models.

2.1.3 Cloud Computing Architecture

The architecture of a cloud computing is unique, regardless of its deployment and

service delivery models. Figure 2.1 depicts a typical high level cloud architecture

stack [37].

Figure 2.1: Cloud architecture stack, degree of control (DoC) and trust layer

As shown in Figure 2.1, the architecture comprises of the following six layers

[37, 38]:

• Hardware: The lowest layer of the cloud stack is the physical hardware,

consisting of the Central Processing Unit (CPU), memory, networking com-

ponents, and storage.
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• Hypervisor: Software that creates and runs Virtual Machines (VMs) and

runs directly on the computing hardware. A hypervisor allows one host

computer to support multiple guest VMs by virtually sharing its physical

resources. The hypervisor makes the VMs independent of the host hard-

ware, providing flexibility in IT resource mobility, which means that the

VMs can easily be moved between different servers [40].

• Virtual Machine (VM): A compute resource (typically called an image)

with custom configurable CPU, storage, memory and networking resources,

that uses software instead of physical hardware to run programs and deploy

applications. Each VM can have its own operating systems and functions

independently from other VMs. Multiple VMs can run on the same host.

The virtual hardware and guest OS, as shown in Figure 2.1 together forms

a VM.

• Infrastructure Software: Databases (e.g., MS SQL, Oracle), and devel-

opment tools (e.g., .NET, ASP, Java), are deployed on the VMs, which are

used to develop, deploy and run custom specific applications.

• Hosted Apps: The applications deployed on the VM instances providing

specific services to the CSUs.

• Access Control: Software modules that authenticate the CSUs’ identity

when requesting to access cloud resources and authorize the access by en-

forcing the access control policies.

Figure 2.1 also shows degree of control (DoC) measure for each cloud service

model across the six layers. The DoC measure shows each CSU’s level of control

on its own data asset. The figure shows that CSUs have a higher DoC level in

IaaS than in PaaS model; SaaS has the lowest DoC. The trust layer for each

service model, shown in the figure, defines a CSU’s level of confidence in using

the cloud and entrusting its CSPs as the custodian of its data assets [41]. The

figure shows that a higher level of DoC means more trust.
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2.2 Forensics, Digital Forensics and Cloud Foren-

sics

Forensics describes the scientific methods used to investigate crime following a

well defined process. Forensics includes collecting, examining, analysing physical

evidence and presenting the results of the findings in a court of law. These

activities are carried out as a post-incident or crime to find the culprit responsible

for the crime.

Digital forensics is a branch of forensics science encompassing the recovery and

investigation of material found in digital device, often conducted as a response to

digital crime. Any form of digital data with any forensics value is also referred to

as artifacts. The first Digital Forensics Research Workshop held in New York in

2001 [10] provided the following working definition of digital forensics: “The use

of scientifically derived and proven methods toward the preservation, collection,

validation, identification, analysis, interpretation, documentation and presenta-

tion of digital evidence derived from digital sources to facilitate or further the

reconstruction of events found to be criminal, or helping to anticipate unautho-

rized actions shown to be disruptive to planned operations.” The NIST provided

another definition for digital forensics in their special publication [42]: “the ap-

plication of science to the identification, collection, examination, and analysis of

data while preserving the integrity of the information and maintaining a strict

chain of custody for the data."

Digital forensics comprises of three main areas viz., (i) client forensics (ii)

server forensics, and (iii) network forensics. Client forensics deals with the col-

lection, preservation and acquisition of evidence artifacts on the client side. On

the other hand, server forensics deals with the same on the end point servers

and network forensics deals with the forensics on the network logs and artifacts

available on the network devices to further establish that the communication has

indeed happened between the client and server.
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Cloud forensics can be defined as the application of digital forensics in cloud

computing. It is a cross discipline area. The recently published NISTIR 8006

report [36] defines that "cloud computing forensic science is the application of

scientific principles, technological practices and derived and proven methods to

process past cloud computing events through identification, collection, preserva-

tion, examination and reporting of digital data for the purpose of facilitating the

reconstruction of these events”. More importantly, in non cloud-based (or tradi-

tional) digital forensics, all of digital devices systems involved in the crime can be

easily acquired by the investigators, which is no longer applicable in cloud foren-

sics. This point has been expanded later in subsequent paragraphs, in particular

Section 2.2.4. In this work we consider cloud forensics as a sub-domain of digital

forensics. Section 2.2.1 further elaborates on cloud forensics.

2.2.1 Cloud Forensics

Security incidents are generally the trigger for digital forensics investigations and

therefore the forensics process is often treated as a post incident activity. It follows

through pre-defined and well crafted procedure. Cloud forensics also comprises of

three main areas similar to digital forensics, i.e., client forensics, server forensics,

and network forensics [4]. The challenge is that, in a cloud environment, servers

are VM instances in the cloud stack. Further, network forensics also includes

internal network protocols and communications between the VMs within cloud

infrastructure.

2.2.1.1 Client forensics

Digital crimes on the cloud are initiated and often carried out from the client

side; their artifacts, however, are left on both the client and server sides. Client

side evidence identification and collection is a vital part of the forensics process

[43]. In the traditional client side forensics, the client system will hold the client

side evidence artifacts, primarily in the application logs, operating system event
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history logs, configuration files and remote systems communication logs etc. On

the other hand, in the cloud environment, the services are accessed using thin

client, usually a web browser. Therefore, the evidence data, such as browser

history logs, registry content, access logs, chat logs, session data and persistent

cookies, can be found on the web browser [44]. It is critical that the data should

be collected as early as possible in its sterile state, i.e., the data is in its original

state. The reason is because there is a potential risk that the data could be

erased either purposefully by the crime actor, or inadvertently by the system

due to system configuration. For example, the web browser history and session

logs can be configured to be overwritten or erased after a specified time or when

the file size reaches the configured maximum limit. The trash files could also

be erased for resource optimization. However, it is to be noted that both web

browser history sessions and trash files are critical forensics artifacts.

The proliferation of client-side endpoints, especially to the mobile endpoints,

makes the forensics data identification and collection even more challenging [4].

Devices at endpoints can be remotely located on mobile or IoT devices that send

data to cloud infrastructure. It is critical for client-side forensics to identify those

end points and collect timely data.

2.2.1.2 Server forensics

Digital traces of user actions and events that are created and available on the

servers form a critical part of forensics artifacts. The artifacts include system

logs, application logs, user authentication, access information, database logs etc.

The physical inaccessibility, multi-tenancy, and unknown location of the data in

the cloud environment make it much harder to conduct the evidence identification,

separation, and collection. In a highly decentralized and virtualized cloud envi-

ronment, it is quite common that the data may be located across multiple data

centers situated in different geographic locations [45]. The traditional approach

to seizing the system is no more practical either, even if the location is known, as
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it could bring down the whole data center, affecting other CSUs. Consequently,

making the evidence data acquisition from multi-tenant cloud platforms a major

challenge for cloud forensics. [44–48].

Loss of governance is another major issue in cloud forensics [49]. The CSUs

are entrusting the governance to the CSPs. This was also flagged by the Eu-

ropean Network and Information Security Agency (ENISA)’s cloud computing

risk assessment report, which includes the loss of governance as one of the top

risks of cloud computing, especially in IaaS platform [50]. Loss of governance

inadvertently leads to loss of control of information assets of the CSU’s own data.

The loss of control depends on the cloud model as outlined in Figure 2.1. In IaaS

model, CSUs have more control and relatively unfettered access to the system

logs and data. On the other hand, in PaaS model, CSUs’ access is limited to the

application logs and what pre-defined API provides, while in SaaS model CSUs

have either little or no access to such data. As the CSUs increasingly rely on

the CSPs to provide the functionality and services, they correspondingly give the

CSPs more control of their data assets. Thus, resulting in more dependence on

the CSPs for any future forensics needs [45].

Movement of VM instances within the cloud environment is another signifi-

cant forensics issue. The VM instances are subject to movement across physical

hardware, situated within a data center, or to centers, located elsewhere, in-

cluding across jurisdictions. VM movements, done by the CSPs, are completely

outside the control of the CSUs. Consequently, finding the evidence data loca-

tion is almost impossible, adding additional challenges to the cloud server side

forensics.

2.2.1.3 Network forensics

Traditional network forensics deals with the analysis of network traffic and logs for

tracing events that have occurred in the past. Network forensics is theoretically

also possible in the cloud. VMs instances within the cloud are configured with
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networking protocols to use. The different protocol layers can provide several

sets of information on communication between VM instances within the cloud

and instances elsewhere. The CSPs ordinarily do not provide the network traces

or communication logs, although such logs are a critical element of forensics data

[46]. For example, if someone used an IaaS instance to distribute malware, routing

information and network log are crucial parts of forensics data collection, but

they are difficult to obtain. This becomes more challenging for PaaS and SaaS

cloud models, and the acquisition of the data depends heavily on the support

investigators receive from the CSPs.

2.2.2 Cloud Forensics Dimensions

Ruan et al. [4] described that cloud forensics is multi-dimensional, viz., Technical,

Organisational and Legal, defined as follows;

• Technical dimension: "encompasses the procedures and tools that are

needed to perform the forensics process in cloud computing environments.

These include evidence identification, segregation, collection, live forensics,

virtualized environments and proactive measures".

• Organizational dimension: "encompasses the policies, governance and

service level agreements (SLAs) that facilitate communication and collabo-

ration in forensics activities".

• Legal dimension: "encompasses the regulations and international agree-

ments to ensure that forensics activities do not breach laws and regulations

in the jurisdictions where the data resides, including privacy and ethical

factors. Legal dimension also includes co-operation between nations to fa-

cilitate cross-border forensics investigations".

All of these dimensions contribute to the forensics readiness of the cloud en-

vironment. Alenezi et al. [51] further provided explanations to these dimensions,
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Figure 2.2: Cloud forensics dimensions.

which is described in Figure 2.2. This thesis addresses only the technical dimen-

sion.
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2.2.3 Post-incident forensics vs. Pre-incident forensics

In general, security incidents are the trigger for a forensics investigation, hence

the base of post-incident forensics. Post-incident forensics is an evidence-based

investigation initiated after the incident. In contrast, pre-incident forensics is a

continuous process and is referred to also as ‘forensics readiness’ or ’forensics-by-

design’ of the cloud infrastructure [49].

Post-incident forensics has been extensively studied. Many frameworks and

methods have been proposed by researchers, although a number of challenges

remain [52–62]. In general, post-incident forensics solutions can be grouped into

two categories viz., (i) Log based solutions and (ii) Agent based solutions. Though

the two solutions are relatively similar, Log based solution focuses more on logging

as a continuous activity that records every event in the system in support of

forensics (aka ’forensics logging’). On the other hand, Agent based solution has

an additional layer of an Agent application running elsewhere (in the cloud or

stand alone) which harvests the digital events and streams to a repository for

further processing. Table 2.1 summarizes related works of Post-incident forensics.

Table 2.1: Research works in post-incident cloud forensics

Publica-
tions

Contribution

Log based solutions
Marty [52] Proposed a cloud application logging framework and guidelines de-

scribing what, when, and how to log the data needed for forensics
investigation for SaaS cloud service model.

Patrascu et
al. [53]

Presented a novel way of monitoring activity in cloud environments
and data centers using a secure cloud forensics framework. The
proposed architecture can be applied on top of cloud computing
deployments. The authors proved the architecture by integrating
it with a previously developed cloud computing system.

Continued on next page
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Publica-
tions

Contribution

Zawoad et
al. [63]

Proposed a Secure Logging as a Service Scheme (SecLaaS) that
collects and preserves the activity logs in a cloud infrastructure.
Confidentiality of the logs has been ensured thru RESTful APIs
only access and integrity by hash-chain scheme and proofs of past
logs published periodically by the cloud providers.

Rane et
al. [55]

Proposed Blockchain assisted secure logging-as-a-service (Block-
SLaaS) in storing and processing logs securely. The method lever-
aged the immutable property of Blockchain to ensure the confiden-
tiality and integrity of the cloud logs.

Raju et
al. [56]

Proposed a framework for event re-construction of cloud service
logs, using two variant forms of log aggregation Leader-Follower
algorithm.

Khan MN
et al. [57]

Proposed a log aggregation model by combining logs from the client-
side and CSP-side logs to a central log repository and then applying
indexing normalization, correlation, and timeline sequencing of ev-
idence data.

Awuson-
David et
al. [58]

Designed and implemented a Blockchain Cloud forensics Logging
(BCFL) framework, based on Blockchain distributed ledger tech-
nology. The framework uses Blockchain smart contract to maintain
the transaction log immutability and establish the chain of custody
of evidence assets.

Agent based solutions
Dykstra et
al. [59]

Developed FROST, a forensics tool kit, that supports the
Infrastructure-as-a-Service (IaaS) cloud service platform and pro-
vides trustworthy forensics acquisition of virtual disks, API logs,
and guest firewall logs.

Alqahtany
et al. [60]

Presented a forensics acquisition and analysis system (FAAS) for
IaaS model. The FAAS seeks to provide a richer and more complete
set of admissible evidences than what current CSPs provide, with
no requirement for CSP involvement or modification to the CSP’s
underlying architecture.

Continued on next page
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Publica-
tions

Contribution

Alex et
al. [61]

Presented a cloud forensics framework for monitoring all activity
that gathers forensics and log data from the cloud environments.
The solution addresses the data collection issues by introducing
a centralized forensics server and a forensics layer called forensics
monitoring plane (FMP) outside the cloud Infrastructure, so that
the investigators need not have to depend on the CSPs for collecting
data.

Kebande
et al. [62]

Proposed an agent based solution for evidence harvesting from the
cloud. The agent application runs on every VM instance, streams
into a logging repository, hashes the data blocks, and preserves the
evidence. The model was proved by creating a prototype on Linux
VM in an ownCloud environment.

Pre-incident forensics involves the design of the cloud infrastructure for future

forensics support [49]. Digital forensics readiness consists of pro-active measures

whereby the cloud environment is being continuously prepared by building and

maintaining the environment’s capabilities to support forensics. So that, when

needed, the organization can comply with the investigation with sufficient pre-

paredness [64, 65]. One of the primary objectives of forensics readiness is to

maximize the environment’s capability of collecting digital forensics data while

minimizing the cost of the investigation during an incident response [64]. This

topic also has been widely studied. A summary of related works is listed in Table

2.2. This thesis addresses both Post-incident and Pre-incident forensics.

Table 2.2: Research works in pre-incident cloud forensics

Publica-
tions

Contribution

Continuous forensics solutions
De Marco
et al. [66]

Laid out the foundations of cloud forensics readiness and proposed
a Cloud forensics Readiness Reference Architecture.

Continued on next page
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Publica-
tions

Contribution

Ab Rah-
man et
al. [67]

Presented conceptual forensics-by-design framework for a cyber-
physical cloud system (CPCS), which ensures that a CPCS is de-
signed to facilitate forensics investigations. The framework con-
sists of many factors, such as risk management, forensics readiness,
incident-handling, laws and regulations, and specific requirements.

Kebande
et al. [68]

Presented a functional architecture for cloud forensics readiness
large scale digital evidence analysis and proved the architecture
using MapReduce.

Kebande
et al. [64]

Presented a novel idea of cloud forensics readiness model using
’botnet as a service’. The model implements a botnet with non-
malicious code. The botnet infects instances of VMs within the
cloud, but with good intention. The botnet then harvest data which
can be used for investigation.

Kebande
et al. [65]

Designed and implemented a technique for performing Digital
Forensics Readiness (DFR) in cloud computing environments. The
design used an Agent-Based Solution (ABS) in a cloud environment
with capabilities of performing forensics logging for DFR purposes.

Zhengwei
Qi et
al. [69]

Developed a forensics hypervisor, namely ForenVisor, as a live
forensics tool to perform continuous forensics on a cloud platform.
The ForenVisor collects evidence directly from the cloud environ-
ment and protects the evidence data.

Trenwith
et al. [70]

Proposed a remote central logging method as a cloud forensics
readiness model, which shortens DFR process and does not require
CSP assistance.

Sibiya et
al. [71]

Presented a digital forensics service model, which can be provi-
sioned as a service. CSPs can use the service to make their envi-
ronment forensics ready.

Alenez et
al. [51]

Investigated and presented the factors that influence the forensics
readiness of an organization, looking from the angle of technical,
legal, and organizational dimensions.

Continued on next page
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Publica-
tions

Contribution

Fei Ye et
al. [72]

Developed a new Cloud Forensics Tamper Proof Framework (Tam-
Foren) aimed at an untrusted cloud environment. The framework
used a data structure based on the Compressed Counted Bloom Fil-
ter to generate, transmit and store evidence and provenance data.
Additionally, the model introduced a new concept of injecting noise
data to increase the difficulty of tampering.

2.2.4 Summary of Cloud Forensics

In general, the investigation of a cyber-crime involving the cloud as a subject, ob-

ject, or environment is cloud forensics [3], and it is an emerging area that continues

to develop. We discussed several cloud forensics process models, frameworks and

solutions, addressing the challenges and issues of cloud forensics. Ruan et al. [4]

provided one of the earlier pioneering work on cloud forensics. They defined the

cloud forensics terminology, described the forensics dimensions (listed in Figure

2.2), challenges and opportunities. Subsequently, the authors expanded the work

and presented the cloud forensics maturity model and the two inter-related parts

i.e., the cloud forensics investigative architecture and the cloud forensics capabil-

ity matrix [73]. Recently NIST presented a report, i.e., NISTIR 8006, to define,

identify and list cloud forensics challenges [36]. Further, the digital forensics in-

vestigative guideline produced by the ACPO [35] have become a good standard

for digital investigation in UK and other countries. The ACPO guideline de-

scribes the digital investigative process and provides guidance on how to conduct

digital forensics investigations. The ACPO guideline also is a good source to

draw digital forensics requirements, as it is a practitioners’ guideline. This thesis

uses both NISTIR 8006 publication and ACPO guideline, as a source to guide

the research and further to validate our models and proposals. Below we are

summarizing some key findings in the cloud forensics domain.
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• Evidence location: Unknown physical location of forensics artifacts and

duplicate copies of the data being spread across different virtual servers,

possibly in different countries, in a cloud environment, not only renders

traditional digital forensics techniques inapplicable, but also causes signif-

icant hurdles in the evidence identification, acquisition and preservation

phases. Often Law Enforcement Agencies (LEA) and CSUs have to depend

upon CSPs for full data recovery and that requires stronger SLAs.

• Decentralized data: The decentralized and ephemeral nature of cloud

environment produce not only a technical challenge, but also a legal issue,

requiring support from other countries, since it is possible that the victim,

the perpetrator and the cloud platform are located in different jurisdictions.

Though there exists legal framework for cooperation among some countries,

authors identified a lack of international framework and agreements, sug-

gesting urgent attention by lawmakers.

• Dependency chain: Often CSPs trade service among themselves, creating

an array of dependencies and trust issue. Investigators have to follow each

link in the chain in order to collect the evidence. Moving forward, there

is a strong need for a forensically valid uniform log framework, including

the ability to capture the logs that are segregated per user account level

(to protect the privacy of co-tenants, in a multi-tenant platform), and the

ability to track the movement of user files in intra-cloud. Such logging

mechanism will greatly help the traceability and provide transparency.

• Data integrity: The CSUs are adopting encryption to ensure data confi-

dentiality and integrity and satisfy the policy or regulatory requirements.

Ensuring the integrity of the evidence data is critical to have trustable

evidence. However, encryption causes the biggest challenge to forensics,

especially in evidence identification, acquisition, and segregation.

• Provenance: Properly implemented secure provenance can play critical
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part in cloud forensics, as it provides ownership, process history, and com-

prehensive security features, thereby enriching the trustability of evidence

[74, 75].

• Security vs. forensics: It is our observation that major CSPs are all

giving much more importance to security and having their service portfo-

lio getting security accreditation and less (or nil) importance to forensics

needs. For example AWS has a strong security compliance program and

aligned with security practices and various security standards [76]. Similar

compliance with digital forensics are yet to come. In addition, forensics re-

quirements and privacy rules often contradict each other. In an attempt to

give maximum respect to privacy laws, cloud providers make the cloud plat-

form more secure, inadvertently making the forensics tasks much harder.

2.3 Internet of Things (IoT): Overview

Internet of Things (IoT) is a relatively new wave of technology that is increasingly

becoming popular, serving many aspects and needs of human life. IoT digitizes

physical assets and connects ’things’ (aka ’smart devices’) to ’things’ and ’things’

to the world, forming a network of billions of connected ’things’. These smart

devices communicate with each other to share information, monitoring and con-

trolling services such as home automation systems, security monitoring, health

care, agriculture, transportation, and critical infrastructure monitoring and con-

trol. The recent advancement and breakthroughs in the development of wireless

sensor networks have further accelerated the growth of IoT usage [77, 78]. They

help build intelligent environments, intelligent buildings, and cities [79]. One ex-

ample is the large-scale deployment of IoT technologies within a city to make

city operations efficient while improving the quality of life for the inhabitants.

Same time, mission-critical smart city data, captured by IoT and carried over

IoT networks, must be secured to prevent cyber attacks. Otherwise, that might
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cripple city functions, steal personal data and inflict catastrophic harm [80].

The IoT also refers to a broad spectrum of information sensing and control

devices. This includes s radio frequency identification devices, global positioning

systems, industrial control systems, and small devices planted inside the human

body (e.g.: pacemakers), providing many life-supporting services. In general,

IoT is usually driven by purpose-built programs which can sense, control, and

alter the state of objects. For example, turning on/off a ventilator system in an

underground train station, based on the air quality. Further, IoT has become a

robust set of connected, intelligent devices in an interconnected world, enabling

surgeons to perform remote operations, power companies to efficiently manage

the grid, security companies to monitor security, and defense personnel to control

national security. The capability of the IoT embedded technology to sense and

interact with the external environment has created a multitude of use of the IoT

systems, promoting a sharp increase in the deployment of these smart devices

and will continue to increase rapidly.

However, IoT devices are very much prone to security vulnerabilities too.

IoT manufacturers often provide greater importance and emphasis to the cost,

size, and usability than to the security [23, 81, 82]. The vulnerabilities of the

smart interconnected IoT devices can be exploited and subjected to cyber-attacks.

Such attacks can significantly change the IoT’s behavior, which can cause signif-

icant damage and life-threatening consequences. Therefore, the significance of

IoT forensics and it is crucial that the capabilities and support for post-incident

forensics are to be integrated into the design and development of IoT devices.

2.3.1 IoT Forensics

IoT forensics could be perceived as an extension of digital forensics to the IoT

domain. The purpose of IoT forensics is similar to that of digital forensics, which

is to identify, collect, preserve and present digital information in a legally valid

and forensically sound manner. IoT forensics is young and unexplored branch
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of digital forensics and relatively understudied. Ghosh et al. [81] coined the

word IoT forensics as a budding field of forensics. Although, we observed that

there is a concerted effort by the research community to bridge the gap. IoT

forensics is interdisciplinary, as the evidence data for investigation may have to

be collected from sensors, controllers, smart devices etc., connected to a crime

scene. Since modern IoT deployments use cloud services, it naturally becomes

essential to extend IoT forensics investigations to the cloud environment, too

[81]. IoT forensics and cloud forensics intersect in some areas, but there are more

complexities in IoT forensics. Mainly the additional complexities arise from the

diverse architectural complexity, varying communication protocols, data formats,

and more importantly, the physical location and mobility of the IoT [23, 25, 82,

83]. While issues like locating and identifying the evidence, enforcing chain of

custody, and ensuring data integrity are related in the cloud and IoT forensics

domain. Jurisdictional issues are also similar. However, the magnitude and

context vary widely. Detailed analysis on IoT forensics are listed in Section 6.3. A

snapshot preview of a cross-section of cloud and IoT forensics can be summarized

as follows as background information.

• Uncertainty about the origin and source of evidence data, both in IoT

and cloud environments, where and how the data is stored, locating and

identifying the evidence;

• Proving the data provenance, ensuring integrity and authenticity of the data

remains to be a challenge in both, but more challenging in IoT, mainly due

to the capacity constraints;

• Difficulty in securing the chain of custody of evidence data, mainly due to

data volatility for both IoT and cloud, but for IoT, it is even more complex

due to various data transmission protocols and transit routes used;

• Unlike the cloud, there is no common or standard architecture or deploy-

ment model used for IoT;
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• Digital forensics extractions or data collection techniques are less mature

for IoT than cloud, and the traditional data extractions techniques are

inapplicable for IoT;

• Diverse and proprietary data formats and limited storage space in IoT,

produces additional constraints for timely data collection;

• Jurisdictional issues are common to both; while in cloud, jurisdictional prob-

lems are associated with data locations and movement of data across juris-

dictions, but for IoT, the physical location and mobility of the IoT cause

additional layers of jurisdictional complexity.

There is no unique methodology to investigate in a digital environment. The

same applies to IoT. In the end, the choice of approach mainly depends on the

assessment of the investigative body [25]. Also, IoT forensics is even more chal-

lenging due to the complexity, heterogeneity, and diversity of IoT devices and data

transfer protocols [83, 84]. To address these issues, at least partially, researchers

have proposed various IoT forensics frameworks and solutions. The following

sections summarize the recent contributions in the field of IoT forensics.

2.3.2 IoT forensics frameworks

The work of Zawoad and Hasan [26] is one of the first efforts to define IoT foren-

sics formally. They proposed a Forensics-aware IoT (FAIoT) model for supporting

reliable forensics investigations in IoT infrastructure. FAIoT uses a centralized

trusted evidence repository to ease the evidence collection and analysis process.

The evidence repository applies a secure logging scheme [54] and ensures the

reliability of the evidence. The two main components of FAIoT are (i) Secure

Evidence Preservation Module and (ii) Secure Provenance Module. The Secure

Evidence Preservation Module constantly monitors all registered IoT devices and

stores evidence securely in the evidence repository. The Secure Provenance Mod-

ule ensures proper chain of custody by preserving the access history of the evi-
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dence [26]. The FAIoT model allows access to the evidence material via secure

read-only APIs.

Kebande and Ray [27] presented a framework called Digital forensics Investi-

gation Framework for IoT (DFIF-IoT). The framework complies with the inter-

national IT standards, security techniques, incident investigation principles and

process (ISO/IEC 27043:2015). Kebande et al. [28] further expanded their work

into the Integrated Digital Forensics Investigation Framework for IoT (IDFIF-

IoT). The main contribution is the inclusion of digital forensics techniques that

can analyse potential digital evidence from IoT-based systems that may be used

to prove a fact.

Digital forensics in IoT space would definitely demand doing forensics with

large amounts of devices and very large volume of data. If the foot print of

the data are reduced to the forensics relevant subset of data and devices, it

would then create a manageable scenario for forensics investigation in IoT. To

this effect, Quick and Choo [29] proposed a novel IoT device forensics and data

reduction method by selective imaging, automated with bulk data extraction

techniques. The methodology demonstrates the capability to reduce the volume

of the forensics data, while preserving its native source file format and its original

metadata.

Internet of Vehicles (IoV) are an extension of IoT where ’things’ are part of a

moving vehicle and forms a complex and dynamic mobile network system that en-

ables information sharing between vehicles, their surrounding sensors, and cloud

environments [31]. Conventional IoT forensics techniques are insufficient in IoV

environments due to the mobile, dispersed nature of the nodes. Rahman et al. [30]

proposed a framework, called Mobility Forensics Framework, to address forensics

in IoV environments. The framework is similar to the traditional digital foren-

sics frameworks, which deals with the finding answers tot he 5W1H parameters.

However, the model lacks methods to establish trust in the evidence. Hossain

et al. [31] further improved the model, called Trustworthy forensics Investigation
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Framework for the Internet of Vehicles (Trust-IoV). The Trust-IoV model main-

tains a secure provenance of the evidence to ensure the integrity of the stored

evidence and allows investigators to verify the integrity during an investigation.

The experimental results in [31] show that Trust-IoV can operate with minimal

overhead while ensuring the trustworthiness of the evidence.

Many other models also have been proposed by researchers. One of them is

a theoretical model that was presented by Harbawi et al. [85], namely The Last-

on-Scene (LoS) Algorithm. In LoS, each device, representing the last node in the

communication chain, must be the first to be investigated. Thus, the challenge

in identifying the main source of digital evidence in IoT starts by identifying the

’thing’ that produced the initial trace of the evidence. Then the process is carried

on to the next element by moving through the network zones. Another frame-

work, namely forensics State Acquisition for IoT (FSAIoT) [32], emphasizes the

evidence acquisition process. The main component of the model is the centralized

forensics State Acquisition Controller (FSAC). The FSAC is responsible for ac-

quiring forensics evidence from the set IoT which the controller is responsible for

and consumes cloud services for evidence preservation. The model was proved us-

ing Open Home Automation Hub (openHAB) 1, a vendor and technology agnostic

open source home automation platform.

Designing and building IoT system with forensics readiness is one of the best

options to address IoT forensics challenges. In this regard it is worthwhile to

explain the framework proposed by Babun et al. [33], namely IoTDots. The

novelty of the framework is the capability to analyze smart IoT apps source

code, detect forensically relevant data points inside the source code and insert

specific evidence collection and logging code at compile time. At run time, the

apps then would log the forensics evidence which are sent to a remote IoTDots

server. In a case of a forensics investigation, the framework app applies the

data processing and machine learning techniques to extract valuable and usable

1https://www.openhab.org
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forensics information from the IoTDots logs. The framework validation proved

that over 96% accuracy of detecting user activities and behaviour with very low

overhead to the IoT cloud resources [33].

An integrated IoT with Blockchain technology provides an innovative plat-

form that could solve many of the IoT security and forensics issues [86]. The im-

mutable, distributed nature of Blockchain technology may also suit the demands

of the IoT Forensics. Digital evidence could be collected and stored in the ledger

where the immutability of the Blockchain will ensure its validity and integrity [25].

Thus, making the chain of custody process more easier and valid. In addition, the

forensics relevant information could be extracted by the investigation authorities

from the nodes and the Blockchain could be used to timestamp to maintain the

integrity of the digital evidence [25]. Subsequently, a wide variety of research

contributions have been presented to cope with the forensics challenges by using

Blockchain technology [87–90]. One recent work in this area is that of Hossain et

al. [88], in which the authors proposed an IoT forensics investigation framework

using decentralized and distributed Blockchain technology, namely ’A forensics

Investigation Framework for IoT Using a Public Digital Ledger (FIF-IoT)’. The

FIF-IoT model collects interactions among various IoT entities, e.g., cloud, users,

and IoT devices, as evidence and stores them in the decentralized Blockchain

network, thereby eliminating ’single point of failure’. FIF-IoT framework ensures

integrity, confidentiality, anonymity, and non-repudiation of the evidence stored

in the public digital ledger. Le et al. [87] proposed ’Blockchain based IoT forensics

framework (BIFF)’, to record the events of the entire life cycle of digital evidence

in a transparent and traceable way to to record the chain of custody for digital

evidence during a cyber attack. Further, Brotis et al. [89] used Blockchain tech-

nology to deal with collecting and preserving IoT digital evidence in the smart

home domain. Their proposal is based on the advanced intrusion detection and

distributed ledger technology solutions and the collected data are stored in the

evidence database hosted by the internet service provider. The metadata are
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published on a Blockchain and maintained by the service provider, and thus the

proposal provides the means to law enforcement agencies to effectively trace back

an attack to its source [89]. The model proposed by Rye et al. [90] aims to solve

the heterogeneity and distribution characteristics in IoT environment. In this

model, all communications of IoT devices are also stored in the Blockchain as

transactions. Thus the model makes the integrity, non-repudiation and chain of

custody factors much stronger.

2.3.3 IoT forensics landscape

Digital investigation in IoT is marred with numerous complexities, created by the

unique nature of IoT and the challenges they pose. To mention a few, (i) lack

of standardisation in IoT architecture, resulting in the proliferation of hetero-

geneous IoT devices, (ii) no standard communication protocols, resulting in the

development of a multitude of IoT communication protocols, including some ven-

dor specific proprietary protocols and (iii) IoT devices are usually very small with

limited memory and storage space, but they are the source of big data [25, 29, 91].

In the IoT forensics space Hou et al. [91] sketched the IoT forensics from a three

dimensional model. The three dimensions are (i) temporal dimension, (ii) spatial

dimension, and (iii) technical dimension. The temporal dimension walks through

the standard digital forensics process, i.e., Collection, Examination, Analysis and

Reporting. The spatial dimension explores where to identify the evidence source,

e.g., device, network or cloud. Finally. the technical dimension guides the explo-

ration of tools and techniques, e.g., forensics readiness, evidence extraction, and

live forensics techniques. The 3-D view of the IoT landscape provides a holistic

overview of the digital forensics in IoT as shown in Figure 2.3 [91].

One key characteristic of IoT forensics is to comply with the laws and regula-

tions applied to digital forensics investigations. However, the multi-jurisdictional

nature of IoT environment makes it unclear regarding which law can be applied

and how [92]. That leads to the argument that it is necessary to create an interna-
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Figure 2.3: Holistic view of the IoT landscape.

tional commission, which updates the current legislation and defines an uniform

governance structure for IoT Forensics [25].

2.4 Chapter Summary

Cloud computing has changed the way IT services are being delivered and con-

sumed. There has been a tremendous growth of cloud adoption and that trend is

expected to continue. Correspondingly there is growing concern by the consumers

about the security and privacy of data assets stored in the cloud. At the same

time there is also a significant concerns on the potential to use the cloud as a

platform to conduct cyber crimes. With immense computing power and storage

offered by cloud environments, major attacks can be conducted in shorter time

periods and at low cost. The criminals can then terminate their account com-

pletely and disappear into ether without leaving any traces. The deleted account

holder’s storage and memory are quickly re-allocated to other tenants, thereby

exacerbating the difficulties in finding the evidence and associating it with the

actor.
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This chapter begins with cloud computing characteristics and service models.

Further, it describes digital forensics in detail, particularly cloud forensics. It

also summarizes related and recent cloud forensics research contributions and

summarizes the findings. Given the ever-growing ubiquity of digital technology

at a remarkable rate, it is natural to expect that digital crime, exploiting the

pitfalls in the developing technology, would also increase, posing new challenges

to digital investigations. Therefore, digital forensics research will continue to

develop to address the emerging issues [93].

The large scale usage of IoT in every day life and the potential that vulner-

abilities in IoT can be exploited and can create a major cyber security menace,

increased the interest in IoT forensics studies. However, the fundamental charac-

teristics of IoT poses real challenges to IoT forensics. Regardless, researchers have

made many attempts to address and solve IoT forensics issues, and it continues

to develop. This chapter also summarizes IoT forensics landscape and forensics

frameworks.





Chapter 3

Cloud Forensics: Process, Challenges and

Solutions

Recall that in Chapter 2 we described cloud forensics in detail and highlighted

that cloud forensics poses its own unique set of challenges. Moreover, typical

digital forensics processes and methods cannot be directly applied to cloud foren-

sics either. This chapter presents a comprehensive analysis of the cloud forensics

process and challenges and recommends solutions to address the challenges as we

walk through the different cloud forensics phases. In detail, the contributions of

this chapter are as follows:

1. It systematically presents the cloud forensics process and lists the challenges

per different phases or stages of the process. The systematic approach

would enable forensics practitioners and information security professionals

to quickly comprehend and understand its problem as they go through the

various stages of the forensics process;

2. It provides a comprehensive analysis of the existing cloud forensics solutions.

Based on the complete analysis, we recommend suitable solutions to address

specific cloud forensics challenges and provide an evaluation of the suggested

solutions;

41
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3. It identifies the area where the solutions are still immature or not yet fully

developed and lists the pros and cons of the solutions, where applicable.

The organization of this chapter is as follows. Section 3.1 outlines the motivation

to conduct this research study and Section 3.2 describes the methodology applied

to conduct the study. The cloud forensics process is described in Section 3.3.

Then it identifies, analyses and lists the challenges associated with each forensics

process phases and recommends the solutions to overcome the challenge with

evidence and reasoning in Section 3.4. This chapter also conducts a study on

the recent works in the cloud forensics domain since our initial study in 2015

and establishes the research impact and relevance of this work in Section 3.5.

The chapter contributions are summarized in Section 3.6. Parts of this chapter,

specifically Sections 3.3 and 3.4, has been published in the author’s journal article

[37].

3.1 Motivation

As previously noted in Chapter 2, cloud forensics is a multi-disciplinary field. The

architectural complexity of cloud computing makes cloud forensics more complex

too. During the period of this study, we observed that cloud forensics is in its in-

fancy state [73, 94]. However, as evidenced by the number of published research

work in cloud forensics, we found that there has been active research happen-

ing. Many researchers started highlighting various cloud forensics challenges,

and some proposing solutions addressing the challenges. We also observed a lack

of compatibility and reliability of the tools, technology, or solutions proposed by

the cloud forensics research community. The solutions also lacked a consistent

approach. The challenges and solutions mainly were classified along the lines of

cloud deployment models [13, 94]. However, it is to be noted that the forensics

challenges nor the solutions pertain only to the cloud deployment model. Also,

the suggested solutions stack lacked comprehensive coverage too. From foren-
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sics practitioners’ or investigators’ point of view, they want to know what cloud

forensics challenges are, which solutions are most appropriate to overcome the

challenges, and how they can be applied during an investigative process. From

forensics researchers’ point of view, they will be more interested in knowing the

pros and cons of different solutions to help them develop better solutions. We

found that the magnitude of cloud forensics has not been addressed from that

angle, which is the focus of this study.

Therefore, understanding the cloud forensics challenges and how they can be

tackled would be better if presented along with the cloud forensics process phase.

The cloud forensics process phases are described in Section 3.3. We believe that

such an approach would help the audience, more specifically the forensics practi-

tioners, to know the challenges to expect and what possible solutions are available

during an investigative process. This would also help organizations better pre-

pare pro-actively for supporting investigations, knowing the issues in advance,

and the research community to understand the current state and deficiency of

the forensics solutions.

3.2 Methodology

This section describes the methodology applied to conduct this research study.

1. Conducted a thorough review of the related work, research outputs and

the material available in this field. We used Google Scholar and existing

databases (e.g: ACM digital library, Science Direct, IEEEXplore, Springer-

link ) for finding out the related materials. In the first phase of the search,

we collected the existing research publications related to cloud comput-

ing, digital forensics, and cloud forensics. In the next search phase, we

specifically looked into cloud forensics challenges and solutions. Our search

process was iterative and narrowed down to individual journals (e.g., Dig-

ital investigation, Computers & Security, etc.) or conferences dedicated to
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this field. In the third round, we also collected resources and materials from

standards organizations like NIST, ISO, and professional organizations like

Cloud Security Alliance (CSA). Finally, we also collected resources from

public CSPs like AWS, Azure, specifically looking for the solutions they are

offering.

2. We studied these publications and categorized them into the following:

(a) Contributions related to digital forensics, regardless of the computing

platform.

(b) Contributions focusing on cloud forensics, including forensics technol-

ogy, challenges, issues and solutions.

(c) Contributions focusing on specific tool(s) or solutions addressing a

forensic challenge (e.g: Resource tagging (to address evidence location

identification), encryption (to address confidentiality and trust).

3. We systematically studied the cloud forensics challenges and grouped them

per forensics phase.

4. Finally, we studied the solutions collected from the research resources ad-

dressing every cloud forensics challenge and assessed the solutions’ suit-

ability and applicability. Based on our assessment, we proposed a suitable

solution(s) to address a specific challenge. We further described the solu-

tions and highlighted the benefits or drawbacks.

3.3 Cloud Forensics Process

A cloud forensics investigation follows thru a set of pre-defined processes such

that the outcome of a digital crime investigation can prevail in any court of

law. An investigation must satisfy at least two required fundamental criteria: (i)

immutability of the crime’s evidence and (ii) the crime’s investigation process.
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Immutability refers to the integrity of evidentiary items and proving that they

are accurate to the original [58, 86]. The investigation process refers to the

systematic procedure followed in a digital investigation process. For example, an

investigation process that follows ACPO guidelines [95] ensures its result is legally

accepted in a country that complies to the guidelines. Researchers and forensics

practitioners have proposed several digital forensics frameworks and explained the

process. Some research work focused on refining previously published processes

and frameworks and proposing new ones, resulting in a variety of digital forensics

process models and terminology. A selected few digital forensics process models

are:

1. Digital Investigative Process (DIP) model [34] comprising of (i) Identifi-

cation (ii) Preservation (iii) Collection or Acquisition (iv) Examination &

Analysis and (v) Presentation phases.

2. McKemmish model [96], a linear process comprising of (i) Identification (ii)

Preservation (iii) Analysis and (iv) Presentation phases.

3. NIST forensics model [42] consisting of (i) Collection, (ii) Examination, (iii)

Analysis and Reporting phases.

4. Integrated Digital forensics Process Model (IDFPM) [97] that consists of

(i) Preparation, (ii) Incident, (iii) Incident response, (iv) Digital forensics

investigation and (v) Presentation.

5. Digital Forensics Analysis Cycle Model (DFACM) [98] that consists of (i)

Commence, (ii) Prepare and respond, (iii) Identify and collect, (iv) Preserve,

(v) Analyze, (vi) Present, (vi) Feedback, and (vii) Complete or further task

identified phases. This is a cyclic and iterative model.

6. Integrated Conceptual Digital forensics Framework (ICDFF) [99] for cloud

computing that consists of (i) Evidence source identification and preserva-

tion, (ii) Collection, (iii) Examination and analysis, and (iv) Reporting and
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presentation phases .

7. Consumer-oriented Cloud Forensic Process Model (CCFPM) [100] presents

a process model that takes consumer perspective into account. The process

model has three main components (i) a forensic readiness component, (ii)

Live forensic component and a (iii) Postmortem component.

8. Standardised Digital Forensic Investigation Process Model (SDFIPM) [101].

This model argues that digital forensics practitioners have developed all the

existing models based on their personal experience and therefore lack stan-

dardization. This model attempts to establish standardization within the

field, resulting in a heavier process model consisting of many process steps,

viz., examination, analysis, interpretation, event reconstruction, reporting,

presentation, and investigation closure.

9. Common Investigation Process Model for Internet of Things Forensics [102].

This digital investigation process is primarily aimed at IoT forensics, con-

siders the heterogeneity of IoT infrastructure and consists of four processes,

viz., preparation process, collection process, analysis process and final re-

port process.

The digital process investigation models listed from 7 to 9 are relatively new,

and our studies could not find evidence of practical use or applications of the

models yet. In a traditional server based computing environment, where physical

locations of the systems are known, investigators can have complete control over

forensics artifacts. However, the intrinsic nature and characteristics of the cloud

ecosystem make the physical data location an unknown identity and produce

additional challenges of mapping each traditional forensics framework to the cloud

environment. For example, IDFPM framework recommends seizing the digital

evidence during incident response, which is impossible in a cloud environment.

Citing another example, consider the ICDFF model proposed by Martini and

Choo in [99]. In this model, during the examination and analysis phase, i.e.,
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step (iii), if more data or evidence is required, the process iterates back to the

evidence source identification and preservation phase, i.e., step (i) and collection,

i.e., step (ii). There is a high probability of evidence being erased or modified at

any given time in a cloud environment since the cloud platforms are constantly

subject to rapid changes. So more evidence may not be available by the time the

process iterates back to step (i). This highlights the importance of preserving the

evidence as soon as it is identified, using proper preservation techniques regardless

of the evidence source. Martini and Choo [103] emphasized such an important

step in their work on distributed file system forensics. The distributed file system

forensics highlighted forensically sound methods, processes and clear guidance.

The DIP model [10] is applicable to any digital investigation, including foren-

sics investigations in cloud environment. The model has been further expanded

and applied in distributed file system forensics [103]. The DIP model is also very

popular among forensics practitioners [104, 105]. This thesis uses the DIP model

to describe the cloud forensics process, associated challenges, and solutions. The

DIP model is illustrated in Figure 3.1.

Different phases of the cloud forensics process pose a different set of chal-

lenges. However, there are also common challenges applicable to more than one

stage of the process, but the characteristics of the challenges are often unique to a

particular stage. If so, the challenge is included in all applicable stages. The chal-

lenges span all three cloud forensics dimensions, viz., technical, organizational,

and legal. However, in this thesis, more focus is given to challenges related to the

technical dimension. Challenges related to other dimensions are discussed based

on merit and importance in a given situation.

3.4 Cloud Forensics: Challenges and Solutions

It has already been mentioned that the traditional digital forensics process and

techniques cannot be directly applied to cloud forensics. In particular, distributed

processing, the multi-tenancy nature of cloud computing, and its highly virtual-
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Figure 3.1: Digital investigative process

ized and dynamic environment make digital evidence identification, preservation

and collection, needed for forensics a daunting and challenging task. This sec-

tion analyzes cloud forensics challenges and recommends appropriate solutions to

resolve the challenges per cloud forensics stages defined in the DIP model. We

derived the solutions after studying the work and the contributions in the same

space by previous researchers.

3.4.1 Identification

According to the DIP model (Figure 3.1) the cloud forensics process begins with

the identification phase. ISO 27037 standard defines the identification process

as a “process involving the search, recognition, and documentation of potential
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digital evidence” [106]. The identification phase includes identifying systems,

media, mobile devices, etc., likely to contain potential digital evidence. In re-

ality, identification is a two-step process: (i) identification of the incident and

(ii) identification of necessary evidence and its location to prove the incident.

Step (i) requires identifying all machines and system files suspected of containing

related evidence, and step (ii) requires identifying the evidence in the media or

storage. Traces of evidence can be found in media such as cloud servers, network

devices, and mobile devices [96, 107]. Proper evidence identification requires the

knowledge of its present location, type, and format, and in the cloud, it is almost

impossible to identify the physical location of data assets at a given time [99, 105].

The default settings for the public cloud deployment model are multiple juris-

dictions and multi-tenancy in a highly decentralized data processing environment.

CSPs often intentionally hide data location, so they have the freedom to move

the data across VMs and data centers. This done mainly to facilitate business

continuity, increase operational efficiency, and enhance data availability. The set-

tings pose additional difficulties in data identification and subsequent collection

[4, 45, 46]. System and application logs form a vital part of forensics investiga-

tion and finding out logs’ location also poses an equal challenge [43]. Table 3.1

outlines the challenges in the data identification phase and their recommended

solutions.
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Table 3.1: Identification phase: challenges and recommended solutions

No. Challenges Recommended Solu-
tions

Comments

1 Unknown physi-
cal location

Resource tagging [45] Adversely affects CSPs
ability to ensure flexi-
bility, service availability
and manageability.

Robust SLA with CSPs
in support of cloud foren-
sics [46, 108, 109]

Most of the SLA guide-
lines are mainly focused
on security requirements
and less on forensics re-
quirements.

System level logs System level logs can
contain prime informa-
tion regarding the access,
creation and deletion of
system level objects.

2 Decentralized
data

Log framework [52, 110] Logs including the hy-
pervisor level logs would
help the forensics process
and time lining of events.

3 Data duplication Resource tagging [45] Can adversely affect the
system performance.

4 Jurisdiction SLA, specifying where
the data can be stored or
migrated [38, 108, 109]

Can adversely affect
CSPs ability to ensure
service availability flex-
ibility and cost benefits
to consumers.

Reverse look up for net-
worked devices to study
the network topology
[111]

This is a very time crit-
ical action due to dy-
namic nature of cloud.

5 Dependency
Chain

None Lack of solutions in the
form of software tools,
standards & processes.

6 Encryption Key management system
within cloud [111] and le-
gal authority

Enables efficient investi-
gations.

7 Dependence on
CSP

SLA specifying the spe-
cific forensics services
[108, 109, 112]

Good SLA ensures ser-
vice availability and com-
pliance [109].
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Detailed explanations of the recommended solutions, including their relative

merit are provided in the Sections 3.4.1.1 through to 3.4.1.7.

3.4.1.1 Unknown physical location

As already noted, the intrinsic nature of cloud computing abstracts the data

locations. From an investigation angle, it means that cloud data can be stored

out of the jurisdiction of the investigating authority. Or the data may be split

across several storage devices within a cloud environment, with some part of the

data remaining within the jurisdiction. Some other parts outside the jurisdiction

[36, 113]. All of this produces challenges in identifying the evidence artifacts.

• Resources tagging: The CSUs can "tag” their resources to mark the lo-

cation of their data assets. The CSPs can then use the tag information to

determine whether the data assets can be migrated, and if so, provide the

allowed regional boundary of migration [45]. It is common for the CSPs

to move the VM instances and associated files between different physical

machines and sometimes across various data centers located in other geo-

graphical locations. Resource tagging can be used in such cases to inform

the CSPs “what can be” and “what cannot be” moved. Therefore, resource

tagging can address the legal issue by dictating the resources that cannot be

transferred to different jurisdictions. However, the solution may adversely

affect the CSPs’ ability to efficiently manage their resources and provide

exceptional services, such as availability, service continuity, and acceptable

performance [45, 46].

• Robust SLA: In general, CSPs do not provide an option to choose the

location where the user data will be stored. Having a solid SLA stipulating

the data location is an option to address this challenge. Some CSPs ,

e.g., AWS, provide an option to choose a geographic location from a list of

available regions around the globe to host the VM instance and data. AWS

offers public cloud services in different areas around the world [76]. This
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scheme partially solves the jurisdictional or data location issue for AWS

customers. However, such an option is not a standard feature.

Jansen et al. [38] provided guidelines on incorporating data location into

SLA. Alhamad et al. [108] proposed a conceptual SLA framework for cloud

computing. Other researchers have suggested the importance of having a

robust SLA with CSPs, which can be enforced [4, 38, 46, 112]. Ruan et

al. [109] provided key terms and conditions covering forensics services in

SLAs.

• System level logs: System logs provide detailed access reports on data

assets, including privileged user access, creation, deletion, and modification

of system-level objects. For example, the logs produced by AWS CloudTrail

logs are a prime piece of forensics information [114].

3.4.1.2 Decentralized data

As already noted, the decentralized nature of data processing is one of the default

attributes of cloud computing. There is no central location for files, database

artifacts, system artifacts, and logs where the investigators can identify, preserve

and collect the artifacts. The CSPs seldom provide the details of how the logs

are created and where they are stored. In addition, the CSPs use their own

proprietary log formats, and there exists no uniform log format either [36]. Having

a uniform and forensically sound practical log framework is one way to solve the

issue. Many researchers have identified the importance of keeping end-to-end and

comprehensive transaction logs [46, 52, 110, 115]. Marty [52] provided a business-

oriented logging framework and guidelines suggesting ‘what to log’ and ‘when to

log’ and proposed a proactive approach to application logging. However, there

is no research so far regarding a “pre-defined forensically valid log structure and

location” that can be easily located, retrieved, and verified for its integrity, using

which the investigators can produce an end-to-end temporal analysis of events.
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3.4.1.3 Data duplication

Duplicating data to multiple locations is another inherent feature of cloud com-

puting. From a forensics perspective, this is a good feature because it will be

tough to destroy all the evidence from the cloud [116]. However, data identifi-

cation is equally complex because the data is spread out. Nevertheless, one can

use the resource tagging mechanism [45], described in Section 3.4.1.1, to locate

deleted files needed for forensics by following the files’ logical chain.

3.4.1.4 Jurisdiction

Since the cloud, by definition, enables broad network access connectivity. Storing

customer data outside of the customer’s jurisdictional area is quite common in

the cloud. CSPs need not have to inform the CSUs of the location details of

their data. Depending upon the location, different laws would apply, which would

significantly impact the forensics process. Although it is theoretically possible for

networked devices to trace back or perform a reverse look-up to produce overall

topology and thereby obtain essential information, the step is quite tricky and

cumbersome due to the fast dynamic nature of the cloud systems. The topology

information (such as the allocated IP address, storage space, etc.) is subjected to

rapid changes, and therefore faster response is often required to obtain meaningful

information [111]. In addition, the CSPs usually keep migrating the VM instances

between different physical machines, spreading them across other jurisdictional

locations [45] and eventually creating legal challenges. The possible solutions to

address the jurisdictional issue are:

• Specific SLA: Create SLAs that clearly specify where the data can be

stored, re-located or duplicated [109, 117].

• Reverse Look up: To find the location of networked devices, and conduct

a reverse look up of network topology [111].
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3.4.1.5 Dependency chain

It is prevalent for CSPs to trade services among them. For example, a CSP

providing email as a SaaS service may depend upon a third party CSP offering

PaaS to host the mail platform services, depending on another IaaS provider to

store the mail content and log files. The correlation of activities across the CSPs

is a significant challenge, creating a chain of dependencies. Moreover, different

providers might be hosting their services in other locations. Lack of transparency

is another issue associated with multiple levels of outsourcing. Investigators need

to trace and follow each link in the chain to trace the link and lock the evidence

for collection. However, there is no easy way to perform this process. To date,

procedures, policies, and guidelines related to cross provider forensics examination

are virtually nonexistent, exacerbated by a lack of interoperability framework

among cloud providers [36].

3.4.1.6 Encryption

Encryption is becoming increasingly relevant for cloud computing. Most CSPs

provide encryption as a feature in their security services portfolio. CSPs pro-

vide the service either by providing an API for encryption. At the same time,

customers use their key management system and keys, or by applying encryp-

tion when the data is stored in the cloud and storing the encryption key, which

is often linked with user access password [111]. Major CSPs like AWS provide

end-to-end encryption of storage volumes. AWS provides server-side encryption

where AWS manages the encryption process. Alternately, customers who prefer

to manage their data encryption can use a client encryption library to encrypt

data before uploading to AWS S3 storage [76]. This method offers ‘zero knowledge

privacy,’ meaning that the CSP can never know the stored data content. Regard-

less of the technique used for encryption, encrypted data appears as a continuous

byte stream, making evidence identification very difficult and creating challenging

problems in later phases of the forensics investigation.
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Cloud Security Alliance (CSA) research group suggested using proper key

management infrastructure like public key infrastructure (PKI). So that the data

assets can be decrypted without the need to share keys, same time preventing

unapproved access to customer data [118]. However, no published guidelines or

standards have been found mandating the process.

3.4.1.7 Dependence on CSP

Due to the intrinsic nature of the cloud environment and the lack of administrative

control a CSU has over their data in the cloud, the CSUs and investigators have to

depend upon the CSPs to identify, locate and lock forensics evidence. Therefore,

the best solutions is incorporating the essential forensics services required from

the CSPs in the SLA. The CSPs are becoming more aware of it, and some do

offer such services.

Dependence on CSP will continue to be an issue until the providers start

offering tools to collect forensics artifacts on demand using a provided portal or

similar applications. For example, AWS provides memory dumps and means to

ship the memory anywhere for a fee. In addition, the AWS CloudTrail logging

application allows the logs to be retrieved using AWS portal or CloudTrail can be

configured to send events to AWS CloudWatch logs. Finally, for a rapid response,

CloudWatch events can be configured to send notifications or alarms as a trigger

to kick start incidence response or forensics activity [76]. Such features ease the

dependence on CSPs.

3.4.2 Preservation

Once the evidence has been identified, the next phase is evidence preservation.

ISO 27037 defines preservation as the “process to maintain and safeguard the

integrity and/or original condition of the potential digital evidence” [106]. The

preservation phase deals with locking or freezing the evidence, making it ready

for collection, and this phase encompasses all activities that protect the integrity
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of the evidence throughout the process. In reality, evidence preservation is not a

one-step process; the process continues until the evidence is presented in court.

Therefore, the preservation phase deals with locking or freezing the evidence,

making it ready for collection, and maintaining legally admissible evidence is a

vital objective of this phase. As the cloud platform is very dynamic, this phase

is very critical. Table 3.2 identifies the challenges in the preservation phase and

their possible solutions.

Table 3.2: Preservation phase: challenges and recommended solutions

No. Challenges Recommended Solu-
tions

Comments

1 Chain of custody RSA signature [119] Can be used to validate
the chain of custody and
data integrity.

Blockchain forensics log-
ging framework [58]

Uses data immutability
feature of Blockchian
technology.

2 Evidence segre-
gation

Sandboxing [120, 121] Running programs are
separated by virtual en-
claves.

3 Distributed stor-
age

VM instance tagging [45] The tagged VM instances
can be used to identify
the location.

4 Data volatility Persistent storage [43,
46]

Providing persistent
storage defeats the
elastic nature of cloud
computing.

5 Data integrity Checksum, hashing (e.g.,
MD5,SHA1,SHA256)

Used to preserve and ver-
ify the integrity of data.

3.4.2.1 Chain of custody

Chain of custody is the chronological documentation of access and handling of

evidentiary items to ensure the authenticity and integrity of the evidence. It is

required to avoid allegations of evidence tampering or misconduct [36]. As a part

of the chain of custody process, any access to the evidentiary items should be

recorded in an access log [43, 107]. Maintaining a strict chain of custody log is
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crucial for evidentiary items to be valid and admissible in the eye’s of the law

[35, 122].

Researchers and legal practitioners have highlighted the importance of main-

taining a proper chain of custody log. For example, Principle 3 of the ACPO

guideline states the necessity of keeping an audit trail of all processes [35]. Basic

premises of digital evidence collection include collecting the data in a manner

consistent with the law, verifying the data to ensure that the data collected is

comprehensive, and maintaining a proper chain of custody of evidence data. Al-

though there is no single way to enforce chain of custody in digital forensics, the

use of techniques such as time stamping, hashing, and e-signatures are central to

all methods [122, 123].

One way of establishing the chain of custody for digital evidence is by using

the RSA signature. RSA signature is a widely used public-key crypto system to

secure data transmission. Lin et al. [119] proposed a cloud aided RSA signature

scheme to seal and store the digital evidence in the cloud. The proposed technique

would greatly assist in securely collecting and storing evidence, especially from

mobile or IoT devices with limited computational and storage power. The digital

signature can also be used to enforce the data integrity and establish the chain of

custody of the evidence post seizure. For example, an investigator can perform

a checksum on the artifacts and digitally sign the checksum using their private

key. Another recent work is that of Awuson et al. [58], in which they proposed a

novel method for maintaining the integrity and chain of custody using the data

immutability feature of Blockchain technology.

3.4.2.2 Evidence segregation

By default cloud computing, is a multi-tenant environment. The multi-tenant

characteristics possess difficulties in isolating and preserving evidence without

hindering other tenants from sharing the same resources. One solution to evidence

segregation is by sandboxing each user instance [120, 121]. Sandboxing is a
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mechanism by which the running programs are separated into virtual enclaves,

and each of them uses its enclave such that no instance knows the existence of its

neighbor. Neighbors behave as if they are on separate hosts. Capturing the entire

sandbox instances provides the running state of CSUs virtual machine instances

then, which can be loaded onto another VM instance for analysis [37].

However, sandboxing addresses the problem only partially. For example, sand-

boxing of VM instances does not capture events such as the creation and deletion

of VM instances. The hypervisor event logs capture such system level info, and

those event logs are not accessible from a standard user account, and in addition,

such logs would potentially contain information about other tenants too.

3.4.2.3 Distributed storage

Due to the distributed and elastic nature of the cloud environment, it is often

impossible to ascertain where the piece of data is stored, as the data could be

distributed among many hosts in multiple data centers. Resource tagging of the

virtual instances [45], described in Section 3.4.1.1, is a potential solution.

3.4.2.4 Data volatility

The highly volatile nature of data is a significant concern for evidence preserva-

tion and collection in a cloud environment. One of the solutions suggested by

researchers is to use persistent storage. Having persistent storage and keeping the

storage synchronized frequently between the VM instances and persistent storage

can counter the data volatility issue [43, 46]. However, the data on the running

system compromised by an adversary cannot be mitigated, although traces of such

ill-action will be available on the persistent storage as evidence [114, 124]. Note

that CSPs usually do not offer persistent storage as a generic service. Further,

providing persistent storage works against the on-demand, low cost, and elastic

nature of the cloud. While synchronizing the volatile data storage to non-cloud

storage is theoretically possible, it is not practical to implement and could defeat
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the whole purpose of adopting cloud systems. Therefore, it remains very critical

to collect forensics data as soon as the incident happens [4, 49]. Data volatility

issue is further explained in Section 3.4.3

3.4.2.5 Data integrity

Data Integrity ensures that the evidence accurately represents the data found in

the computer system. Several aspects of the cloud environment affect the data

integrity, but maintaining the integrity remains to be a crucial aspect of cloud

forensics. The known method to preserve data integrity is using proven hash

techniques such as MD5, SHA1, SHA256. More recently, other novel methods to

address data integrity in the cloud have been suggested, such as tamper proof

cloud forensics framework using Bloom Filter algorithm [72]. Blockchain forensics

logging is another proposed method. In this method the data integrity has been

proved by using the data immutability and smart contract features offered by the

Blockchain distributed ledger technology [58].

3.4.3 Collection or Acquisition

In digital forensics, collection refers to the “process of gathering items that contain

the potential digital evidence,” and acquisition refers to the “process of creating

a copy of the data within a defined set” [111]. However, evidence collection is

complex due to the transient nature of the cloud environment and the inaccessi-

bility to the operating system files and artifacts such as temporary internet files

and registry entries. In addition, public and hybrid cloud systems might operate

across jurisdictions, making it much more challenging to acquire artifacts. Fi-

nally, unless cloud computing applications provide a complete audit trail, it may

not be easy to extract the evidence in an admissible manner, or there may be

little evidence available to collect [125].

Legal collection refers to the seizure of physical evidence under the authority of

a legal or court order. Due to the multi-tenancy and jurisdictional issue associated
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with the cloud environment, the collection is not practical, so the acquisition is

the recommended process. Note that collection requires CSP support, whereas

acquisition can be performed remotely using valid methods and tools described

later. The process of acquisition (i.e., making a legally valid copy of all forensics

artifacts) should be done using a well-defined, well-tested, and repeatable process

using trusted tools. Therefore, the acquisition is a more challenging process than

collection. According to ISO 27037, as illustrated in Figure 3.2, collection and

acquisition are two parallel processes [106, 111].

Figure 3.2: Evidence collection and acquisition process

Table 3.3 provides a summary of challenges in the Acquisition phase in cloud

computing and recommended solutions.

Table 3.3: Acquisition phase: challenges and recommended solutions.

No. Challenges Recommended Solu-
tions

Comments

1 Inaccessibility Remote data acquisition
[126]

By data imaging tools such
as EnCase, FTK Imager, X-
Ways, F-Response, Paladin
etc., over a secure network.

Management plane [94,
126]

Preferred option, removes
the dependency on CSP.

Continued on next page
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No. Challenges Recommended Solu-
tions

Comments

Live forensics [127] Provides running system
info, like process list, open
ports etc., which are not
available in offline forensics.

Snapshot analysis [46] Captures the whole system
info at the instant of taking
the snapshot.

2 Dependence on
CSP

Management plane [94,
126]

Preferred option, but re-
quires an additional level of
‘trust’ of the management
plane.

Stronger SLA [108, 112] Preferred option for CSUs.
3 Ephemeral

nature of data
Snapshot analysis [46] Provides the point in time

picture of the whole system.
4 Trust Hardware trusted plat-

form model (TPM)
Designed to work with sin-
gle operating system, single
machine. Fails to scale up
to a virtualized cloud envi-
ronment.

Virtual TPMs [128] TPM instances are obtained
on demand. Solves scalabil-
ity issue.

Trusted virtual environ-
ment module [129]

Modular and extensible ap-
proach which supports per-
sistent storage of keys.

Trusted cloud computing
platform [130].

Provides a closed box ex-
ecution environment. En-
sures confidentiality and in-
tegrity.

Detective controls [41]. Complements formal pre-
ventive approach, and can
address the risk that arise
from within CSPs.

Continued on next page
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No. Challenges Recommended Solu-
tions

Comments

5 Multi-tenancy Isolating cloud instance
[120].

Discussed various methods
of isolating cloud instances.

Sandboxing [120, 121] Most popular method of
isolating the instance and
widely supported.

6 Jurisdiction SLA Helps to address jurisdic-
tional issue. Partially ad-
dressed in [108, 112].

International cooper-
ation in the form of
agreements and treaties

E.g.: International treaties
and agreements.

7 Deleted data Frequent snap shots Difficult to achieve and
manage due to the sheer
volume of snap shot images.

User signature [131] Another piece of metadata
is added with every data
block which persists.

8 Lack of special-
ized tools

Cloud data imager [132] The solutions remains to be
commercialized.

3.4.3.1 Inaccessibility

As already mentioned, un-restricted access to cloud storage is not possible, some-

thing that is guaranteed in a traditional client-server environment. Note that

the data in the cloud can be duplicated to multiple locations, resulting in decen-

tralized artifacts. Some cloud providers, e.g., AWS, allow users to choose their

geographical location while creating VM instances. However, physical acquisition

is impossible due to multi-tenancy even if the location is known.

Various methods have been proposed for evidence acquisition from cloud, such

as:

• Remote data acquisition: Refers to acquiring the evidence remotely over
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a trusted and secure channel. Widely used forensics tools such as Guidance

EnCase and Access Data FTK support remote data acquisition. Dykstra

and Sherman [126] reported successful retrieval of volatile and nonvolatile

data from AWS EC2 active instance platform using the tools, despite cit-

ing many layers of trust requirements. They validated the data integrity

by computing and comparing the hashes of the images before and after

downloading data.

• Management plane: Controlling the virtual assets in the cloud using a

web interface is often referred to as the Management Plane. Using the inter-

face, e.g., AWS Management Console, CSUs can conduct data acquisition

of forensics artifacts, such as VM images, logs, disk images, user access in-

formation, etc. For example, one can use the AWS management console to

extract CloudTrail logs without helps from the CSPs [114]. However, one

more level of ‘trust’, i.e., trust in the management console application, is

required. Despite the trust issue, researchers have recommended the use of

a management plane for remote data acquisition, especially for IaaS model

[94, 126]. Zafarullah et al. [133] showed that it is possible to collect neces-

sary logs from cloud infrastructure using open source tools. One can acquire

the disk image from a cloud server using cryptographic tunneling protocol,

e.g., a virtual private network (VPN), to guarantee the confidentiality and

integrity of the data, which can also help to address the chain of custody

problem, described in Section 3.4.2.1.

• Live forensics: Forensics on a running system is referred to as live foren-

sics, in which an investigator performs a forensics examination of a system

in a running state. Such forensics comes with an added advantage as it

can gather a wealth of information, such as process list, kernel modules,

open network ports, volatile memory data, etc., from a running system and

the information stored in persistent storage. Virtual Machine Introspection

(VMI) is a live forensics technique where a CSU can interact with a running
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system from another virtual machine. Hay and Nance [127] proposed a vir-

tual introspection solution. They demonstrated their solution using Virtual

Introspection for Xen (VIX) set of tools as a proof of concept. Their work

has been further enhanced as an introspection library known as LabVMI

(VMITools). However, the live forensics tools are yet to be incorporated

and provided as a commercial service by the CSPs.

• Snapshot analysis: Snapshotting is the process of making a clone of a vir-

tual image in a running state, including all the system memory, and saving

the clone to persistent storage. Snapshot technology enables CSU to freeze

a specific form of VM [46]. Major hypervisor vendors, e.g., Xen, VMWare,

ESX, and Hyper-V, support snapshot features. The snapshot images pro-

vide valuable information regarding the running state of a system. They can

be restored by loading them to a target VM for analysis. The snapshot fea-

ture can capture live VM instances and works across decentralized regions

as long as the instances remain in the same logical infrastructure. Since

the cloud environment is subject to rapid changes, a series of snapshot im-

ages can provide valuable information regarding changes to the data assets,

which can be used to analyze and map onto a timeline of events. Therefore,

for the cloud to be forensically ready, one should have an inbuilt feature

to dump virtual machine snapshots automatically at configurable intervals

since it is impossible to know when the security breach occurs. On the

downside, this feature would require more storage space and can create sig-

nificant performance issues. Nevertheless, the system can be configured to

either purge or overwrite unwanted or older image dumps.

3.4.3.2 Dependence on CSP

Many researchers have cited the dependence on CSPs during the forensics inves-

tigation process [94, 134]. There is a move by some CSPs to provide management

tools so that CSUs or investigators can collect the artifacts, by themselves. One
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example is the use of Management Plane supported by specific SLAs, which is

described in Section 3.4.3.1 on Inaccessibility and Section 3.4.1.4, on Jurisdiction

respectively. Clearly drafted and executed SLA between the CSPs and CSUs is

one of the critical elements to address the CSP dependence challenge. The SLA

should specify: (i) specific forensics elements, e.g., monitoring, (ii) forensics sup-

port services, (iii) data ownership (specifically of the data under investigation),

responsibility, (iv) the right to retain consumer data for investigative purpose even

when the consumer decides to change the cloud provider, and (v) any applicable

regulatory compliance requirements [108, 109].

3.4.3.3 Ephemeral nature

The transient nature of cloud data is another major issue facing data acquisition.

For example, registry files, temporary files, internet access history logs, etc., are

key forensics artifacts, and it is crucial to collect them sooner the incident hap-

pens, though it is difficult [111]. The periodic snapshotting of VM instances,

described in Section 3.4.3.1 is a recommended solution.

3.4.3.4 Trust

In general, trust means an act of faith in confidence and reliance on something

that is expected to behave or deliver something as promised [135]. In the cloud

computing context, trust is the belief in the competence and expertise of the

CSPs, and the underlying cloud architecture and systems, to reasonably care for

the valuable information assets of the users. Trust and control go together, e.g.,

we trust a system less if it has poor control. Trust also is a function of ownership,

e.g., you trust your data assets. Note that in a public cloud model, the CSPs are

the custodian of CSUs data assets and CSUs have neither ownership nor control

of the environment. When an enterprise adopts the cloud and consigns its data

(belonging to the enterprise and its clients) to the cloud, it creates an array of

complex trust relationships. First, the enterprise must trust the cloud provider.
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Second, the enterprise should ascertain that their clients have enough reason to

trust the same provider. In cloud forensics, the lack of transparency and trust

results in untrustworthy evidence data [46, 135].

Researchers have highlighted the problem associated with trust in cloud foren-

sics [43, 45, 46, 94, 126, 127, 136]. For the evidence to be valid, there is a need to

establish trust in the layers of the cloud architecture. The layers of trust increase

cumulatively as more services are subscribed from the CSP, i.e., the layers of trust

are the highest for SaaS model and lowest for IaaS model. Figure 2.1 describes

the trust layers.

Solving the trust issue remains a big challenge. Trust cannot be solved by

using technology alone; rather, the solution should combine process, people, and

technology. Following an established forensics process, e.g., ACPO guidelines,

having experienced or certified people undertaking forensics collection and evalu-

ation, and using approved forensics software or hardware tools would strengthen

the trust in evidence.

Trust can also be treated as a function of security. Consumers will trust the

more secure systems. One of the widely accepted approaches to solving security

issues is the Trusted Platform Model (TPM), which is briefly described as follows.

• Hardware TPMs: Where a TPM chip is integrated into the motherboard,

which can ensure data security. However, TPM chips are usually designed

to work with a single OS on a single machine and typically would not scale,

therefore, not practical for a cloud environment [137].

• Virtual TPM (VTPM): Virtual TPM is a software TPM providing TPM

functionality. A TPM instance can be obtained from TPM cloud on de-

mand. This technique is scalable and suitable for a cloud environment.

[128].

• Trusted virtual environment module (TVEM): TVEM is a software

appliance that helps to solve the trust issue by using a trust relationship
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model. The TVEM architecture is modular and extensible, and also pro-

vides persistent storage for the encryption keys [129].

• Trusted cloud computing platform (TCCP): TCCP provides a closed

box execution environment by extending the concept of a trusted platform

to IaaS environment, guaranteeing confidentiality and integrity. Even priv-

ileged administrators cannot inspect or tamper with its content [130].

• Detective controls: These are controls based on policy and process. The

benefit of this approach is that it is non-invasive and enforces the need for

policy and governance structure to establish accountability and trust [41].

3.4.3.5 Multi-tenancy

One of the prime characteristics of cloud computing is that multiple VMs, hosting

multiple tenants instances, can share the same physical hardware, which can

spread across different data centers. This model is very different from a single

owner system, where it is easy to seize the hardware. The multi-tenancy aspect

adds to the complexity of forensics data collection in the cloud. Though the VMs

operate in their sandboxes without knowing their neighbors’ existence, doing a

physical seizure is not at all practical as it can hold other tenant’s VM instances

and data. CSPs are bound to protect the customers’ privacy and abide by the

regulations. For example, a 2012 report by ENISA emphasized that multi-tenant

outsourced services should protect the confidentiality of co-tenants [138]. Further,

Ruan et al. [109] highlighted that SLAs must address privacy issues and noted

that “the cloud provider to accurately and comprehensively filter forensics data

sources that contain data belonging to multiple tenants and release only the data

related to the specific tenant.”

Researchers have recommended using the management plane for forensics data

acquisition. Dykstra et al. [126] used forensics tools, such as EnCase and FTK, to

successfully return the evidence from AWS EC2 cloud instance without violating

the privacy of other tenants. Some CSPs,(e.g., AWS), offers a single tenant
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option while creating an instance for an additional fee. Other suggested solutions

to address multi-tenancy are:

• Isolating cloud instance: Delport et al. [120] introduced a new concept

of isolating the cloud instance to facilitate the forensics investigation, using

different methods such for instance relocation, address relocation, server

farming etc. The isolated instances can prevent further contamination or

tamper with possible evidence.

• Sandboxing: Creating sandbox image of a virtual machine instance is an-

other way of isolating and protecting the evidence [120, 121]. Sandboxing

is an easily executable option, and most of the vendors support sandbox-

ing features. Sandboxed VM images can then be acquired using remote

acquisition methods.

3.4.3.6 Jurisdiction

The CSPs often perform data mirroring to ensure high availability and business

continuity. The mirrored databases can be in a different jurisdiction than the pri-

mary location, causing a lack of real-time information about the data location and

introducing a high degree of difficulties for data acquisition. The jurisdictional

issue associated with data location is one of the major concerns of customers. The

cloud consumer should be aware that it could be challenging to conduct an in-

vestigation when the data does not reside in jurisdictions with proper regulations

[116].

One possible solution to the problem is using specific SLA, described in Section

3.4.1.4, in which CSUs could specify where the data could be stored or relocated.

The CSP should also accurately track the jurisdiction where the data resides

during a given period [109]. If the data assets are spread across logical infrastruc-

tures around different locations, they can be acquired using proven techniques

such as Remote Data Acquisition or commercially available tools. Further, if the

data crosses geopolitical borders, stronger international cooperation and bilateral
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agreements will also be required for evidence artifacts collection, establishing the

chain of custody [7, 105].

3.4.3.7 Deleted data

From a forensics perspective, recovering deleted data and attributing the deleted

data to the doer(s) are vital sources of evidence. Typically, the deleted data can

be collected using data carving methods supported by forensics tools. However,

in the case of the cloud, the volatility and elasticity of cloud environments make it

much harder to collect the deleted data. Dykstra and Sherman [126] showed how

to remotely acquire hardware and memory images from AWS cloud instances.

They could also prove that it is possible to collect the deleted data (provided

that the data volume is not overwritten) by the same tenant, excluding data or

residual data from the previous tenant(s) who probably had the same hardware

space earlier. However, this is a hypothetical situation, which proves that in

theory, it is possible to recover deleted data from the cloud, but in practice, it

depends upon how quickly the recovery operation is done since the re-allocation

of the vacated data volume space is an indeterministic factor. Those with crimi-

nal intent can carry out the crime using cloud resources, delete all the files, logs,

and trash folders, delete VM instances, terminate their account, and disappear.

Consequently, no traces of their actions will be left around. In an attempt to

provide the highest respect to privacy, CSPs delete the data entirely once con-

firmed by the users. For example, Google’s current policy on deleted data states

the following:

“After a Google Apps user or Google Apps administrator deletes a message, ac-

count, user, or domain, and confirms deletion of that item (e.g., empties the

trash), the data in question is removed and no longer accessible from that user’s

Google Apps interface. The data is then deleted from Google’s active servers and

replication servers. Pointers to the data on Google’s active and replication servers

are removed. De-referenced data will be overwritten with other customer data
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over time” [139]. Though this satisfies the privacy regulations, it works negatively

from a forensics perspective. It highlights the fact that there is a disconnection

between privacy regulations and forensics needs in the cloud.

Alsadhan et al. [131] proposed a "user signature" approach to attribute deleted

files to a specific user. In this model, a unique ID (termed as user signature) is

created for every CSU during the user registration process. The signature will

be added to all data blocks in every writing process. When the CSU delete files,

their signature will not be deleted. The only difference here is that the user

signature piece of metadata persists while all other metadata is deleted when a

file is deleted in cloud systems. Taking frequent snapshots of the virtual image

is another possible solution, which has been explained in Section 3.4.3.1, under

bullet point Snapshot Analysis.

3.4.3.8 Lack of specialist commercial tools

There is a lack of certified commercial tools for e-discovery and data acquisition

of all artifacts in their entirety, including metadata, network logs, and hypervisor

logs from a cloud environment. Metadata is a rich source of forensics informa-

tion, as it contains the full revision history of files and the changes done to the

file content and registry. Network logs provide traffic patterns and routing infor-

mation. Hypervisor level logs provide critical information, including user account

creation, virtual resource acquisitions, deletion, etc. However, researchers could

develop tools and prove that remote acquisition is possible from an active user ac-

count. In addition, they proved that a wide range of forensics artifacts, including

metadata and data remnants of deleted files, can be collected [98, 126, 140]

Further to that, Federici [132] extended the work outlined by Quick and Choo

[98] and presented a Cloud data imager. The motivation for the work is that the

traditional approach of bitstream copying of mass storage may not be possible

in an investigating crime related information hosted on a cloud platform. Cloud

data imager is a dedicated forensics software tool to log the entire conversation
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with the cloud platform at the application level and in cleartext. In addition,

the tool can support remote data collection from cloud storage, conforming to

the principle of reliability and integrity of digital evidence by enforcing read-only

access.

However, such holistic and certified tools that provide end-to-end forensics

data collection, are not commercially widespread to date. Therefore, the CSUs

and investigators often have to depend upon the CSPs to get the evidence.

3.4.4 Examination and Analysis

Once the digital artifacts are acquired, the next logical step is the examination

and analysis phase. NIST Guide to Integrating Forensic Techniques into Incident

Response (SP 800-86) defines forensics examination as: “forensics tools and tech-

niques appropriate to the types of data that were collected are executed to identify

and extract the relevant information from the collected data while protecting its

integrity”. The forensics examination may use a combination of automated and

manual processes [42].

NIST SP 800-86 defines Analysis phase as “involves analyzing the examina-

tion results to derive useful information that addresses the questions that were

the impetus for performing the collection and examination” [42]. Typically, in

an Analysis phase, the significance of information artifacts is evaluated, and a

narrative produced is supported by the evidence and a timeline of events. The

narrative would help understand the case better and can be easily explained to

a jury. Table 3.4 lists the challenges and recommended solutions in Examination

and Analysis phase as applicable to the cloud platform.
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Table 3.4: Examination and analysis phase: challenges and recommended
solutions

No. Challenges Recommended Solu-
tions

Comments

1 Lack of log
framework

Comprehensive log man-
agement system [52, 54,
110, 126]

A good log helps to time-
line the events, under-
stand the case and even-
tually present the analy-
sis better.

AWS CloudTrail [114,
141]

Provides a comprehen-
sive event log trail.

2 Evidence time
lining

AWS CloudTrail can pro-
vide a partial solution
[114, 141]

AWS CloudTrail pro-
vides comprehensive
event logs in UTC, en-
abling time lining.

Timestamped secure logs End-to-end log helps to
create an event time line.

Secure provenance [74] Provides the ownership
and time history of data
objects.

3 Encrypted data Cloud key management
infrastructure [118]

It helps to decrypt data
volume.

4 Evidence data
integration

AWS CloudTrail sup-
ports aggregation of log
files [114, 141]

Requires third party
tools for processing and
analysis.

Security information and
event management [142]

Supported by tools like
ArcSight.

Data tracking [75] Data tracking in the
cloud, using provenance.

3.4.4.1 Lack of log framework

In general, cloud service providers use their own logging policy and format [114,

139, 141]. The lack of a proper forensically valid log framework applicable to

cloud computing produces challenges in the time lining of events. However, logs

are not mandatory for investigative purposes, and investigations can be conducted

by examining file contents, access timestamps, and data remnants. Nevertheless,

logs help an investigator to connect the dots. In Section 3.3 we discussed var-

ious digital forensics process and frameworks. Log framework forms a subset
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of the comprehensive forensics framework. Recommended solutions proposed by

researchers are briefly discussed below:

• Comprehensive log management system: The need for a comprehen-

sive log management system, which contains enough information satisfying

the forensic needs, has been flagged by many researchers [52, 54, 110, 126].

Marty [52] proposed a cloud application logging framework and provided de-

tailed guidelines regarding ’when’ to log, ’where’ to log, and exactly ’what’

to log to enable forensics investigation, reporting, and correlation for SaaS

platform. In the Secure-Logging-as-a-Service (SecLaaS), the authors pro-

posed a scheme to securely store and provide logs for forensics purposes.

This scheme will allow the CSPs to store the logs in the cloud while pre-

serving the confidentiality of the CSUs, and maintaining the integrity, while

at the same time making it available publicly in a secure way [54].

• AWS CloudTrail: As a part of security operational best practice and to

comply with industry and regulatory compliance, AWS has recently pro-

vided CloudTrail audit logging feature. This feature is a web service that

logs the API calls to support AWS services and delivers the log file to a pre-

defined AWS Simple Storage Service (AWS S3) bucket. AWS has created

the audit trail web service by considering various logging and compliance

and regulatory requirements and satisfying industry standards. However,

the log data can also be used for forensics purposes. The log files are writ-

ten in Java Script Object Notation (JSON) format. The log files can be

extracted from the defined S3 bucket using AWS management plane with-

out needing support from the CSP. AWS provides a comprehensive solution

to restrict access controls to logs and allows enforcing integrity using S3

service side encryption techniques [114, 141]. The CloudTrail is a regional

service aggregating log files across different regions and multiple accounts

to a single S3 bucket. The CloudTrail logs events in UTC time format and

provides comprehensive information including who performed the activity,
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what they did, when and from where, which will be very useful in incident

investigations as well as in evidence time lining [141].

3.4.4.2 Evidence time lining

Time lining provides an association of timestamps with each event or data item

of interest to reconstruct a sequence of events. For timelining, the actions per-

formed on objects have to be time stamped. Time lining assists in understanding

evidence and data, putting information into context, which is potentially easier

to understand. Further time lining also helps to explain the case better to a jury.

Researchers have suggested the following methods to help evidence time lining:

• Timestamped secure logs: Such as AWS CloutTrail logs or Secure Log-

ging as a Service proposed by Zawoad et al. [54].

• Secure provenance: Lu et al. [74] proposed secure provenance, citing it

as the bread and butter of data forensics in cloud computing. Secure prove-

nance records ownership and process history and provides trusted evidence

of data objects; therefore, it plays a crucial role in cloud forensics. In ad-

dition, a correctly implemented secure provenance helps in evidence time

lining because ownership and process history attributes provide information

regarding ‘who’ owned the data object at a given time and ‘who’ updated

the objects, respectively.

3.4.4.3 Encrypted data

Cloud customers are widely using encryption as a measure of securing their data.

Data encryption is also done to satisfy legal and compliance requirements. How-

ever, criminals can also use encryption for illegal purposes. McKemmish [96]

pointed out the widespread usage of encryption by criminals to hide unlawful im-

ages. Biggs and Vidalis [117] mentioned that 70-80% of an investigator’s workload

in UK law enforcement agency is spent on monitoring cloud computing usage by
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pedophiles. Therefore, from a forensics perspective, encryption produces a sig-

nificant barrier for an investigator. The report by Cloud Security Alliance on

security guidance for cloud computing suggests the necessity of key management

infrastructure with options to make the key accessible for forensics examiners as

a possible future solution [118]. However, such an option should be supported by

proper regulations and governance structure to avoid potential privacy violations,

and misuse [4].

3.4.4.4 Evidence data integration

The evidence data in the cloud is spread across many devices across different

locations, including mobile endpoints, middle-tier proxy servers, and the virtual

cloud environment itself. Often, CSPs trade services among themselves, creating

a complex array of intra-cloud dependency chains [4]. The trading produces addi-

tional challenges to collate and integrate the evidence data from multiple sources

as investigators have to follow each link in the dependency chain. Combining all

these pieces of data and creating the sequence of events are crucial parts of the

forensics process. Suggested methods are discussed below:

• AWS CloudTrail: Supports aggregation of log files to a single AWS S3

bucket [141]. Since the CloudTrail is a dump of all events and user activities,

third-party tools or specialized programs are required to do event correlation

and forensics analysis. But, any additional layer of third-party tools adds

another layer of ‘trust’ issue.

• Security information and event management: Tools, such as Arc-

Sight, provide log integration from multiple sources and can be used for

high volume data management, evidence time lining, correlation, and anal-

ysis [142].

• Data tracking: Zhang et al. [75] provided a mechanism of data tracking in

the cloud using data provenance software tools implemented utilizing data
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tracking principles would help to integrate user artifacts and draw event

timeline.

3.4.5 Presentation

The final stage of the digital investigation process is the Presentation phase.

This phase is also known as Reporting. To conclude an investigation, evidence

collected during the previous stages is analyzed, and investigative reports are

produced. NIST (SP 800-86) defined Presentation or Reporting as a process

in which "Evidence collected during the collection or acquisition phase and the

analytical reports are presented to the court of law during this phase of the

forensics process." [42]. In this phase, the presenter’s expertise and qualification

and the credibility of the process can play a crucial role, since they are critical in

determining the probative value of evidence.

Table 3.5 lists challenges and their recommended solutions in Presentation

phase.

3.4.5.1 Jurisdiction

In Section 3.4.1.4, we discussed the jurisdictional issue related to evidence ac-

quisition in the cloud. Jurisdiction is also a challenge while presenting the case

because the law applicable to the country/region is different from place to place.

As already noted in Chapter 1 that as per Australian law, the perpetrator must

be in Australia or an Australian citizen overseas for cybercrimes to be accepted

by the Australian court. However, suppose the perpetrator is overseas but not

an Australian citizen, and there is no extradition treaty between the host nation

and Australia. In that case, the Australian court has no jurisdiction, further

strengthening the argument for an international framework. A subsequent study

on critical criteria for cloud forensics capability found that lack of law, regulations,

international cooperation, and legislative mechanism in cross-nation data access

and exchange is by far the most forensics challenges in cloud [116]. Cloud foren-
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sics, being a multi-dimensional issue and consisting of technical, organizational,

and legal domains, requires collaboration between international law enforcement

agencies and legal framework to conduct and present crimes conducted using

cloud computing [4].

Table 3.5: Presentation phase: challenges and recommended solutions.

No. Challenges Recommended Solu-
tions

Comments

1 Jurisdiction Cross border law, Inter-
national relations

Legal Agreements.

2 Chain of custody Well defined process and
guidelines on evidence
handling [104, 105, 117]

Essential to establish the
trustability of the evi-
dence.

3 Crime scene re-
construction

Framework, process and
guidelines, supported by
tools and technology

There is a lack of such
tools.

4 Complexity of
cloud

Time lining of events Difficult to explain the
complexity of cloud to
jury. Time lining would
help to describe case.

5 Compliance Established principles,
process and procedures
(e.g., ACPO guidelines)

An essential factor in
strengthening the valid-
ity of the case.

3.4.5.2 Chain of custody

Proving the chain of custody in cloud forensics is a more complex process than

traditional digital forensics in case presentation. A survey study conducted by

Ruan et al. [116] stated that “a procedure and a set of toolkits to record and main-

tain the chain of custody in an investigation is critical” to consumers. Following

established guidelines, e.g., ACPO guidelines, is one way to establish the chain

of custody [35]. Following the guidelines would provide all relevant information

with high standards for the case to stand in the court and to establish trust in the

evidence presented [104, 117, 125]. However, our study finds a lack of certified

tools to establish the chain of custody of evidence data.
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3.4.5.3 Crime scene reconstruction

Reconstructing a digital crime requires an exact time lining of evidence, which

further involves reconstructing virtual storage from physical disk images. NIST

identifies that in the cloud environments, imaging of media has an added level of

complexity that could cause damage to the original media [36]. Further certified

tools, standards and processes are yet to be developed, especially for the cloud

[36]. Studies also identified that, although it is possible to acquire cloud images

from some public cloud (for example, AWS EC2 environment), it is not proven

to be scalable to other cloud models (like MS Azure and Google) [126]. Further,

special scripts or tools are required to extract the evidence from the image, de-

manding more layers of trust [126]. Therefore, reconstructing a crime scene in

the cloud remains a challenge.

3.4.5.4 Complexity of cloud

Juries in the common law system are made of individuals from the general pub-

lic, often with very limited or no understanding of cloud computing technology.

Therefore expert witnesses will be faced with the daunting task of ensuring juries

understand the principles and technology of cloud computing [104].

3.4.5.5 Compliance

Compliance, generally refers to the satisfactory adherence to a set of regulatory or

legal rules in an investigation process. For example, for a digital investigative case

to be legally valid in a court, it must meet the compliance requirements. One

way to meet the compliance is by following an established standard procedure

throughout the forensics process. An example of established procedures is the

ACPO guidelines [35]. ACPO guidelines are more mature, and practical [95].

Though the guidelines were developed prior to the advent of cloud computing, the

guidelines can be applied to cloud computing also [122]. Lallie et al. [95] provided

guidelines on applying ACPO principles in public cloud forensics investigations.
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It is to be noted that if an organization creates and follows its own standard

operating procedures, it may not stand up in a court of law.

3.5 Research Impacts

As already stated, some parts of this chapter, specifically Sections 3.3, and 3.4

have been published in [37]. Since its publication, the paper [37] has been cited

more than 150 times till date. The material and contributions presented in [37]

have been used by researchers to advance the field further. This section pro-

vides an analytical summary of all important and recent research outputs which

used the contributions from [37] and establishes the relevance of the authors’

contributions made in [37].

Roman et al. [143] applied the concepts presented in [37] to fog computing,

mobile edge computing, and mobile cloud computing. The mobile, edge, and

cloud computing technology platforms intersect boundaries, and there are cross-

platform dependencies. Hence, the authors argued the necessity for a common

forensics approach instead of a compartmentalized approach per domain and

extended the contributions presented in [37] to address the security and forensics

challenges in cloud/mobile or edge computing space.

Cloud services providers assure a high level of security compliance by certi-

fying against specific standards. However, the long-term certifications are not

enough, as the cloud is a constantly changing platform. Therefore, continuous

auditing of the cloud environment is necessary to increase the trustworthiness

of the certifications. The work of Lins et al. [144] used data collection methods

and solutions presented in [37] for data collection of relevant data for continuous

auditing of cloud services and thereby to create a trustable cloud platform. Their

subsequent work on designing monitoring systems for continuous certification of

cloud services utilizes the methods used for evidence collection explained in [37]

to collect the necessary data for cloud service certifications [145].

Alqahtany et al. [60] used the acquisition methods described in [37], further ex-
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tended the work for forensics acquisition and analysis for IaaS platform, using an

agent application running on VMS to collect the data. Further in the subsequent

work of Pichan et al. [146] used the forensics challenges and gaps highlighted

in [37] and proposed framework to solve the issues related to forensics logging

and unified log formats to help crime detection. Again, in the log aggregation

forensics analysis framework proposed by Khan et al. [57] used the systematic

and thorough study conducted in [37] and extended it to develop their log ag-

gregation framework. Manral et al. [49] used the same five stage digital forensics

process presented in [37], and further enriched the cloud forensics challenges by

proposing a cloud forensics solution taxonomy and classifying the solutions.

Alsadhan et al. [131] took the VM snapshotting solution presented in [37]

and conducted experiments to find out the effectiveness and overhead of the VM

snapshot solution. While Alenezi et al. [147] argued that cloud security and digital

forensics in the cloud is a converging field and used the forensics challenges listed

per investigation phase in [37] to connect cloud security with cloud forensics. In

the later work of Alenzi et al. [148] provided an experts reviews of cloud forensics

readiness framework for organizations and used the cloud forensics challenges

described in [37] as the prime source for preparing the questionnaire for the

expert survey. Moussa et al. [149] while proposing a CSU and CSP bilaterally

agreed ’Cloud-forensics-as-a-Service’ evidence collection model, primarily used

the data acquisition and degree of control vs. trust layer explained in [37] to

define the parameters for their model. In the subsequent work of Moussa et

al. [100] on a consumer oriented cloud forensics process model, used the cloud

forensics challenges highlighted in [37] to draw the requirements for their proposed

model.

Further, in the work of Kumar et al. [150], citing the magnitude of the cloud

forensics challenges described in [37] argued the necessity for a standardized pro-

cedure for assuring security and privacy in the cloud. While Montasari et al. [151]

in their work on next generation digital forensics, challenges and future directions
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used the contributions from [37] to analyze and list the most difficult technical

challenges and propose future research directions. The contributions presented

in [37] have been used as a significant input in the recent works; such as (i) for

the development of design strategies of evidence collection framework [152], (ii)

to propose Blockchain based solutions to address cloud forensics challenges [153],

(iii) to develop digital evidence case management tool [154], and (iv) to prepare

the requirement engineering guidelines [155]; all, related to cloud forensics do-

main. Recently, the contributions made in [37] has been also used to design or to

develop process models or frameworks such as (i) to design and enforce a reliable

timeline [156], (ii) to develop digital evidence case management tool for collab-

orative forensics investigation [154], (iii) to develop and propose cloud forensics

taxonomy [3], and (iv) to model cloud forensics-by-design framework [157]. In

addition, some of the recent survey papers or work highlighting the current state

of cloud forensics and future directions presented in [13, 158–161] used the main

contributions from [37].

Further, there have been significant contributions to IoT forensics space also,

which used the contributions made in [37]. Few to mention are: (i) Alenezi et

al. [23] extended the digital forensics process described in [37] by connecting with

IoT forensics. Islam et al. [162] in their work on comprehensive data security and

forensics investigation framework for cloud-iot ecosystem, used [37] and extended

to cloud-iot ecosystem, and established that there are commonalities in cloud

forensics and IoT forensics domains. Hou et al. [91] mentioned the successful

models for evidence acquisition presented in [37] and how similar approaches can

be applied to assist IoT forensics. In the study to understand IoT forensics chal-

lenges and future directions conducted by Wu et al. [163] used the contributions

from [37] as a key input to frame the online survey and to connect cloud forensics

with IoT forensics. While Jahankhani et al. [164] highlighted the need for a dig-

ital forensics investigation process model for medical IoT devices. The work and

forensics process model presented in [37] has been used as one of the main input
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sources of information while arguing and establishing the necessity for a similar

forensics process model for medical IoT (IoMT) devices.

The work presented in [37] has been referenced in many Doctoral and Master’s

program theses, or part of it incorporated into book chapters by different authors

[165–168].

The above cited examples establish the relevance and currency of the contri-

butions made by the authors in their publication [37].

3.6 Chapter Summary

The cloud computing environment is an attractive platform for hackers to commit

digital crimes because it is economical, easy to acquire and release resources/ser-

vices, and has much less chance of conviction. However, proving a crime and

finding the culprit behind the action is a digital forensics task, and performing

the task in a cloud computing platform is complex and challenging. Traditional

digital forensics technologies and the process cannot be applied to the cloud ei-

ther. Though cloud computing offers tremendous benefits to customers, it also

offers similar attractions to those with evil intent. As a result, cybercrime on the

cloud continues to increase.

This chapter begins with a brief description of various cloud forensics process

models. Subsequently, the Digital Investigation Process (DIP) has been discussed

in detail, identifying every digital forensics process and sub-process. The main

contributions of this work are the systematic analysis of cloud forensics challenges,

their possible solutions applicable to different phases of the forensics process, and

a detailed analysis of the recommended solutions. In addition, we have identified

the maturity of the solutions and identified the pros and cons of the suggested

solutions, where applicable. The contributions from this work have been widely

cited, enriched, or extended to other similar domains, including IoT forensics.

This chapter concludes with a research impact summary of all such recent research

work that used the content and contributions made in this work.



Chapter 4

Forensics Logging Framework for Cloud

Computing

Logs, providing detailed events of actions on a time scale, have always been a

prime forensic artifact. Any computing system, including cloud systems, produces

diverse set of logs. The various logs include network logs, system logs, database

logs, and application logs. In general, all such logs are stored in different physical

locations and will be in a different format with no commonality. For example,

network logs are generally placed in network devices, database logs in databases,

and operating system logs in the system partition. Moreover, these logs are

not easily accessible in the cloud, their locations are unknown, and often fail to

provide any critical clues due to poor logging practices [81]. Therefore, such logs

will have limited or no value in forensics since they seldom meet the specific needs

of digital forensics investigations. For this reason, these logs are not commonly

used in a digital investigation. Therefore, to support forensics, requires purpose

built event logs, and a collection of event logs forms evidentiary forensics artifacts.

Event logs (or logs for brevity) are a systematic representation of the state of

an object and the actions producing a change in status of the object, recorded

on a uniform timeline, along with full client details. This particular process

83
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is known as forensics logging, and that has become an integral part of cloud

forensics. In context of forensics logging, each object refers to a ’digital file’ or

executable, state of an object means a read, write or run, and an action can

be user login/logout, upload, download, or executing commands, etc. on a cloud

platform.

In Chapter 3, specifically in Sections 3.4.1 and 3.4.4, we identified that the lack

of a formal log framework is a significant issue in cloud forensics. Therefore, to

advance the cloud forensics capabilities, there is a need to have a comprehensive

log management system, which records and preserves a repository of the event

history as a trustable source of evidence and that is the main focus of this chap-

ter. This chapter, proposes and demonstrates a practical cloud forensics logging

framework. The specific contributions of this chapter are:

1. It identifies and lists the forensics investigative requirements of the forensics

practitioners;

2. It proposes a cloud forensics logging framework and architecture;

3. It designs, builds and demonstrates the architecture using ownCloud - an

open-source cloud platform;

4. It validates the framework against the ACPO guidelines and relevant chal-

lenges listed in the NIST Cloud Computing Forensic Science Challenges

(NISTIR 8006) publication;

5. It demonstrates the relevance of the framework by comparing it against

other frameworks using the cloud forensics challenges listed in the NISTIR

8006 publication;

6. it establishes the framework’s applicability for practical investigative pur-

poses and contributes to advancing cloud forensics capabilities.

Our work was aimed at helping forensics examiners and law enforcement agen-

cies establish confidence in log artifacts, by maintaining the evidence integrity and
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straightforward interpretation of logs by presenting them in a user-friendly way.

The framework is specifically designed to address the business needs of forensics

practitioners. Our work also helps the investigators build a collective chain of

evidence and the CSPs to provision forensics-enabled logging. To the best of

our knowledge, this is the first attempt to model a forensics framework looking

through the lens of an investigator. The major part of this chapter has been

published in the author’s journal article [146].

The rest of this chapter is organized as follows: Section 4.1 describes the

problem, related work conducted in this field, and the motivation to carry out

this specific research. Section 4.2 details the methodology. Section 4.3 describes

the framework design, architecture, experimental environment used to conduct

the experiments and gather test results. Analysis of the results and findings are

described in Section 4.4. Section 4.5 provides a comparison of the framework with

other similar frameworks and demonstrates the relevance. Section 4.6 summarizes

the chapter, and Appendix C lists the detailed test results.

4.1 Motivation

As already noted, a forensics investigation is a post-crime activity, whether tradi-

tional forensics or digital forensics. In a cloud computing scenario, the forensics

action starts with the evidence identification and collections process. Recall in

chapter 3 we mentioned that evidence identification and collection in the cloud

is very complicated and challenging. Primarily due to the transient nature, data

volatility, multi-tenancy (causing privacy issues and co-mingling of different user’s

data), evidence data spread across ever-changing hosts and geographically dis-

tributed physical systems across jurisdictional boundaries [47, 58].

The cloud forensics investigators must have the evidence to ascertain the

what, when, where, how, why, and who (i.e., 5W1H) elements of a crime

to establish how a cyber adversary compromised the computer system(s). These

elements help reconstruct the events that led to the incident and set the crime
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scene. Therefore, cloud computing applications must have the capability to pro-

duce digitally admissible evidence [105]. Providing a trustable event history as

an audit trail helps reconstruct the incident, assess the damage, and find the

adversary.

As already noted, in Sections 3.4.4 and 3.4.4.1 we identified the need for a

comprehensive audit trail logs and in fact some cloud systems provides such logs

(for example AWS CloudTrail). These logs contain data of forensics value. How-

ever, such logs are not left around in a cloud environment once the perpetrator

terminates their account. A perpetrator can create a cloud account and acquire

computing resources that can be used to launch a cyber-attack. The perpetrator

can then quickly terminate their account and disappear into the ether, leaving no

traces. For CSPs, the cost of retaining the storage, logs and data of terminated

users could be particularly substantial.

Compounding the problem of log retention, CSPs often implement propriety

technology and log architecture. Therefore, prior knowledge of the log archi-

tecture is required to analyze and interpret the logs, making the investigation

task much harder. Moreover, to access and collect the logs, CSPs’ cooperation

and willingness are essential, and in general, it is hard to come by [169]. Even

if the CSPs cooperate with the investigators; there is no established process to

verify that the CSPs are providing correct logs to the investigators either [63].

Given the situation, there is a solid need to have an architecture in which the evi-

dence preservation mechanism is outside the control and knowledge of the CSUs.

With the capability to persist the evidence in a format that is of forensics value,

investigators should be able to collect the evidence when needed.

4.1.1 Forensics Logging: Relevance

Given that logging to support forensics is critical to solving digital crime, there

has been significant research effort looking into the problem of recording and cap-

turing trustworthy logs from multiple dimensions. We are citing here some of the
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most relevant references and their contributions to cloud forensics logging. Marty

[52] provided a guideline for cloud application logging, primarily for SaaS deliv-

ery model. Sang [110] described a log-based process for cloud forensics primarily

for Software-as-a-Service (SaaS) and Platform-as-a-Service (PaaS) models. Za-

farullah et al. [133] proposed a method for identifying and extracting log entries

relevant to forensics from the Linux operating system and security logs. They

proved their proposal in the Eucalyptus cloud environment and could produce fin-

gerprints to reconstruct an event. Dykstra et al. [126] evaluated popular forensics

data acquisition tools and proved that they could successfully return volatile and

non-volatile data from the cloud, and examined various levels of trust required in

the cloud. They further enhanced the work by developing digital forensics tools

for OpenStack cloud platform, namely forensics Open Stack Tools (FROST) to

collect logs from virtual disks, application logs, and firewall logs. FROST works

at the cloud management plane requiring no trust of the guest machine [59]. Za-

woad et al. [54] proposed a Secure-Logging-as-a-service that stores entire virtual

machine logs and securely provides access to the logs for forensics purposes. They

further expanded their work in which they presented a scheme for tamper-proof

secure logging and proved that the integrity of the log could be ensured, even

if the cloud actors such as the service provider, the user, and the investigator

collude. The scheme provides that any violation of the integrity property can be

detected during the verification process [63]. A layered cloud logging architecture

was presented in the work of Patrascu et al. [53], including the way of monitoring

activities in a cloud infrastructure. A substantial amount of research work has

also been carried out in securing the logs, ensuring the integrity and trustwor-

thiness of logs, secure transportation of logs, and enabling cloud infrastructure

to provide secure logging as a service [52, 53, 63, 110, 110, 170]. However, none

of the work looked from the angle of forensics practitioners and the information

they wanted to capture in the logs. Therefore, we are taking it one step further

by addressing this gap in this work.
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Major CSPs provide various types and levels of logging, but primarily for secu-

rity and compliance reasons; examples are AWS CloudTrail [114], Azure Activity

Logs [124], and Google Stackdriver logs [171]. These logs can also be used as pri-

mary source of forensics evidence. In general, all such services are paid services.

The customers have complete control to enable and configure the logging services.

However, the criminals are not going to configure and allow the logging of their

actions. Instead, they would be doing the opposite, trying to erase all the traces

and evidence. Further, NISTIR 8006 publication on cloud forensics challenges

mentions that “an important source of forensics analysis is logs many of which

may be available in cloud environment but may be hard to access or aggregate due

to the segregation of duties among actors and lack of transparency of log data"

[36]. This substantiates the necessity of easily retrievable logs outside the acces-

sibility of CSUs. Events are mandatorily logged and stored securely, with logs

satisfying investigative forensics requirements. At the same time ensures that one

user log does not co-mingle with other user’s logs in a multi-tenant environment,

thereby safeguarding the privacy of co-tenants.

4.1.2 Forensics Logging: Motivation

Though cloud security has matured significantly and many larger providers have

many security accreditation and compliance, such as AWS compliance [76], Azure

compliance [172], our study shows that they are not yet forensics mature, or

forensics ready yet [47, 173]. Therefore, the motivational element for this work is

promulgated from the following findings. There are lots of research outputs in the

area of cloud forensics logging, which are outlined in Section 4.1.1. Still, none of

them addressed forensics logging, looking at the needs of forensics practitioners.

To solve a digital crime, the logs with evidence suitable for the investigators

are critical and an absolute necessity. In this work, (i) we examine the logging

requirements for forensics needs which the law enforcement wants such that it can

provide better value and practical benefit to the investigator; (ii) the log solutions
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provided by major CSPs are all user configured and CSUs have full access to

the log artifacts, thereby rendering the log artifacts invalid or untrustworthy.

Forensics logging should be different from other logs, and it should be completely

outside of the preview and accessibility of the user community; (iii) the need to

have a comprehensive logging with transparency, where different CSUs actions

are not mingled in a multi-tenant platform and available in persistent storage;

(iv) the logs to have a standard format, and more importantly (v) to contribute

towards the advancement of forensics readiness of cloud platform.

4.2 Methodology

The methodology used for this project on a forensics logging framework for cloud

computing is described as follows:

1. Derive and describe the forensics logging requirements.

2. Design and describe the framework architecture.

3. Describe the experimental setup and implement solution as per the frame-

work design.

4. Describe the use cases used to test and validate the framework.

5. Test and validate the framework.

6. Capture test results and analyze the results.

7. Demonstrate suitability of the framework as a practical cloud forensics log-

ging framework by

(a) Analysing and establishing that the framework test results satisfies the

requirements.

(b) Doing a further analysis of the framework results against ACPO guide-

lines and NISTIR 8006 publication to establish that the framework can

satisfy the investigative needs of the forensics practitioners.
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8. Finally, compare the framework with similar other frameworks using the

forensics challenges listed in the NISTIR 8006 as the key.

4.3 Framework Design

In this section, we introduce the design of the cloud forensics logging framework.

The framework is termed as CFLOG. We step through items #1 through #5

listed in Section 4.2 on methodology describing every step in detail.

4.3.1 Cloud Forensics Logging Requirements

This Section proposes a set of cloud forensics logging requirements that aims to

satisfy the needs of forensics practitioners. The requirements are derived from

ISO/IEC 27037 standard [174], the ACPO guidelines [35], and two NIST publi-

cations, i.e., NISTIR 8006 [36] and NIST 800-144 [38].

International Organization for Standardization (ISO) and International Elec-

trotechnical Commission (IEC) forms the specialized system for worldwide stan-

dardization. They set the standards and provide guidelines. ISO/IEC 27037

Information technology – Security techniques - Guidelines for identification, col-

lection, acquisition, and preservation of digital evidence is the standards docu-

ment providing guidelines for specific activities in handling digital evidence dur-

ing a digital investigation process. The document describes the digital evidence

handling process and provides general requirements for digital evidence handling.

Recall that in Section 2.2.4, we mentioned that the ACPO guideline describes

the digital investigative process and provides the guidance on how to conduct digi-

tal investigations. Forensics practitioners have used ACPO guidelines as the stan-

dard for digital investigations in many countries [95, 175]. Though the guidelines

do not make any specific reference to cloud forensics as such, a study conducted

regarding the applicability of ACPO guidelines to cloud forensics concluded that

the ACPO guidelines could generally be applied to cloud forensics investigations
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too [95, 122]. Therefore, ACPO guidelines are also a good source for drawing

forensics requirements.

As already mentioned in Section 2.2.4, NIST Cloud Computing Forensic Sci-

ence Challenges (NISTIR 8006) lists, defines, and describes the cloud forensics

challenges. Knowing the challenges, one can draw requirements to address them.

(It is to be noted here that only a draft version of this document was available

during the development of this framework. This publication was developed by

the NIST cloud forensics working group, and I was a team member of the working

group till mid 2019. The framework was later refined using the current published

version of the document).

NIST 800-144 provides an overview of the security and privacy challenges

pertinent to the public cloud and guidelines on tackling them. Forensics data

also need to conform to security and privacy regulations. Therefore this NIST

publication is also used as an input for the forensics requirement gathering.

We used different but relevant sources to draw the requirements, but the

ACPO guidelines and NISTIR 8006 provided more valuable requirements. There-

fore, we additionally validated the framework against these two sources to demon-

strate its applicability.

Recall that Figure 2.2 groups the cloud forensics into three dimensions, i.e.,

technical, organizational and legal. The forensics requirements span across all

three dimensions. However, given that this work deals only with the technical di-

mension, the specific requirements related to the technical dimension and logging

are considered here. The consolidated set of cloud forensics logging requirements

are captured and summarized in Table 4.1.
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Table 4.1: Cloud forensics logging requirements.

Id Title Description
R-1 Auditability The ability to establish by an independent asses-

sor to evaluate the activities performed, following
appropriate documentation.

R-2 Repeatability The ability to establish that the same test re-
sults are produced using the same measurement
procedure and methods, using the same instru-
ments/process and under the same condition, and
can be repeated any time.

R-3 Reproducibility The ability to establish that the same results can
be reproduced using the same method/process,
i.e., be able to reproduce the same incident by
repeating the same process. In terms of logging
this means that the same event records are logged,
which can determine what and how the incident
happened.

R-4 Justifiability The ability to establish that the evidence can fully
justify all actions which caused the incident.

R-5 Event trail The ability to capture, create and record an event
trail of the event history.

R-6 Traceability The ability to track or map events along a timeline
by connecting the dots in the chain of actions.

R-7 Provenance The ability to clearly attribute the action to a doer.
R-8 Quality The ability to answer what happened, when it hap-

pened, who did it, how it was done and from where
elements of an incident.

R-9 Privacy The ability to establish non-interference of one
CSU’s activity with others (i.e., clear separation
of every CSU logs).

R-10 Trust The ability to establish confidentiality and in-
tegrity in the logs, and they are true to the original.

Continued on next page
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Id Title Description
R-11 Evidence collec-

tion
(i) The ability to collect the logs, when needed,
preferably without affecting the cloud services pro-
vided to other customers.
(ii) The ability to collect logs per user basis (i.e.,
selective evidence collection).
(iii) The ability to collect logs across jurisdictional
boundaries, if necessary.

R-12 Evidence corre-
lation

The ability to correlate the logs across multiple
CSPs.

R-13 Evidence segre-
gation

The ability to segregate the logs across multiple
CSUs in the log archive.

R-14 Evidence identi-
fication

The ability to find or locate the logs easily i.e.,
pre-defined log location.

R-15 Unified log for-
mat

The ability to have unified log format (i.e., inter-
operable log format) across multiple CSPs.

R-16 Persistence The ability to persist the logs even after the CSU
account has been terminated.

R-17 Relevance The ability to demonstrate that the material ac-
quired is relevant to the investigation, i.e., the logs
should contain information of value in assisting the
investigation of the incident, and there is a good
reason for to acquire the logs.

R-18 Reliability The ability to demonstrate that the logs are reli-
able.

R-19 Sufficiency The ability to establish that the logs have suffi-
cient enough information for the investigation to
be carried out (Quantity).

R-20 Usability The ability to represent the information sup-
porting readability, understandability, and inter-
pretability.

We propose a practical approach to support cloud forensics by presenting

an event logging framework in the following sections. The framework has been

designed to consider the requirements listed in the Table 4.1 and offer a flexible,
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scalable, maintainable, and easily extensible architecture. We then demonstrate

the model by implementing it on an ownCloud instance. Finally, we validate

the model by correlating the model’s outputs using scenario-based use cases and

examining whether the model meets the requirements. We believe this work

complements the work done so far in the same space.

4.3.2 The CFLOG Framework and Architecture

The design and architecture of the proposed framework for cloud forensics logging,

termed CFLOG, are presented here. The main characteristics of the framework

are:

• The CFLOG application creates an auditable trail of events that happened

due to user actions along a uniform timeline. The trail of events is repeat-

able by following the same set of actions in the same environment, and the

results are reproducible by following the same test scenario.

• The log captures detailed information regarding what, when, who, where

and how (i.e., 5W1H)of an event. Any forensics investigation or security

incident handling seeks to answer these six key questions or parameters of an

incident [67, 176]. Therefore, recording the entire event history supporting

forensics, increases the sufficiency and relevance of the logs.

• The CFLOG application generates logs that enable the time lining of events

and records sufficient information to justify what caused the event. The

events are time-stamped with Coordinated Universal Time (UTC). (Note:

UTC is the primary time standard by which the world regulates clocks and

time and is used in many internet standards [177]). As the CSUs and cloud

environment can be in different time regions, recording events on a standard

time scale helps to timeline events accurately.

• The CFLOG application runs at the Hypervisor level on the virtual stack

of cloud environment, as depicted in Figure 4.2, i.e., outside the control
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and accessibility of the CSUs. The figure represents a simplified version of

cloud reference architecture defined by NIST [178]. In the architecture, the

layers Hypervisor and below are controlled by the CSPs and not accessible

to the CSUs, whereas those above Hypervisors are accessible to the CSUs.

The CFLOG application is embedded at the Hypervisor level.

• The logs are generated mandatory. However, the CSU has no access to the

logs, i.e., the logs are stored outside the CSUs preview and control. Hence,

increasing trustworthiness, reliability, and confidence in the logs.

• The architecture proposes a uniform log structure. However, the archi-

tecture is very much scalable and extensible, which means that additional

logging parameters or attributes can be added by making entries in the

data structure. In addition, the architecture supports easy adaptation of

specific forensics needs and compliance with standards, or jurisdictional

requirements.

• The logs are stored in a pre-configured location in the cloud stack’s CSP

controlled area, making the evidence location identifiable.

• The event logs are stored in persistent storage. The lifetime of the logs is a

configurable parameter. (The duration of storage is a jurisdictional matter.

Typically, the logs are stored only for a few days and purged if no incidents

have been noticed by then).

• The architecture proposes to create one or multiple uniquely identifiable

log files per CSU, separating every CSU action from one another, stored in

segregated logs. It makes it easier for Law Enforcement Agencies (LEA) to

collect and retrieve the log data belonging to a specific user. If all the CSUs’

actions were combined into one log file, that would create an enormous task

of extracting the relevant parts of the log, removing the noise to produce

the data of interest. Furthermore, in any court of law, modifications of the
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logs will often be subject to questionable doubts and significantly weaken

the case.

Figure 4.1: Cloud forensics log (CFLOG) stack

4.3.2.1 The log structure

Evidence is stored as log data. The structure of the log file can be represented

as a set of Log File Per User (LFPU), i.e.,

LF = {LFPUx, LFPUy,
..... LFPUn} (4.1)

where LFPUx is the Log File corresponding to CSUx.
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Typically in an organization, there can be one root user account owner and

multiple users under the root account using the same cloud platform. In such

cases the Log File (LF) consists a set of Log File Per User for every root user

account and sub-user account combination. As an example, for a given root user

r and sub-users i, j.....n, the LF consists of

LF = {LFPUr,i, LFPUr,j,
..... LFPUr,n} (4.2)

Where the root user id r can be r1....rn, if there are multiple root accounts.

LFPU consists of a set of log files created per user at different point in time. For

a given root user r and sub-user i

{LFPUr,i} = {LFPUr,i1, LFPUr,i2,
..... LFPUr,in} (4.3)

Where LFPUr,ik, is the kth file belonging to root user r, sub-user i

Each LFPU contains multiple Log Entries (LE). For LFPUr,i1, the LE consists

of:

{LFPUr,i1} = {LEr,1, LEr,2,
.... LEr,n} (4.4)

Each log entry LE contains a set of parameters required for the forensics inves-

tigation. The parameter set for a log entry LE consists of:

LE = [UTC_timestamp, user, source_ip, source_port, destination_ip,

local_time, proto, [file_param1, folder, file_name, size, ......],

location, user_action, additional_parm]. (4.5)

The parameters are described in Table 4.2. The LFPU names are created by

using the combination of root id, CSU id, and file creation date-time. The struc-

ture allows having multiple log files per user, identified by the unique file names.

Given the CSU id, the LFPU for the CSU can be easily identified and located in

the CFLOG log archive. The LFPU facilitates evidence segregation in a multi-
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tenancy environment. Note that evidence segregation has been identified as one

of the key challenges in cloud forensics [4, 36]. The LFPU are stored in persistent

storage. When a log file is closed, a hash of the file is created and held simul-

taneously, and the file attributes are changed to read only. The log records are

in Java Script Object Notation (JSON) format. The log files are in Java Script

Object Notation (JSON) format. JSON is an open standard data interchange

format that uses human-readable text to store and transmit data objects. JSON

represents data as a key-value pair. For investigative purposes the generated

logs i.e., LF can be transferred from CSP to the LEA using tamper-proof secure

protocol proposed by Zawoad et al.[63] when needed.

The parameters in LEi are configurable. Any entry can be added or removed

depending upon specific forensics needs, making the framework scalable. Table

4.2 lists commonly used parameters and their meanings.

Table 4.2: CFLOG - Log entry parameters and description

Parameter Description
UTC_timestamp timestamp in UTC (when)
user CSU id or CSU name (who)
source_ip ip address of the source device (where)
src_port the port to which the source device is connected (how)
destination_ip destination ip address of the target host (the target)
local_time local time of the source device (when)
proto protocol used for communication (how)
file_param1 contains an array of file parameters, (data supporting

CSU actions)
folder folder name of the file
file_name file name (objects or action parameters)
size file size
location geographic location (user location (where))
user_action the action carried out (what, how)
additional_parm additional info supporting the user actions (optional)

Sample log output is shown in Figure 4.2, where each parameter is represented

by a key-value pair. The key-value pair representing the data makes the file easy

to parse, understand and interpret.
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Figure 4.2: CFLOG structure

4.3.3 System Details and Experimental Environment

To build the cloud platform, we used ownCloud1 - an open-source product that

can be used to create, configure and test cloud applications. Many researchers

have used the platform to run simulations and validate their concepts and theory,

including in the forensics space. To cite a few examples, Martini and Choo [140]

1https://owncloud.org
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conducted the study on cloud storage forensics using ownCloud, Alex and Kishore

[61] validated their cloud forensics framework using ownCloud. Rahman and

Choo [24] used ownCloud platform for their work on Integrating digital forensics

practices in cloud incident handling. Therefore, ownCloud is a proven platform

for conducting such a study.

The cloud environment has been created using ownCloud (version 8.0), MySQL

(version 5.6.17), and Appache web server (version 2.4.9), with PHP (version

5.5.12) running on 64 bit WampServer stack. The virtual environment is run-

ning on a host computer, with Intel (R) Core I7, 3.40 GHz CPU, and 8 GB

RAM, with 500 GB hard drive, with 64 bit Windows 7 (Enterprise Edition) as

the host operating system (OS). The host OS was later re-created with Windows

10. Figure 4.3 illustrates the experimental set up. Cloud forensics log application

(CFLOG) is written using PHP and deployed as part of ownCloud platform. The

CFLOG captures CSU actions, with parameters and values, which is then written

to persistent storage as per the format explained in Figure 4.2.

The log files, i.e., LFs are delivered to a specified location once every con-

figured time interval (e.g., once per hour) in compressed format. We examined

the size of the files to ascertain possible overhead for providing such services. On

average, the record size was around 400 bytes with a minimal set of parameters

logged (as shown in the result data sets listed in Appendix C, specifically for

the use case shown in Figure C.3. Repeating the experiments with a detailed

set of parameters logged produced about 1200 bytes of data per activity record.

Since the file was compressed, the storage size decreased approximately by ten-

fold, e.g., in our environment that generated around 40,000 records, it consumed

about 4.8MB of storage. Therefore the storage cost is insignificant. Applying

life cycle rules (i.e., retention period to the logs) and purging the older files can

reduce the storage even further.
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Figure 4.3: CFLOG framework experimental environment system configuration.

4.3.4 Validation of the Framework

In this section, we validate the proposed cloud forensics framework as per the

description in Section 4.2. We are presenting here two sample use cases used to

validate the CFLOG framework. However, we used more complex use cases and

large data sets and repeated the tests.

4.3.4.1 Use cases

Use Case 1: Cloud storage is commonly used to store a large amount of data,

including confidential personal information like social security or identification

card numbers. Moreover, businesses often use the cloud to keep their clients’

data, including credit card details to enable faster transactions, usability, and

online access from anywhere. Hence cloud is an attractive target for data thieves.

However, for security engineers and law enforcement agencies, the very nature

of cloud computing makes it very difficult to secure and enforce the law and
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catch the wrongdoers. In this particular use case, we assume that a malicious

actor, referred to as (user_hacker) register for a CSU account (possibly with an

assumed name), legitimately procure reasonably immense computing power and

services in the cloud. Using the cloud resources, the user_hacker then executes

malicious programs, such as password cracking, conducting identity theft and

harvesting critical information of other CSUs. Collected the harvested data in

a file. Subsequently, the results are shipped out. The user_hacker vanished

after deleting his account with the cloud and ultimately terminating the services.

When the cloud user account gets terminated, the storage allocated on cloud

infrastructure will be quickly reallocated to other CSUs, enabling the criminals

to disappear with no trace left. For Use Case 1, we consider the following test

scenario: (Note: Steps 2 to 9 can be a repetitive action)

1. Register and create CSU account for user_hacker.

2. Login to the cloud as user_hacker.

3. Acquire cloud computing resources (computing power, memory, and stor-

age).

4. Create folder and storage locations necessary to run the program.

5. Upload malicious programs and files.

6. Execute the malicious programs and scripts.

7. Collect the resulting output file.

8. Download the output files.

9. Log out of the session.

10. Finally terminates the CSU account of user_hacker.

Use Case 2: In this Use Case, we assume that a malicious actor (User_Evil)

trades child pornography over the internet. He used to collect and keep a large
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set of pornography image files on his laptop. Later User_Evil found out that

a cloud computing environment is the best way to distribute the files with no

traces of actions left behind. Subsequently, User_Evil created a cloud account,

acquired the necessary storage space, and uploaded the image files to the cloud

storage. The files were then wiped out from the local machine using special tools

to erase any possible traces. User_Evil used the cloud services as a storage and

transmission center and quickly terminated the account once the job had been

done.

For the Use Case 2, we consider the following test scenario:

1. User_Evil Creates a CSU account.

2. User_Evil Logs in/logs out like a normal user and uses the cloud resources

as often as required.

3. User_Evil Upload illegal image files to the cloud.

4. The image files are made available to the potential buyers by sharing them.

The buyers can then download the files as they wish.

5. User_Evil Deletes the images from the cloud storage once the job is com-

pleted to erase the traces and possibility of detection.

6. Subsequently User_Evil terminates the CSU account.

4.4 Results and Analysis

We conducted extensive tests using the purpose built ownCloud experimental

environment and collected results. In this section, we present, and analyze the

results. Some of the results of the experiments are presented in Appendix - C,

related to the use cases described in Section 4.3.4.1. Figure C.1 shows the result

of an admin user login and creating (or deleting) CSU accounts, which is an

equivalent action of CSUs creating account for themselves (or terminating their
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own account) in a public cloud environment. Figure C.2 provides the result of

Use Case 1. Figure C.3 provides the result of Use Case 2.

In this section, we analyze the results. First, we examine the use case test

results listed in Appendix C against the forensics requirements listed in Sec-

tion 4.3.1. Table 4.3 summarizes the analysis. The analytical summary cross-

references to the cloud forensics logging requirements listed in the Table 4.1, to

establish that the requirements have been met. Then, we provide further anal-

ysis against ACPO guidelines in Section 4.4.2, and finally with NISTIR 8006 in

Section 4.4.3. This exercise aims to demonstrate the suitability of the framework

for cloud forensics investigations.

4.4.1 Analysis of results against requirements

Table 4.3: Cloud forensics logging: Analysis of results.

Analysis Requirement
Id

All events are captured and recorded, and a chain of log
entries are created, with full details of user actions and user
details. The chain of log entries forms an auditable trail
of event history. The entries are in reverse chronological
order, i.e., the last event on the top of the file.

R-1, R-5

The events are repeatable, and the results are reproducible
by following the same set of processes and test conditions.

R-2, R-3

Recording UTC helps time lining events or connect the
events on a standard scale, regardless of the local time of
the CSU or the actor. Reverse chronological order of the
log entries helps identify the incidence first and then trace
backward, as typically done in an investigation.

R-4, R-6, R-20

The parameters in every log entry record provide complete
insight into 5W1H elements of an action, providing a rich
source of information required for digital investigations.

R-4, R-5, R-8,
R-17, R-19, R-20

Continued on next page
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Analysis Requirement
Id

Recording user geo-location, source IP address, and user
id, helps establish the provenance factor and location.

R-4, R-7, R-8

The LFPU design concept helps to separate the logs (evi-
dence segregation) and also to acquire the log entries per
CSU.

R-9, R-11, R-13,
R-17

The CFLOG architecture, specifically the log structure and
storage methods described in Section 4.3.2 increases the
trust and confidence in the logs.

R-10, R-18

Having a well-defined and unified log structure, capturing
all needed parameters helps to correlate the evidence, pro-
vided that CSPs adopt the framework.

R-12, R-15

The pre-defined location and persistence of the logs sup-
port evidence identification and keeping the logs in a multi-
tenant, volatile cloud environment.

R-14, R-16

The extensibility feature of the logging framework allows
further adding more parameters, and to enhance data suf-
ficiency.

R-19

The log representation as a key-value pair in JSON format
increases the usability helps to interpret the data efficiently

R-20

4.4.2 Analysis of results against ACPO guidelines

Recall that in Section 4.3.1, we noted the acceptability of the ACPO guidelines

by the forensics practitioners and justified the use of the guidelines as one of

the prime sources to gather cloud forensics logging requirements. Therefore,

by validating this framework against the ACPO guidelines, the digital forensics

community should be better placed to contextualize the arguments presented

herein.

The ACPO guidelines is driven by its four core principles. The applicability

of this framework is analyzed in the context of the core principles.

a) Data integrity (Principle 1): The ACPO Principle 1 states that:
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No action taken by law enforcement agencies, person employed within those

agencies or their agents should change data which may subseqently be relied

upon in court [35].

The challenge presented by the first ACPO principle in a cloud investiga-

tion is to ensure the integrity of the data and the chain of custody. This

framework addresses integrity aspects from multiple angles and hence the

trustability of the evidence. First, the forensics logging application is part

of the Hypervisor in the virtual machine stack. Second, no control or ac-

cess to CSUs to the application or the logs, and event logging is mandatory.

Third, the possibility for cross-validating the log hash sum against the ini-

tially computed hash sum. Finally, the logs are separated per CSU at the

source. Commonly, in a public cloud platform, the event logging and stor-

age is a CSU configurable service provided by CSP, meaning those logs are

under the control of CSU, hence challenging to trust. In this model, the logs

are in the CSP-controlled area of the cloud stack. We argue that this is a

better proposition as CSPs can be audited, and the CSP provided services

are better protected against cyber-attacks. Generally, CSPs are certified

against various security and governance standards.

Chain of custody is the capability to document the entire digital evidence

timeline chronologically, showing the seizure, custody, control, transfer,

analysis, and disposition of the digital evidence [73], and it is a procedural

factor. Therefore, it is beyond the remit of this study.

b) Competency (Principle 2): The second principle of ACPO guidelines

states that:

In circumstances where a person finds it necessary to access original data

held on a computer or on storage media, that person must be competent to

do so and be able to give evidence explaining the relevance and the implica-

tions of their actions [35, 95].

Competency in this context refers to skills and knowledge of the inves-
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tigative authority required to handle, investigate and present the evidence

findings [95]. In our proposed framework, the architecture of the framework

and the descriptive logging of evidence information as described in Section

4.3.2 and further explained in Table 4.2 and Figure 4.2, does not demand

any technical expertise in the field of cloud computing, thus supporting the

ACPO Principle 2.

c) Audit Trail (Principle 3): Principle 3 of the ACPO guidelines states

that:

An audit trail or other record of all processes applied to computer based

electronic evidence should be created and preserved. An independent third

party should be able to examine those processes and achieve the same result.

[35, 95].

The CFLOG framework supports Principle 3 as it records and stores all

the CSU activities sequentially as a chain of events in a set of log files as

a mandatory task. Our use cases and experiments demonstrated that re-

peating the process produces the same result. The flexibility and scalability

feature of the framework allows for adding more parameters to the log struc-

ture if the requirement or law changes and more information needs to be

captured. Sub-clause 3.5 of the guidelines recommend that mobile phone

data collection is preferable to collect the call logs from the communica-

tion service provider rather than requesting the forensics examination of

the mobile phones. Extrapolating the same principle to cloud forensics, we

can say that it is preferable to collect the logs from the CSPs, rather than

seizing the client end-point devices. This log framework enables the CSPs

to retrieve logs associated with CSUs, and present them for any auditable

purpose.

Principle 4 of the ACPO guideline deals with the organizational and proce-

dural element of the investigation, and therefore, it is not within the preview

of this study. However, further arguments in support of our framework con-
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cerning the guidelines are presented below.

d) Provenance: Provenance is the science of associating a piece of evidence

to a suspect or potential criminal. It is imperative in any investigative

forensics, let alone in digital forensics. For example, criminal investigators

try to capture fingerprints or blood traces from a crime scene to establish

provenance. Digital evidence has no difference either. In this regard, quot-

ing Section 5.10.3 of the ACPO guidelines states:

Establishing the provenance of digital evidence is another key task of the

forensics practitioner, who must use their knowledge and skills to identify

not just that the evidence exists but also how it came to be there.......It is the

responsibility of the practitioner to carry out analysis to identify provenance

where necessary, to mitigate the risk of their findings being misinterpreted.

This framework supports the provenance requirements too. As described in

the CFLOG architecture described in Section 4.3.2 each log entry captures

the key parameters, such as source CSU id, ip address, date, time, action,

and the geographic location. All of them help to establish the provenance,

and helps to attribute an action to the doer.

e) Evidence interpretation: Section 5.10.5 of the ACPO guidelines caution

that:

the practitioners to be careful while stepping out of their knowledge boundary

and suggests seeking the expertise of additional specialists when necessary.

The log data is presented logically and structured as a key-value pair, mak-

ing the framework self-explanatory and straightforward. Therefore analyz-

ing, interpreting, and reporting the facts collected from the logs is relatively

easy, poses the least risk of the findings being misinterpreted, and does not

require expertise in cloud computing or digital forensics.

f) Evidence acquisition: The framework further helps to support Section

4.3.2 of the guidelines that deals with evidence seizure which states that:
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...The person in charge of the search must have reasonable ground to remove

property and there must be justifiable reasons for doing so....

The framework mandates creating logs per CSU basis, i.e., LFPUs. Hence,

the logs are not co-mingled. Therefore, the files do not require any process-

ing while making the logs available to the investigators. Further, as per

the framework, the log files are stored in a pre-configured location, mak-

ing evidence identification and acquisition a seamless task. Also, the log

parameters in our proposed CFLOG structure help the investigators arrive

at sound and justifiable reasoning regarding further actions related to more

evidence acquisition. For example, if the CFLOG output indicates that a

program is being executed, that automates sending spam or phishing emails.

Then, it is justifiable evidence to acquire the mail server logs.

g) Inter-operability: Lack of interoperability, including the non-existence

of standard format for logging, between CSPs has been cited as one of

the significant cloud forensics challenges by previous researchers and one of

the central cloud forensics challenges identified by NIST [36]. The lack of

interoperability between CSPs further complicates factors such as evidence

correlation too. The logging framework that we proposed in CFLOG helps

to address this problem. Suppose the service providers use the proposed

format and principles of logging. In that case, it will simplify collating and

unifying logs from different providers making it much easier to correlate the

evidence.

4.4.3 Analysis of results against NISTIR 8006

Recall that in Section 4.3.1 we mentioned that NISTIR 8006 document identi-

fies and summarizes the cloud computing forensics science challenges and is also

used as a prime source draw the CFLOG framework requirements. This section

further validates the framework against those forensics challenges related to logs.

More detailed validation against the NIST forensics challenges are listed in Table
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4.4. By doing so, we believe that the suitability of the framework as a practical

forensics logging framework will be further strengthened.

a) Deletion of objects in the cloud: Attributing deleted data to a specific

user in cloud based storage, and recovery of deleted data is one of the

most discussed challenges. In the cloud systems, once a file is deleted the

metadata is also deleted. Once the metadata is deleted no one can know

who owned the file [131]. Though the logging services provided by CSPs do

log file deletion event. However, the logging services are a CSU configurable

item, which cannot be expected from a malicious actor. In any case, the

logs will be lost once the client terminates the account entirely. In our

proposed CFLOG framework, all such activities are logged mandatory and

persisted, thereby providing a vital link to the forensics investigation.

b) Log format unification: As different CSPs have different architectures,

they often differ in the event logging format. Suppose the providers accept

the proposed uniform structure can significantly reduce the overhead when

the logs are collated and filtered looking for forensics threads. In addition,

following a uniform logging structure would also help to ease another chal-

lenges, i.e., Interoperability issues among providers in the logging space and

evidence correlation across multiple CSPs.

c) Time line analysis of logs: Having time recorded in UTC format, as

specified in the Section 4.3.2 helps to connect the chain of events and data

correlation along a uniform timeline.

d) Detection of the malicious act: Attacks on the computer systems are

carried out in incremental steps. Each step exploits a minor vulnerability

and can quickly go unnoticed until the attacker penetrates the cloud and a

significant system compromise happens. By logging every activity at Hy-

pervisor stack sequentially, malicious actors cannot reach the logs, i.e., the

LFs are protected. Analyzing it systematically and routinely would help
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find any suspicious activity earlier, leading to the activation of incidence

response triage.

e) Evidence segregation and Selective data acquisition: Traditionally,

logs collect all the CSUs’ activity over a period of time in one (or set of)

file(s). Like in AWS CloudTrail [141], or Azure activity logs [124] all the

users within a domain account are collected in a set of log files. When

investigators want to trace the activity related to a specific person requires

filtering and processing of the log files to extract the evidence of interest.

Our model recommends having log files per user (LFPU) hence partially re-

solving the evidence segregation issue during the evidence acquisition phase.

The framework also helps reduce the overall data set that the investigator

is interested in, narrows down to the richest sources of information and

perform selective data acquisition related to a user or set of users.

f) Locating evidence and e-discovery: Evidence collection is often infea-

sible in the cloud, as the specific location of evidence is unknown. The

proposed log framework can write the log output to a predefined location,

which can be made known only to the investigator on demand, further eas-

ing the e-discovery process and the dependency on cloud service providers.

g) Service level agreement (SLA): Lack of forensics related terms in SLA

has been cited as cloud forensics challenge [4, 36]. Our log framework

proposes a mandatory recording of user actions, despite the existence of

forensics friendly SLA.

4.5 Comparison Against other Frameworks

This Section compares our proposed CFLOG framework, described in Section

4.3, against three other frameworks, i.e., ForFW [61], TamFor [72], and BCFL

[58], in terms of their compliance to NIST cloud forensics challenges [36]. To see
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progression of works in CFLOG framework, we have selected ForFw to represent

an earlier work than ours, and TamFor and BCFL for more recent works. Briefly,

The frameworks used for comparison are (i) ForFw: forensics framework for cloud

computing presented by Alex et al. [61], (ii) TamFor: A tamper-proof cloud

forensics framework presented by F Ye et al. [72] and (iii) BCFL: An approach

to acquire and preserve admissible digital forensics evidence in cloud ecosystem

presented by Asuson-David et al. [58]. The ForFw highlights the concept of us-

ing a centralized forensics server and a forensics layer called forensics monitoring

plane (FMP) running outside cloud infrastructure for collecting and storing events

happening within the cloud. Investigators can access the forensics server as and

when required without the need for CSP support [61]. The main contribution of

TamForen is the proposal for a new distributed tamper-proof framework, which

can be applied to untrusted cloud environments, i.e., where neither the CSPs

nor CSUs are trusted [72]. The significance of the BCFL framework is the use

of Blockchain distributed ledger technology to ensure trustworthiness, integrity,

authenticity, and non-repudiation of log evidence in the cloud [72]. The nov-

elty of the CFLOG framework is the business-centric approach, and the practical

application for cloud forensics investigations. We used the NIST cloud foren-

sics challenges listed in the NISTIR 8006 as the key for comparison. The NIST

document lists 65 challenges that spans across all dimensions i.e. technical, orga-

nizational, and legal (explained in Figure 2.2) of cloud forensics. However, for this

comparative study, we are using only those challenges categorized as technical.

The comparative study is summarized in the Table 4.4.
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4.6 Chapter Summary

Logs detailing the CSU actions and events are an essential part of digital forensics,

and are even more critical for conducting digital forensics in cloud computing.

Computing systems, in general, produce numerous logs. Collection and analysis

of the logs is an enormous and challenging task, especially in a cloud computing

environment. CSPs are the custodian of the data assets, and it is challenging and

often impossible for investigators to seize the evidence from a multi-tenant cloud

computing platform. Jurisdictional location of evidence data and complexities in

evidence data access poses an additional challenge. Therefore, often investigators

have to depend upon CSPs for evidence acquisition. Analysis of the logs is similar

to finding a needle in a haystack, requiring specialist tools and expertise to filter

out the noise, extract the relevant data, and connect the chain of events. Any

modifications to the original log data can undermine the legal validity of the

evidence too. Also, the logs are not very useful if they don’t contain information

that satisfies the legal needs and is valid in the law’s eyes.

Much research work has been published in cloud logging, primarily in se-

curity, data transporting and maintaining integrity and confidentiality of logs.

Unfortunately, none of them addressed the needs of forensics investigators. In

this chapter, we analyzed the requirements of the forensics practitioners and pro-

posed a logging framework addressing the practitioners’ needs from a business

angle. We used the ACPO guidelines, NIST documents, and relevant ISO/IEC

standards as the primary source for assessing business needs, and governance

rules. We designed and built the application, validated the framework on our

ownCloud platform.

Further validation of the framework has been carried out using two use case

examples and demonstrating the results validated against the requirements. In

addition, we further validated the framework against ACPO guidelines and appli-

cable challenges listed in NISTIR 8006 publication on cloud computing forensics
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challenges. Thus, we established the validity and suitability of the framework

with adequate reasoning and test case demonstrations. We also found out that

the extra services that need to be provisioned by CSPs to accommodate the

framework in their environment does not add any significant overhead to the

CSPs.

To highlight the significant and vital contributions of our proposed forensics

logging framework, we presented a comparative study with three other recent

frameworks, using the NIST identified challenges as the key. The study shows

that the CFLOG framework addresses the maximum number of challenges, em-

phasizing the relevance, and relative merit of our work.

In summary, the framework enables the following forensics activities:

• To re-create the events.

• To trace the chain of events and build a corroborative evidence set.

• To easily attribute an action to the doer.

• To clearly identify and separate the logs per CSU.

• To retain the logs, even after the CSU account has been terminated.

• To acquire the logs without affecting other consumers.

• To establish trust and confidence in logs to a significant level.

• To easily interpret the logs.

Therefore, we believe that the framework helps the forensics examiners estab-

lish confidence in the log artifacts, enable user-friendly evidence presentation and

straightforward interpretation. In addition, it supports building a collective chain

of evidence and further helps the CSPs to provision forensics-enabled logging.



Chapter 5

A Method to Assess Forensics Readiness of

Cloud Computing

As highlighted in Chapter 1, digital forensics includes the technology, processes,

and methods which is carried out as a post-crime activity to identify the culprit

responsible for the crime. For every action that has been carried out on a com-

puting platform, an event trace is left behind. When an event can be of value

for a digital investigation, it is considered a piece of digital evidence or simply

referred to as evidence. Evidence describes 5W1H elements of a crime incident.

As already mentioned in Chapter 2, a collection of evidence contributing directly

to a digital investigation is often referred to as forensics artifacts, or simply as

artifacts. The forensics activity, therefore, requires credible evidence. Event logs

are typically the primary source of evidence. Further, recall that in Chapter 4

we emphasized that the logs detailing user activities are a valuable and criti-

cal source of digital evidence. A comprehensive log management system serves

different investigative and forensics purposes, mainly [179, 180]:

1) to use as a source of evidence in court.

2) to assist in reconstructing an attack.

123
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3) to identify the relationships between events.

4) to detect abnormal system behaviors or user activity.

5) to study how the system was compromised.

Many research works carried out in this space established the importance of

logging of events to support (a) cloud forensics, (b) security of evidence data (c)

to ensure integrity and trust in the evidence, and (d) secure transportation of

evidence [53, 63, 110]. However, none of the studies deals with the current level

of forensics compliance in cloud computing.

This chapter presents a research study conducted on the forensics compliance

of log services provided by three major cloud providers: Amazon Web Services

(AWS), Microsoft Azure, and Google Cloud Platform (GCP). AWS, Azure, and

GCP provide CloudTrail logs, Azure Activity logs, and Stackdriver logs, respec-

tively, as their prime log services. Our study aims to look at the quality, quan-

tity, and availability of the log data, which can be used as an evidence by

directly contributing to the digital forensics investigations. We then find out

the gap between what is required (i.e., the requirements) for an investigation

and what is available in the logs i.e., the gap. We used live accounts with the

CSPs, subscribed to their services, conducted experiments, and collected results

and data. We analyzed the results to determine the fitness or suitability of the

log data for digital forensics needs. The degree of fitness determines the foren-

sics compliance, i.e., the more the evidence available in the log data meets the

forensics needs, the better the compliance.

Our work in this chapter aims to help forensics investigators and cloud cus-

tomers to understand the level of forensics compliance that the CSPs offer. The

novelty and main contributions of this work are as follows.

1. It presents a systematic methodology to assess the cloud forensics readiness;

2. It methodically evaluates the cloud forensics readiness of three major CSPs,

viz., AWS, Azure, and GCP;
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3. It systematically presents the forensics compliance of the CSPs;

4. It describes where to find the evidence and how to extract the evidence

from the log archives;

5. It identifies and quantifies the gaps in forensics compliance;

6. It provides a comprehensive analysis of the state of forensics readiness and

maturity levels of the respective cloud computing platform, based on the

providers’ prime log services.

For correctness, all our specific findings have been cross-checked with the respec-

tive service provider.

It is to be noted that a significant part of the experimental study was con-

ducted between April 2018 and February 2019. Therefore, the conclusions are

based on the results of our study during the particular study period. However,

following the systematic methodology explained in Section 5.2, the tests could

be repeated any time to assess compliance at a given time. Major parts of this

chapter are available in the author’s accepted journal article [173].

The layout of this chapter is as follows: Section 5.1 related work conducted in

this field and the motivation to do this research project. Section 5.3 details the

methodology. Section 5.2 describes the problem and provides mathematical mod-

elling of the problem. The case study and details of the use cases are described

in Section 5.4. Section 5.5 further elaborates on the forensics requirements. Sec-

tions 5.6, 5.7 and 5.8 describe the configuration, use case scenario testing, test

results and compliance summary of AWS, Azure and GCP platforms respectively.

Section 5.9 summarizes the contributions of the chapter. Appendix A lists the

forensics artifacts identified in the logs of AWS, Azure and GCP and maturity

level of the CSPs. Appendix B provides a snapshot preview of the resulting logs

produced by the CSPs.
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5.1 Motivation

Digital evidence can be either persistent, i.e., the evidence is available in persistent

storage, or non-persistent, i.e., the evidence is in volatile memory that has an

only minimal lifetime. Thus, the evidence in the non-persistent storage must be

collected using live forensics methods. One way to meet the forensics requirement

in cloud computing is to have robust and trustworthy evidence logging and to

persist the evidence logs. To this end, many researchers have established the

importance and suggested various solutions to have some form of an audit trail

as a valuable source of digital evidence [55, 63, 181] . Also, researchers have

highlighted the importance of the quality, quantity, availability, and trustability

of the evidence [181–183].

Reproducibility of evidence and event reconstruction by an independent au-

thority is an important aspect of any digital forensics investigation [184]. This

is more so in a cloud computing scenario, because of the cloud’s dynamic nature

and multi-tenancy support. Moreover, digital forensics in the cloud requires a

proactive approach, expecting any future litigation in advance [70].

A logging system will not be comprehensive without addressing the needs of

the practitioners. To this extend, Pichan et al. [146] detailed a business oriented

logging frame work by addressing the evidence recording needs from a practi-

tioner’s point of view. Providing tamper resistant audit trails are essential for

forensics. Researchers have also proposed creating tamper proof evidence logs

based on Blockchain distributed ledger technology [58, 185]. Further, a formal

method for event reconstruction using process algebra enabling digital forensics

investigation has been laid out by other researchers recently [184].

Other works also have been done in the field of evidence logging addressing

the forensics needs, such as (i) a secure and tamper proof logging system by

storing the entire virtual machine logs and making them available on a secure

platform to the investigators [54, 63]; (ii) a method for identifying and extracting
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forensics related log entries primarily from Linux environments [133]; and (iii) a

novel way of monitoring activity in cloud environments, by presenting a layered

cloud logging architecture [53] are few important contributions to note.

Many researchers have put forward various cloud computing logging architec-

tures to capture and preserve the logs as forensics evidence [53, 63, 110]. While

some of the previous works mentioned that the cloud forensics is not mature yet,

neither CSPs nor CSUs have put forward an applicable architecture to make the

cloud computing forensics ready [4, 47, 118]. Regardless it is critical to generate,

store and provide legally acceptable logs as evidence to support cloud forensics

and to create a time line of events [105, 180].

Recall that in Section 4.1 we described some related work on the forensics

logging space. However, none of the work addresses the forensic readiness or

compliance of the CSPs. AWS, Azure, and GCP hold most of the market share

in the public cloud space, and acquiring paid or un-paid (free tier) services from

them is effortless. One can expect that anyone with malicious intent would acquire

computing services and carry out malicious activities. The malicious activity

must be traceable. Therefore, this study aims to determine the forensics readiness

of the cloud platforms, i.e., where are we now, concerning cloud forensics maturity.

We used the log services and the evidence available in the logs to evaluate forensics

readiness and compliance to meet this objective.

5.2 Problem Description and Modeling

Note that in Section 4.3.1 we detailed the cloud forensics logging requirements.

This Section model the problem using a crime use case and digital forensics

requirements.

5.2.1 Problem Description

Digital investigation, conducted to prove a digital crime and to bring the culprits

to justice, must follow a set of pre-defined principles, established processes, and
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guidelines [35, 122]. In general, the requirements describe the properties of the

digital evidence, such that the crime execution process is evident and the crime

can be investigated. It is to be noted that every user action creates one or more

events. In general, these events are recorded in the event logs. Events that

satisfy one or more forensics requirements form the evidence. Therefore, a digital

investigative problem can be specified as (i) being able to identify and locate the

evidence data (ii) being able to collect the evidence in its original form (iii) being

able to establish the immutability and trust factor in the evidence (iv) being

able to timeline the evidence and produce a narrative history of events. In the

following parts of this chapter, we demonstrate whether the evidence of a crime

incident can address the above problem using use case scenarios.

5.2.2 Problem Model

Let Ci denote a crime use case i, and Ri = {ri,1, ri,2, ....ri,|Ri|} denote a set of |Ri|

forensics requirements for use case Ci. More specifically, ri,k, is the kth require-

ment for Ci. Let CSPx be a cloud service provider x, and Sx = {Sx,i, Sx,j, ....Sx,l}

denote a set of digital forensics service type or service level provided by CSPx, for

1 ≤ l ≤ |Sx|. Note that some CSP provides only one service type, i.e., |Sx| = 1,

while some others, may provide more than one type, i.e., |Sx| > 1. We use Fx,l,i

to denote a set of forensics artifacts that can be generated from Sx,l for case Ci.

To execute a use case scenario requires a set of actions to be performed,

generating events. For example, a user action of accessing a file (i.e., object)

from a cloud store and downloading it results in generating an event where the

state of an object changes from ’Read’ to ’Copy’. Thus, for each case i, we have

Ci = {Ci,a, Ci,b....Ci,n}, where a, b, ..., n are user actions which produces events.

Evidence of such events contribute to the forensics artifacts which can be used to

prove a digital crime and connect the actions to a doer.

We aim to asses if one can produce artefact Fx,l,i from service Sx,l for case Ci

that satisfies the forensics requirement Ri. We assess whether each Ci,a produces
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one or more evidence(s). Therefore, we have Fx,l,i = {Fx,l,i1, Fx,l,i2....Fx,l,in}, where

Fx,l,i1 is a forensics artefact generated for an action Ci,a which can satisfy one or

more requirements. We use Fx,l,i ⊂ Ri to indicate that the artifacts generated

by the service type l of CSPx are not fully forensics compliant or satisfies the

forensics requirement for the use case i. For this case, we aim to identify all the

insufficient artifacts, required to satisfy a set of requirements, producing the gap.

On the other hand, Fx,l,i ⊇ Ri indicates that the artifacts generated for the service

l fully meets the requirement Ri (i.e., there is no gap). This project also aims

to identify and group the common or core set of requirements among different

use cases. For example, we use Ri ∩ Rj to denote common requirements of use

cases Ci and Cj. Note that when Ri ∩Rj = {}, there is no common requirement

between use cases Ci and Cj. However, we envisage that Ri ∩Rj ̸= {}.

5.3 Methodology

We applied the following methodology for this work.

1. Describe the case study and details of its use case(s).

2. List and describe the set of forensic requirements, including use case-specific

requirements.

3. Source the required cloud computing resources and services from public

cloud providers. For this study, we sourced services from AWS, Azure, and

GCP.

4. For each CSP (e.g: CSPx), identify and describe its provided service type

and level (i.e., Sx,l).

5. For a given Sx,l, produce Fx,l,i for use case Ci. Conduct experiments and

perform validation tests using the use case scenarios for this step.
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6. For each Fx,l,i, analyze it against its corresponding forensics requirement

Ri, i.e., Fx,l,i ⊂ Ri, or Fx,l,i ⊃ Ri, or Fx,l,i = Ri. If Fx,l,i ⊇ Ri then we

consider the evidence available in the log meets the forensics requirements.

7. Assess the gap when Fx,l,i ⊂ Ri, and quantify the gap. The gap has been

quantified (in a scale of 1 to 10) in terms of high (H), medium (M) and low

(L) as explained below:

• High (a value from 8 to 10): The gap is considered High when a given

or a set of forensics requirement(s) are not at all met by the evidence

available in the log(s) and requires significant time and effort to make

the log(s) compliant.

• Medium (a value from 4 to 7): The gap is considered Medium when

a given or a set of forensics requirement(s) are partially met by the

evidence available in the log(s) but requires reasonable time and effort

to build the missing evidence and make it forensics compliant

• Low (a value from 1 to 3) The gap is considered Low when a given

or a set of forensics requirement(s) are partially met by the evidence

available in the log(s), but requires only limited effort to make the

log(s) compliant

5.4 Case Study

This Section describes a crime use case. The use case scenarios and the require-

ments drive the testing process, and eventually, we trace and find out the forensics

artifacts left in the logs after every process step.

5.4.1 Use Case: Data Leakage (insider attack)

We used the following use case to measure the forensics compliance of logs pro-

vided by the CSPs. This use case has been adapted from NIST Computer foren-
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sics Tool Testing Program Current Data Sets [186]. We used insider use cases

primarily for multiple reasons. First, given that our objective is to find out the

cloud forensic readiness of the public cloud platform, an insider with a cloud user

account and service access credentials can conduct experiments and collect arti-

facts more efficiently. Secondly, insider attack is a well-known security issue in

the outsourced cloud services [38]. (For example, a malicious insider launched a

denial of service attack against an IaaS cloud platform. The attack was carried

out by spinning up VM instances iteratively, growing and consuming resources

exponentially, finally bringing down all services [38]). So, by simulating an in-

sider attack, one can find out the depth and breadth of forensic artifacts left in

the cloud. Thirdly, though with good intentions, hacking public cloud services is

against the law.

Scenario overview: "Mr. Informant" was working as a middle level manager

of the technology development division at a famous international company OOO

which developed state-of-the-art technologies and gadgets. Mr. Informant joined

the organization as a Senior Design specialist and moved up the ladder. The

organization OOO uses cloud services for all of its IT needs, including storage,

database services, and e-mail. The cloud-computing environment has been built

and configured as per the organizational requirements and policy. Mr. Informant

has the necessary access to the application, data and storage, including the access

to search, read, copy, edit and delete objects, but not the access rights to modify

the access control list or permission settings.

One day, Mr. Informant received an offer from "Spy Conspirator" to leak

sensitive information related to the newest technology being developed by his

team at OOO. Actually, Ms. Conspirator is an employee of a rival company, and

Mr. Informant decided to accept her offer for an undisclosed reward and began

establishing a detailed leakage plan.

Mr. Informant made a deliberate effort to hide the leakage plan. He did so,

using his credentials and whatever log trails he could delete was deleted. Mr.
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Informant and Ms. Conspirator agreed to use cloud based e-mail services, like

a normal business relationship, for part of the data leakage. To avoid suspicion

Mr. Informant started delivering the confidential files partially via cloud mail

services and partially downloading files to a local removable storage. Eventually,

Mr. Informant tried to take his storage devices away, but he and his devices

were detected at the security checkpoint of the company, and he was suspected

of leaking the company data.

Subsequently, the organization executive calls for a forensics investigation,

upon realizing that highly confidential data, including intellectual property has

been leaked.

The flowchart depicted in Figure 5.1 illustrates the use case workflow described

in Section 5.4.1. We considered ten actions, starting from user sign-in to the

system and finishing with a user sign-out action. Typical actions done to steal the

data are (i) object search - to find out the data of interest (ii) object operations - to

copy the data of value, or to delete the log traces (iii) storage service operations -

to export the data from storage buckets, and similar operations with SQL/NoSQL

databases as well with other steps described in the flow chart. Though the actions

are shown sequentially, it can be done in any order and repeatedly. After every

action, we check whether the action is recorded in the event log. If it is recorded,

the compliance level is checked by assessing whether the evidence data in the log

fully or partially meets the requirements. If the data meets the requirements, we

consider it fully compliant, and if it meets only partially the requirements, we

consider it only partially compliant. We then proceed to assess the gap. If there

are no evidence data in the logs, or the events are not at all logged, then it is

treated as non-compliant.
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Figure 5.1: Use case execution flow
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5.4.2 Assumptions

We subscribed and configured all the necessary cloud services to carry out the

experiments as per the use case described in Section 5.4.1 The case study assumes

the following:

• The insider has just enough access to steal data that is of significance.

• The Logs analyzed for evidence tracking, and identification is the primary

log services, i.e., AWS CloudTrail logs, Azure Activity logs, and Google

Stackdriver logs. These are the prime logging services provided by Ama-

zon Web Services (AWS), Microsoft, and Google Cloud Platform (GCP),

respectively.

• Only the products or services which are part of the cloud service offerings by

the three CSPs are used for the study. In general, no third-party products

or add-on services form part of this study. However, if a third-party product

has been used, it is identified and specified accordingly.

5.5 Forensics Requirements

The requirements for digital forensics remain the same, irrespective of the com-

puter system environment using which the crime has been conducted. As already

noted any forensics investigation seeks to answer six key fundamental questions,

referred as 5W1H of an incident [67]. Therefore, we are looking for evidence to

answer these key questions in the logs. Recall that in Section 4.3.1, we have iden-

tified and described the forensics logging requirements. Here, we are consolidating

and elaborating the requirements in two groups:

1. Core Requirements. These are the same requirements listed in Table 4.1.

We refer them core requirements here as they are independent of the plat-

form or use cases and address common investigative needs.
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2. Use case specific requirements. These are the set of requirements addressing

the scenario explained in the use case in Section 5.4.1 to support forensics.

We derive these requirements in Section 5.5.1.

5.5.1 Use Case Specific Requirements

Note that in Section 5.5 we mentioned the fundamental questions that any foren-

sics investigation seeks to answer. Next, we derive the use case specific require-

ments to answer these essential investigative needs in light of the use case de-

scribed in Section 5.4.1. The requirements are listed in the Table 5.1. (Note:

The term Object refers to a file or folder which may hold a piece of data of

forensic interest)

Table 5.1: Use case specific requirements.

Id Title Description
UCR-1 User audit The ability to establish when the CSUs are active

in the system, i.e., a record of user login/log out
sessions.

UCR-2 Object search The ability to find out evidence of actions such as
searching thru objects, storage locations, and logs.

UCR-3 Object opera-
tion

The ability to find out evidence of actions such as
copy, download, update, delete or create objects
or similar activities.

UCR-4 Storage
service opera-
tions

The ability to find out evidence related to stor-
age service operations such as data export, data
import, bulk copy, file purging, etc.

UCR-5 Storage
account
operations

The ability to find out evidence related to storage
account operations such as storage area creation,
deletion, updating, or storage account creation and
deletion.

UCR-6 Database ser-
vices

The ability to find out evidence of all database
actions, both in SQL and No-SQL databases.

Continued on next page
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Id Title Description
UCR-7 Applications The ability to trace events related to application

execution, including web applications.
UCR-8 Virtual server The ability to find out events related to VM op-

erations, such as VM instance creation, deletion,
start, stop VM, etc.

UCR-9 Mail services The ability to trace all events related to in-built
mail service usage.

5.6 Amazon Web Services (AWS)

In this section we are evaluating AWS as the first CSPx candidate and their

CloudTrail logging service i.e., Sx,l. In AWS, the service CloudTrail provides

a logging feature. CloudTrail records actions taken by a user, role, or an AWS

service as events. The record includes those actions performed using AWS console,

Command Line Interface (CLI), and AWS SDKs and logs of all the API calls

performed on the AWS account. CloudTrail provides visibility into ‘who or

what took which action, the resources acted upon, the date and time, the source,

and the event happened’ [187]. CloudTrail logs are JSON formatted files stored

in AWS Simple Storage Service (S3) buckets. Some of the events are visible

on the CloudTrail dashboard and under the event history tab. However, AWS

does not display all the events in the CloudTrail dashboard or event history tab,

even though the events are recorded in the CloudTrail logs. Therefore, specific

programming scripts must be developed to filter and extract particular events of

interest from the log repository.

5.6.1 AWS System Configuration

We sourced and configured the following AWS services for this study.

a) S3 Configuration: AWS S3 is the storage service. Customers can create

‘bucket’ to store their data. To simulate the use case scenarios, we created
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two buckets to store

1. the CloudTrail logs, namely ‘myreseachlogbucket’

2. the confidential data of the organization OOO, namely ‘confidential-

datafiles’.

The confidential data bucket has been configured to encrypt the data in

storage using AWS server-side (AES 256) encryption. Additionally, we en-

abled the recording of digest of the log files in the CloudTrail-Digest folder

for file integrity checks.

b) CloudTrail configuration: AWS allows configuring the CloudTrail in

multiple ways. We used the most common approach, i.e., to receive log files

from all regions and put the log files in one AWS S3 bucket, irrespective of

the location of many CSUs, under the main account. Note that a "region"

is the location the user chooses while creating an AWS account, where the

data and applications are hosted. AWS supports many regions across the

globe. The region acts as the endpoint of users’ web service requests. AWS

claims that the data stored in a bucket in one region, always remains in

the same region. CloudTrail only logs management events by default, but

we configured it to log both management and data events. Management

events provide insight into management operations performed on resources,

whereas data events provide full details of the object-level activity. We

developed specific AWS scripts to search and filter the logs, and to find out

specific events of forensics value.

c) CloudTrail digest: The digest file records the hashes and digital signa-

tures of the log files, thereby providing a powerful mechanism to validate

the integrity of the log files.

d) CloudWatch: CloudTrail, as such, does not provide any capability to

search and filter the logs and visualize the results. In addition, the log
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file sizes are enormous and contain a vast number of files. Therefore, we

used CloudWatch as a monitoring tool to look for events of interest in the

CloudTrail logs. CloudWatch also allows configuring alarms. We config-

ured CloudWatch to create alarms in the event of significant activity (e.g.

downloading file(s)) from the "confidentialdatafile" bucket or root log-in

attempts. CloudWatch dashboard visualizes the events and sends the noti-

fication by e-mail.

e) EC2 instance: We created VM instances, otherwise known as Elastic

Cloud Computing (EC2) in AWS terminology. OOO used EC2 instances

to run some of its business applications and store data files.

f) WorkMail: AWS WorkMail is a business email and calendar service. We

used the WorkMail service to mimic the user action of Mr. Informant

sending part of the data via email and to capture the log artifacts that

WorkMail produces.

g) DynamoDB: DynamoDB is a NoSQL database service provided by AWS,

and OOO uses DynamoDB to store critical information assets. We config-

ured DynamoDB to simulate the use case scenarios.

h) WebApp: AWS Elastic Beanstalk provides an environment for creating

and deploying web applications. We created and deployed a web appli-

cation using elastic beanstalk environment with MySQL as the database.

The purpose was to find forensics threads in the CloudTrail logs when the

application gets executed.

i) Relational database service (RDS): AWS provides RDS using various

database engines. We configured RDS using MySQL database engine. We

also created and configured databases and instances to store design data

and various OOO’s flagship product parameters.

j) Users: We created identity and access management (IAM) users under one
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AWS main account and configured a few users with limited access rights

as per the organizational policy, including an "Admin" account with broad

privileges and an “i_informant” account, which belongs to “Mr. Informant”,

with limited rights.

5.6.2 AWS Experimental Validation

We executed different scenarios of Data leakage (Use Case i) as described in

Section 5.4.1 simulating the actions of Mr. Informant stealing the data. Being

forensics investigation is a post crime activity, we walked thru as an investigator,

looking for forensics artifacts in the AWS (i.e., CSPx) CloudTrail (i.e., Sx,l) logs.

The primary task is to find the answers to the six key 5W1H questions, and to

find evidence satisfying the requirements listed in Section 5.5. Since CloudTrail

logs is a collection of the events and actions of all the users, we used special script

to extract the logs of activity happening at the "confidentialdatafiles" bucket. For

example, the following script checks for the object-level activity of putting, delet-

ing, and getting any objects from the container named "confidentialdatafiles" by

anyone.

{(($.eventName = ”PutObject”) || ($.eventName = "DeleteObjects") ||

($.eventName = ”GetObject”)) &&

($.requestParameters.bucketName = "confidentialdatafiles")}

The result of the execution with details pointing to the key forensics parame-

ters in AWS CloudTrail log is listed in Figure B.1 of Appendix B. The sample log

shows that a user "Admin" deposited an object by name "Product Design Speci-

fication.pdf" to bucket "confidentialdatafiles". Other relevant parameters such as

event date and time (in UTC), the source IP address, the user responsible for the

action, etc., are also recorded. As another example, the following scripts extract

all the activities done by the user i_informant from the CloudTrail logs.
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{($.userIdentity.type = ”IAMUser”) &&

($.userIdentity.userName = "i_informant")}

5.6.3 AWS Log Analysis

Following the use case scenario tests, we collected the log data, analyzed its con-

formance and compliance with the forensics needs, and verified whether those

actions are traceable in the log. If the actions are registered in the CloudTrail

logs, then the logs are analyzed for forensics compliance. When the actions are

not traceable in the log, or if the information is only partially available, we identi-

fied that as a non-compliant gap. Then the magnitude of the gap is assessed and

quantified. The summary of our findings is detailed in the following paragraphs.

User audit (Ci,1), (Ci,2)

User audit events include sign-in (Ci,1) and sign-out (Ci,2) actions. We found

that though sign-in events are registered in the CloudTrail, none of the sign-out

events are recorded. This gives a perception that the user has been active in the

system, whereas in reality it may not be the case. To establish authenticity and

assurance in the findings there has to be clear evidence that the culprit was ac-

tive in the system when the data leakage occured. The absence of sign-out events

causes to create a void in the chain of event traceability and hence to fail some of

the use case specific requirements listed Table 5.1 specifically UCR-1 (User audit).

Object search (Ci,3)

One can expect that the culprit will do a file and folder search operation to find

out the objects of interest first. Therefore, we investigated the traces related to

the ‘search’ operation, such as directory search, file search, etc. Upon analysis,

we found that all the events and evidence pertaining to object search are in the

CloudTrail logs.
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Object operation (Ci,4)

Object operation events include the events generated from user actions like delete,

read, copy, download, put or create object actions. We found that all events re-

lated to object read, copy, and download are recorded with full details, providing

full forensics traceability, but not for the delete operation. We found that for ob-

ject delete operation, different parameters are logged based on how the object

delete action has been performed. We found that the object name is not recorded

when AWS console command is used for deleting. However, the object name is

recorded if the delete operation is carried out using the command line interface

(CLI). Figure 5.2 shows two instances of the log when the delete operation is

performed using console and CLI. Given that our use case assumes that Mr. In-

formant is tech-savvy, he might erase the activity traces by deleting the log files

from the CloudTrail S3 bucket using AWS console. Doing so will erase the logs,

thereby erasing the evidence of his activity.

 

 

Figure 5.2: Object delete snapshot from CloudTrail log

The deletion of the log file itself will be registered in later logs, marked as an

event, "DeleteObjects", without the file name. Therefore, the investigator would

not be able to identify which file has been deleted, making the traceability of the

event actions challenging to prove and hence, not being able to satisfy some items

listed in the core requirement in Table 4.1 specifically items R-4 (Justifiability)

and R-6 (Traceability) and use case specific requirements listed in the Table 5.1,

specifically item UCR-3 (Object operation).
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Storage service operations: (Ci,5)

We performed all the use case operations related to storage service operations

and particularly data exports from S3 storage buckets. Our experiments demon-

strated that all the events, along with all the required forensics attributes, were

recorded in the CloudTrail logs. Hence, satisfying the requirements.

Storage account operations (Ci,6)

While stealing the data, the culprit would do everything to hide their tracks.

One possibility is to avoid using corporate storage area, which typically will be

monitored more rigorously. One way to do it is by creating a private space to hold

the data temporarily and funnel it through the holding area, and finally deleting

the storage space. We simulated the scenario, created a temp storage area in the

S3 bucket under a personal user account, and transferred the file through it. We

found that, all the events related to such actions were traceable in the log.

Database service (NoSQL) (Ci,7)

Database service events include the events recorded in the logs, as a result of the

actions carried out on the SQL and NoSQL databases. Given that the organiza-

tion OOO uses databases to store some of the confidential data, we looked for the

artifacts captured in CloudTrail for DynamoDB events. DynamoDB is NoSQL

database service provided by AWS. We found that DynamoDB is well integrated

with CloudTrail logs and all the table level activity events, such as CreateTable,

DeleteTable, ListTables, CreateBackup, etc., are well captured in the CloudTrail

log. However, we found that the log did not capture events related atomic ac-

tivities like putItem, getItem, updateItem, delteItem etc. When Mr. Informant

copies the records from DynamoDB (a getItem event), there are no traces left of

the particular action anywhere. The fact that some but not all the DynamoDB

events are registered in the CloudTrail log makes that the evidence available in

the logs only partially satisfies the forensics requirements.
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Database service (RDS) (Ci,8)

The organization OOO also uses AWS relational database service (RDS) to store

product information and design parameters. We created an RDS instance using

MySQL DB engine. Then we looked into the events that are logged in CloudTrail

logs for typical database activities that a culprit would typically do, such as cre-

ating a DB snapshot, copying or transferring the snapshot elsewhere, and later

deleting the snapshot. We found that RDS events and database actions such

as Create, Copy, Delete DB snapshot, Start, Stop DB instances are all logged

in CloudTrails with full forensics info [188]. We only looked at the database

activities for this study rather than database record-level activities. The only ex-

ception we found is that for "sharing DB snapshot" (simulating a scenario where

the culprit shared a DB snapshot with an external user). We found that no events

related to ShareDBSnapshot and MigrateDBSnapshot actions in the CloudTrail

logs, obviously producing a minor gap.

Web app (Ci,9)

Web applications are typical on a cloud platform. We assume that the OOO orga-

nization uses web applications and produces results upon execution. We assume

that the results are also of importance to data thieves. We created a web applica-

tion on AWS elastic beanstalk environment with SQL as the back end to simulate

the situation. Then, we ran the application on a browser. The objective was to

find out the events related to application execution in the CloudTrail logs. We

found no events related to web app execution in the CloudTrail logs. In contrast,

actions at the Beanstalk environment level like CreateEnvironment, UpdateEnvi-

ronment, TerminateEnvironment etc. are all registered in the CloudTrail [189].

One can assume that this is an expected behaviour, since start, stop, and running

web apps are internal to the EC2 instances and will not be exported to a log

service. For example, start and stop web app events are logged in "/var/log/eb-
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activity.log" on that particular EC2 instance. However, the un-availability of app

execution events in the CloudTrail logs creates a real deficiency from a forensics

perspective.

Virtual server (Ci,10)

We created an AWS EC2 instance and examined the EC2 events related to the

application execution, data access, and manual access of the data files in the EC2

instance. Anything that happens inside an EC2 instance is an operating system

event and is internal to the EC2 instance, and they are in the respective EC2

system logs. Those events are not available in CloudTrail. The CSUs have to

write inbuilt functions to pull the records and feed them into CloudWatch or

similar tools for visualization while maintaining integrity and confidentiality.

Mail service (Ci,11)

WorkMail is the email service provided by AWS. We created the scenario of

creating, sending, and receiving emails with and without attachments and then

examined the artifacts captured in CloudTrail for WorkMail actions. We found

that none of the WorkMail actions are recorded in the CloudTrail logs. Only the

admin level activities (e.g., create or delete mail user accounts) are recorded in

CloudTrail. AWS recommends using mail journaling to track emails. However,

mail journaling is expensive and unlikely to be a practical solution for users.

Therefore, the absence of any traces related to e-mail actions in the CloudTrail

logs causes to fail some of the key forensics core requirement listed in the Ta-

ble 4.1 (in particular requirements R-4 (Justifiability), R-6 (Traceability) and

R-7 (Provenance) and use case-specific requirements listed in the Table 5.1 (in

particular requirement UCR-9 (Mail services)).
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5.6.3.1 AWS results summary

We analyzed further the CloudTrail log compliance with core requirements. The

findings are summarized in Table 5.2. More detailed analysis with compliancy

matrix are listed in Table A.1 of Appendix A. We used the following notations

to categorize the compliance level.

✓ - fully compliant.

⊗ - partially compliant.

× - not compliant.

Table 5.2: AWS CloudTrail: Analysis of results

AWS CloudTrail Log Analysis Compliance
CloudTrail produces an auditable, repeatable, and reproducible
set of event logs, capturing all events. Repeating the same
test/procedure logs the same/similar event trails.

R-1,R-2, R-3,
R-5 (✓)

CloudTrail fails to capture and log entirely justifiable events.
(For example, object name in delete object operation, user sign-
out, and WorkMail events not recorded).

R-4 (⊗)

CloudTrail records events with UTC timestamp, hence easier to
map the events on a timeline. However, it fails to record some
of the events or parameters (e.g.: WorkMail events) required for
comprehensive traceability.

R-6 (⊗)

Full provenance details are captured in every event log, including
all the details to meet the quality requirements.

R-7, R-8 (✓)

The logs are co-mingled collection of all the events of all users
using the same organizational account. Therefore, purpose-built
scripts are to be executed on the log archive to separate and
extract the event logs per user. Fails to meet the privacy and
evidence segregation.

R-9, R-13 (×)

The logs and their respective digest files can be stored for any
period using AWS’s extra services. Also, access to log files can
be controlled thru AWS access control policies.

R-10 (✓)

Continued on next page
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AWS CloudTrail Log Analysis Compliance
The log collection is possible across any jurisdictional bound-
aries, but not the selective event logs collection per user.

R-11 (⊗)

CloudTrail log format and event representation are unique and
challenging to correlate with other CSP logs.

R-12, R-15
(×)

The log storage location is pre-configurable; hence, evidence
identification is seamless.

R-14 (✓)

The logs nor their storage persists after the CSU account is ter-
minated. The logs can be deleted by an authorized user anytime.

R-16 (×)

CloudTrail architecture and the AWS governance rules applied
to the logs make them reliable.

R-18 (✓)

CloudTrail captures a good number of relevant forensic artifacts
with enough details.

R-17, R-19
(✓)

The data representation supports readability, is easily inter-
pretable, and is understandable.

R-20 (✓)

In summary, we found that the CloudTrail logs of AWS (Service Sx) satisfy

a good number of forensics requirements but fail to meet fully all the stated

forensics requirements, which can adversely impact the ability to track the actions

by connecting the chain of events and finally to trace the crime to the doer.

5.7 Azure

In this section we are evaluating forensics compliance of Microsoft Azure (CSPy),

Activity log (Sy). Azure services are provisioned thru ‘Azure subscriptions’. The

Azure Activity log provides insight into events in a given user’s Azure subscrip-

tion. Using the Activity log one can determine the action taken on a computing

resource in a subscription [124]. However, our study found that the Activity log

does not capture all the events generated during the use case execution. There-

fore, we used additional Azure logging services for doing a full comprehensive

study. The additional logging services used are:

1. Azure Active Directory (AD) audit logs. The AD audit log provides trace-
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ability into user sign-in, sign-out and attempted sign-in events. Also, Azure

AD records user group activities, and enterprise application audit events.

2. Azure storage explorer event logs. Storage explorer log provides the file

object-level activities of the objects in the storage.

3. Azure diagnostic logs. Diagnostic logs provide insight into diagnostic events.

Therefore, the log services can be considered as a set of services

i.e., Sy,l = {Sy,l,1, Sy,l,2, ...Sy,l,n}, where Sy,l,k represents the kth logging service

in the set Sy,l. All these logs were analyzed to collect forensics artifacts. The

term ’Azure logs’ are used to refer to all the above logs combined. We looked

into these logs in detail and also considered all other available log resources for

evidence collection. The log includes Windows event logs (which record Windows

operating system events), Diagnostic logs (which record diagnostic events), and

Office 365 audit logs (which record Office 365 mail events).

5.7.1 Azure System Configuration

We acquired and configured Azure services to conduct the experimental validation

by executing the use case scenarios. First, we acquired an Azure subscription and

created a resource group to group all the resources used in this evaluation, then

we created and configured the required services. The following paragraphs briefly

describe various Azure services used for this case study.

a) Azure Active Directory (AD): An Azure AD group (namely "APRE-

SEARHORG") has been created with roles, permission, users, and enter-

prise applications assigned in the group. Specifically, the user “i_informant”

(which belongs to Mr. Informant) has been created and given a "Contrib-

utor" role, providing only limited but necessary access to the corporate

owned resources.

b) Storage account configuration: Azure provides various types of storage,

such as blobs, files, tables etc. Therefore, we created storage of different
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types to carry out the experiments. We also created a container (namely

"oooconfidentialdata") and stored the confidential objects in the container

simulating the setup and environment used by the organization OOO.

c) Azure storage explorer: Azure storage explorer is a desktop application

used for managing data in a storage account(s) in Azure Subscription(s).

The storage explorer keeps the audit log of the activities at the storage

object level in the $logs directory. We installed the Azure storage explorer

application to capture and record storage level events.

d) Azure Cosmos DB: Cosmos DB is a NoSQL database service of Azure.

We created and configured the Cosmos DB. Subsequently, created databases

and collections within the Cosmos DB instance to simulate the conditions

that OOO uses it as one of their information storage. The storage is ac-

cessible over the portal or using the Application Programming Interface

(API).

e) Diagnostic logs: Configured the Azure Diagnostic log instance to cap-

ture the diagnostic events and stored that in a storage container and also

streamed the logs into a log analysis platform.

f) Application services: We created web app services connected to SQL

and Cosmos DB data repositories, simulating typical organizational web

applications.

g) Office 365 outlook: Office 365 outlook is a SaaS cloud service provided

by Microsoft, and it is not part of the Azure platform. However, since our

case study assumes that part of the data leakage is done using an ‘email

service’, we configured the Office 365 outlook component also to simulate

the scenario.

h) MailJet email service: MailJet service is an email service available on

the Azure platform, but it is a third party product. MailJet is primarily
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to send out bulk emails to multiple contacts. However, to make our study

comprehensive, we also looked into the artifacts generated in logs when the

MailJet service is used for data transfer.

5.7.2 Azure Experimental Validation

We executed the same Data leakage use case, described in Section 5.4.1 on the

Azure platform, simulating all the actions that Mr.Informant would do to steal

the data. We collected the Azure (i.e., CSPy) logs (i.e., Sy), then analyzed the logs

in detail, looking for forensics artifacts, with the key intention of answering the

requirements stated in Section 5.5. Figure B.2 in Appendix B shows a snapshot

preview of the Azure Activity log as an example. The example shows the activity

of a normal user trying to create a role assignment to have the ’write’ permissions

enabled for the user on a resource belonging to an Azure subscription. The action

fails, since the user does not have permission to do so. In the following Section

5.7.3 we are describing the results of our findings.

5.7.3 Azure Log Analysis

We analyzed the log data for its conformance and compliance with the forensics

needs, similar to the analysis we did on AWS CloudTrail logs. Table A.2 in Ap-

pendix A provides the details of our analysis. We use the following notations to

identify the logs viz., l1 for Azure Active Directory logs, l2 for Azure Activity

logs, l3 for Azure Storage Explorer logs etc. forming the set of logging services

Sy,l where l = {l1, l2, l3...ln}. The result of our findings on Azure log events can

be summarized as follows.

User audit (Ci,1), (Ci,2)

We found that though sign-in (Ci,1) by CSUs are logged in the Azure AD logs,

none of the sign-out events are recorded in any Azure logs, similar to AWS han-

dling of user sign-out events (Ci,2). The non-recording of user sign-out events
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could give a wrong perception that the user has been active in the system for-

ever. As forensics always looks for credible evidence, the absence of sign-out

events decreases the justifiability factor.

Object search (Ci,3)

Search events generated as a result of activities like a directory listing, object

searching, etc. are recorded in the Storage Account Activity logs (i.e., service

Sy2), with complete forensics artifacts. In addition, the events are also listed in

Azure storage explorer activity event logs, i.e., service Sy3.

Object operation (Ci,4)

We looked into the events generated and available in the logs for typical opera-

tions like read, put, copy, download and delete operations performed on objects

stored in a storage container. We found that all related events are logged in the

Azure storage explorer activity logs in a particular folder $logs. The logs are plain

text files that require a good understanding of the storage explorer log format to

decipher and interpret the log data. The supporting forensic information of sig-

nificance such as ‘what’, ‘when’, ‘where’ and ‘how’ are also available. But the

user-id of the actor (i.e., ‘who’ is not recorded in the logs, though client IP ad-

dress, the requester account names, the storage account name, the interface used

to perform the action, i.e., ‘how’ and the results of the action are logged. The

client IP address only provides the info to ascertain ‘from where’ the action has

been originated. We tested a scenario where the user ‘i_informant’ has created

a snapshot of a set of blob objects holding critical information assets, downloaded

the snapshots, and then deleted the snapshots and subsequently deleted the logs

too. We could extract the traces of all such actions from the logs in the $log

folder. The record of deletion of the log files was available in the subsequent logs,

but none recorded ‘who’ (i.e., the user-id) did it. Azure comments that the logs

do not include the user-id information for security reasons [190]. The ‘actor’ re-
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sponsible for the event is a critical piece of forensics evidence. Without that info

available in the log, it is pretty impossible to link the chain of events to a doer,

therefore, challenging to prove the provenance. Though the Azure logs satisfied

an almost complete set of required evidence, the logs failed to meet some of the

most critical forensics requirements stated in Section 5.5, in particular items#

R-7 (Provenance) and R-8 (Traceability).

Storage service operations (Ci,5)

We tested for the scenario where the user ‘i_informant’ exported specific data

stored in ’Azure table’ storage, using Azure storage explorer. We found no record

associated with the ’export’ operation in the $log directory. Azure says that the

’export’ operation is an application operation, so any storage account logs will not

be recorded. But the ’export’ operations request data from the storage account

that will create a QueryEntities operation, which is registered in $log [190]. But

the same event (i.e., QueryEntities) is also recorded for other operations which

request data from the storage account. Therefore, it is tough to ascertain the

fact that the user ‘i_informant’ has in fact, exported data from storage. We

also found no in-built Azure services available to automatically archive the logs

files from $log folder along with their hashes for later use as evidence, and it is

a serious inadequacy as far as forensics is concerned. Azure "AzCopy" command

is one way to export the log data files. Therefore, to support forensics, one must

develop specific programs for periodically archiving the logs and generating the

hash.

Storage account operations (Ci,6)

We tested for another scenario in which the culprit is using a temp storage ac-

count and a data holding area to funnel the data out. One can avoid using

organization-owned shared storage account, by utilizing a temp storage account,.

The scenario steps are (i) creating a temporary storage account and data storage
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space, (ii) copying the file(s) across to the temp storage, (iii) downloading the

files, and finally deleting the temp storage account. We found the entire evidence

of storage level actions (i.e., creating, updating, deleting) in the Azure activity

logs and the object level actions on the $log folder accessible thru the Azure stor-

age explorer. But, it is to be noted that the evidence is collected from different

logs, from different locations, and the logs are of different formats.

Database service (NoSQL)(Ci,7)

Cosmos DB is the NoSQL service, and it is used for storing large amounts of data.

We assume that OOO also uses it as a data storage service. Upon examining the

artifacts left in the log for Cosmos DB database events like creating, deleting,

updating, copying documents, we found that the Cosmos DB events are scattered

in two logs. They are the Azure Activity logs and Diagnostic logs. In the Cosmos

DB context, the Activity log provides data about the operations on a resource

from the control plane, such as create, delete a container, list database etc., but

not any actions at the object level. Whatever is logged in the activity logs, it

is logged with full details, such as operation name (what), timestamp (when),

caller e-mail address and IP address (who) resource (where), methods of per-

forming the operation (how). However, the list of operations recorded is only a

subset of what is required from the forensics point of view. Therefore, we have

to use also the Azure Diagnostic logs to collect details of actions at the object

level, such as the operations done at the database document level. We found that

the Diagnostic logs provide only very minimal info. For example, the ‘user id’ is

stripped off, the client ip address is that of the internal virtual network. It does

not correspond to the actual client IP (i.e., incorrect who info) [191]. Operation

at a database collection level (e.g., deleting a Cosmos DB collection) activities

are recorded in the log, but without the name of the actual object deleted (i.e., no

what info). Object activities at the atomic level such as update, delete operations

performed on the Cosmos DB documents are not registered in the logs either. It
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is easy for an insider to cause a denial of service attack by deleting some/all of the

documents with no activity traces. We combined both the logs, i.e., the Activity

logs and Diagnostic logs, and tried creating a timeline of events. However, it is

tough and challenging to associate an action to a doer with certainty since much

of the critical information to connect the chain of events are missing.

Azure does not have an in-built feature for exporting or copying data from

Cosmos DB. Exporting (or importing) data require specific scripts or purpose-

built applications. To simulate the condition that the user ‘i_informant’ has

funneled the data out by exporting Cosmos DB records, we used one of the

Azure recommended tools (Studio 3T) and exported the data from Cosmos DB.

But there were no traces of such actions in any logs. Therefore, investigators

would need direct support from CSPs to find out that such activities have been

done.

In an attempt to wipe out whatever evidence has been left around, the culprit

would often delete the log file itself. The customers usually store the log files in

long-term storage. We configured the diagnostic logs to be streamed to a storage

container. We then simulated the situation where the user‘i_informant’ deleted

the diagnostic log files from the storage container and examined the traces of that

action in any of the logs. Upon analysis, we found evidence of the corresponding

activity, i.e., the deletion of the log file itself, in the Storage explorer logs.

Database service (RDS) (Ci,8)

We simulated the actions of stealing data or making the data unavailable by di-

rectly accessing the Azure SQL databases from the portal, such as export, copy,

or delete database. We found the events related to all such actions, and they are

all recorded in the activity log with full details, meeting forensics criteria.

Web app (Ci,9)

We built a web application using the ASP.NET framework and Visual Studio.
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The web app uses Azure MS SQL and Cosmos DB as the data store. Integrated

the application with Azure AD for user authorization, i.e., only Azure AD au-

thorized users’ can execute the application. We assume that the app’s execution

displays results that are of much value to the informant. We then analyzed the

logs for traces. We found the events in the Azure AD sign-in logs, with full ap-

plication execution details (i.e., 5W1H). However, the evidence is stored in yet

another log, in .csv format. It is to be noted that, if the application is not inte-

grated to use Azure AD credentials, no events related to the app execution are

registered in any Azure logs.

Virtual server (Ci,10)

We examined the Virtual server events by creating a Windows virtual machine

in Azure with an attached disk volume. We executed various commands typical

to that of an insider culprit who wants to harvest data. We found that all the

Azure level activities, such as start, stop, run command etc., are all recorded in

the windows event logs. However, any action carried out at the server level by

remotely connecting to the server itself is not part of the Azure events, which

is expected. However, activities conducted on the disk volume, like creating a

snapshot and exporting the disk data are all registered in the Activity logs.

Mail service (Ci,11)

As our case study assumes that the data leakage partially has happened via email

service, we looked into the events recorded in the Office 365 outlook that is of

forensics value. It is to be mentioned that Office 365 outlook is not part of the

Azure stack. Microsoft provisions Office 365 as a separate SaaS service. Never-

theless, we decided to analyze the Office 365 Outlook events to get comprehensive

coverage. None of the events generated by Office 365 are part of Azure logs, as

expected. But Office 365 Outlook provides its complete Audit logs as a part of

its security and compliance suit [192]. If the mailbox auditing is enabled, most of
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the actions are logged in the mailbox audit logs [192], but events related to cre-

ating, sending, or receiving messages are not part of the audit logs. Such events

are crucial to determining, who, what and when sent out the messages and to

whom in a forensics world. User sign-in events to the mailbox are recorded, but

not the sign-out events. To investigate the sent message events, one needs to use

eDiscovery tools to find whom, when, and emailsubject as long as the message

is present in the mailbox. In a scenario where the culprit, ’i_informant’ has

sent the mail with data and permanently deleted the mail, the eDiscovery tools

will not be able to fetch the details, leaving the organizations to go for rather

expensive options like mail journaling or archiving to retain the messages.

Mail service (MailJet) (Ci,12)

MailJet is a third party cloud-based email service primarily used to send bulk

marketing emails. Azure supports installing and using MailJet on its platform.

To achieve comprehensive coverage of our study, we also looked into the MailJet

events. We tested the scenario where the user ’i_informant’ used MailJet as a

means of data transfer. We could extract the evidence of i_informant’s activ-

ity from MailJet portal. The portal provided the Date time, From, To and

Subject information, which are all critical forensics data.

Figure 5.3: MailJet log snapshot

However, None of the MailJet, mail actions are captured in any Azure logs,

which is also expected since MailJet is an external service. The Figure 5.3 depicts

a snapshot of MailJet’s own log.
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Hiding of alerts on information assets

We also looked for evidence in the log available for activities like hiding alerts or

alarms, which one can expect a culprit to do as the first activity normally, even

though it is not part of the use case. Azure provides the capabilities to create

alerts (i.e., trigger alarms) on actions carried out on the resources (for example,

downloading blobs). Alerts help to initiate incident response and act as a warn-

ing sign. Therefore, simulating the scenario which culprits will typically do, we

conducted tests in which the user ‘i_informant’ disabled or deleted the ‘alert’

on file access, such that no alert message will be sent out. We then looked for

the traces of such actions in the Activity log and found that for ‘disabling’ the

alert event is marked as ‘Create or Update metric Alert’ in the log. However, we

found that the same operation name is also used for ‘update’ operations. To find

out whether the operation has indeed disabling of an alert, one have to dig deep

into the log, and it is marked under ‘requestbody’ where the value corresponding

to parameter “enabled” is “false”, (correspondingly the value is “true” for enabling

the alert). A snapshot from the corresponding parts of the Azure log is shown

below:

{

. . .

"operationName":{

"value":"“Microsoft.insights/metricAlerts/write”",

"“localizedValue”": "“Create or update metric alert”", }

. . .

“properties” :{

“statusCode”: “OK”,

“serviceRequestId”: “8e358cf5-657204c73-8dc2-a698812a306”

“requestbody”:

”{. :\"description\”:\"alert \":\”,\enabled\”:false\. } }
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Delete operation is marked as "“Delete metric alert”" as the operation name

with no “requestbody”, as shown in the log extract below.

{

. . .

"operationName":{

"value":"“Microsoft.insights/metricAlerts/delete”",

"“localizedValue”": "“Delete metric alert”", }

. . .

}

Though the attempt to hide alert is recorded in the log, the usage of the

same operation name for different activities and the inconsistency in the data

representation makes it challenging to decipher the information and analyze it.

5.7.3.1 Azure results summary

We analyzed further the Azure log compliance with core requirements. The find-

ings are summarized in Table 5.3. More detailed analysis with compliance matrix

and the specific logs in which the evidence can be traced are listed in Table A.2

of Appendix A. We used the same notations to describe the compliance level as

described in Section 5.6.3.1.

Table 5.3: Azure logs: Analysis of results

Azure Log Analysis Compliance
Azure logs produces an auditable, repeatable, and reproducible
set of event logs, capturing all events. Repeating the same
test/procedure logs the same/similar event trails.

R-1,R-2, R-3,
R-5 (✓)

Azure logs fails to capture and record entirely justifiable events.
(For example, user sign-out events not logged, insufficient data
logged for database service events).

R-4 (⊗)

Continued on next page
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Azure Log Analysis Compliance
Azure records events with UTC timestamp. However, the events
are spread across in many log files.

R-6 (✓)

Mostly, full provenance details are captured in every event log,
including sufficient details to address the quality requirements.

R-7, R-8 (✓)

Azure logs are co-mingled collection of all the events of all the
users using the same Azure subscription. Therefore, purpose-
built scripts are required to separate and extract the event logs
per user. Fails to meet the privacy and evidence segregation.

R-9, R-13 (×)

Azure performs transparent encryption of the data at rest in the
storage by default and this feature cannot be disabled. However,
Azure does not provide any in-built feature to create the digest
(e.g: MD5 hash) of the log files when the files are streamed into
a storage location. Having the facility to produce the digest of
the log files is an essential element for integrity validation.

R-10 (⊗)

It is possible to go beyond one’s own jurisdictional boundaries
and download the logs from storage provided they all belong to
the same Azure subscription, but to collect the logs per user
within a subscription requires additional log extraction tools.

R-11 (⊗)

Azure log files and the events are spread across many logging ser-
vices, such as Activity logs, Diagnostic logs, AD logs, and Stor-
age explorer logs. The logs are of different formats too. Activity
logs are of JSON format. Storage explorer logs are ‘;’ delimited
text files. AD sign-in information are .csv format. The logging
services and storage locations are spread across Azure infrastruc-
ture. There is no consistency in log format within Azure itself,
let alone among CSPs.

R-12, R-15
(×)

The log data are spread out in multiple logs at multiple storage
locations, producing much complexity for evidence identification.
Investigators must know where to look, what to look for.

R-14 (×)

The logs nor their storage persists after the CSU account is ter-
minated. The logs can be deleted by an authorized user anytime.

R-16 (×)

Azure provided access control and governance rules applied to
the logs make them reliable.

R-18 (✓)

Continued on next page
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Azure Log Analysis Compliance
Azure logs captures a good number of relevant forensics artifacts
with enough details.

R-17, R-19
(✓)

There is no commonality in the data representation among Azure
logs, and complex to understand and interpret. Investigators
would require a good understanding of Azure architecture and
log format to analyze the log data.

R-20 (×)

In summary, Azure log services register a good set of events happening in an

Azure subscription. Activities outside of the subscription are not logged. The

logs satisfy a good number of forensics requirements. Still, they fail to fully

meet all the stated requirements, adversely impacting the ability to track the

actions by connecting the chain of events and tracing the crime to the doer. It

is to be noted that the different log services, different log formats, and varying

log storage locations cause additional complexities in identifying, collecting, and

interpreting the evidence. In general, it is assumed that forensics examiners may

not be technically competent or have the knowledge of different cloud logging

architectures, requiring the services of subject experts or CSPs.

5.8 Google Cloud Platform (GCP)

For studying Google cloud forensics compliance of the logs, we used Stackdriver

logging service as their prime logging service as the Service Sz,l provided by

Google Cloud Platform CSPz. Stackdriver logging provides a centralized and

comprehensive logging service, and we used the events available in the Stackdriver

logs for forensics compliance evaluation. [171].

5.8.1 GCP System Configuration

We configured GCP environment with users, groups, and resources to carry out

the experiment and collect the forensics log artifacts, as briefly described below.
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a) User accounts: We created Google accounts, owner account, and a few users

account, including the user account for Mr. Informant as "informant.iam",

and then configured the user accounts with data read and write access.

b) Storage accounts: Google provides storage solutions for any type of work-

load, such as those requiring high performance object storage for frequent

access and low frequency access storage for backup disaster recovery pur-

poses. For the purpose of our use case tests we created frequently ac-

cessed regional storage (ooo_confidential_data) where typical OOO orga-

nizational data are stored and a low access storage for exporting the logs

(ooo_log_exports). We also created instances of Bigtable (big data stor-

age service) and Firestore (NoSQL) storage services. Firestore native mode

configuration has been used, which allows the database to be organized into

documents and collections.

c) Relational Database: To find out the artifacts available in the relational

database services of GCP, we created and configured SQL instances using

MySQL second generation as the database and connected to the Google

app engine.

d) Other: Other GCP services like Compute Engine and Kubernetes Engine

are configured with the appropriate server, database, and storage required

to carry out the tests.

5.8.2 GCP Experimental Validation

We executed the same Data Leakage use case described in Section 5.4.1 on the

GCP platform and collected the Stackdriver log data. Then, analyzed the logs

looking for forensics evidence, with the key intention of answering the require-

ments stated in Section 5.5. Figure B.3 in Appendix B shows a snapshot of the

Stackdriver log, corresponding to an event where the actor Informant has down-

loaded a file from a GCP storage. Since the log files generate too many entries,
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we used custom-built scripts to extract and display the records of interest. For

example, the following script shows all user activities of informant.iam on the

resource type gcs_bucket (i.e., storage bucket), between the specified time slots.

resource.type="gcs_bucket" AND

protoPayload.authenticationInfo.principalEmail =

"informant.iam@gmail.com" AND timestamp >= "2018-10-15T08:45:00Z" AND

timestamp <= "2018-10-15T09:45:00Z"

5.8.3 GCP Log Analysis

We analyzed the Stackdriver log after every step of the use case scenario exe-

cution, for its conformance and compliance with the forensics needs. Table A.3

in Appendix A provides the details of our analysis. Unlike Azure, we could find

all the log artifacts in one place, i.e., in the Stackdriver logs. The results of our

findings are summarized as follows.

User audit (Ci,1), (Ci,2)

Google cloud does not record any user login attempts to the cloud platform, nei-

ther sign-in (Ci,1), nor sign-out (Ci,2). Normal failed log-in attempts, such as

using the wrong password, are also not recorded. We could find only the records

of the failed request to the resources when IAM policies restrict the user accounts.

In Google, user’s authentication is managed by Google accounts, so GCP has no

record of any user log-in/log-out details. This will create a major void if we de-

pend only on the GCP Stackdriver logs from a forensics perspective.

Object search (Ci,3), Object operations (Ci,4)

We looked into the events generated and available in the logs for typical opera-

tions like search, read, copy, download and delete operations performed on objects
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stored in a GCP storage container. It is logical to assume that these are the typ-

ical operations any culprit would do to steal the data or carry out a denial of

service attack. We found that all the related events are logged in the Stackdriver

logs with full details, satisfying the essential forensics requirements.

Storage service operations (Ci,5) and Storage account operations (Ci,6)

One can expect that the data thief would create some temporary storage to hold

the data of interest before being shipped out. To simulate the scenario, the actor

Informant first signed in to the GCP environment and created a temp storage

bucket to hold the data. Then copied the data of interest to the temp storage

using cloud shell commands (gsutil cp commands). Later, transferred the data

from the temp storage to a local, removable media. Finally deleted the temp

storage bucket and tried deleting the logs. We found the evidence related to all

actions, with complete supporting information in the log, for different modes of

data transfer services. We also found that GCP does not allow deletion of the

audit logs, even by the project owner [193]. Audit logs are kept for a specified

length of time before being deleted. This feature enhances the availability and

trustworthiness of the logs. We further expanded our tests by performing the

same operations using the file ’‘Transfer” feature provided by GCP. (i.e., data

export). Though the actual execution of the transfer script is not recorded in the

log, all the file transfer events are registered in the log.

Data storage service (Bigtable) (Ci,7)

Bigtable is a highly scalable, compressed, and high-performing big data storage

service of GCP, storing petabytes of data. In this case study, we assume that the

Bigtable service is used for some of the organization’s future product research

using time series data analysis. The outputs of some of the studies are published

in the Bigtable instance. Therefore, we looked into the typical activities, and the

forensics evidence available in the Stackdriver logs for operations on the Bitgable
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instance. We found all the admin activities logged (e.g: create/delete instance or

table) but not the data access on the Bigtable data [193]. Though this creates

a void in forensics traceability, logging all data access actions would generate a

massive set of log entries.

Database service NoSQL (Firestore) (Ci,8)

Firestore is the newest NoSQL document database service provided by GCP. We

assume that the organization uses NoSQL database to store critical company ar-

tifacts. Performing and analyzing the Stackdriver logs for actions performed on

the Firestore data store, we found that none of the object level activities, such

as creating document collection, adding/deleting documents, adding/updating

fields, etc., are registered in the Stackdriver logs. Google recommends the CSUs

use Stackdriver REST API to directly log Firestore events, i.e., requiring inter-

vention by CSUs to make their applications forensics compliant. We found that

data export activity exporting data from the Firestore database performed by

cloud shell commands is fully registered in the Stackdriver logs.

Database service (RDS) (Ci,9)

We created SQL database using MySQL database engine within GCP. We as-

sume that the database holds the master data of the organisation. We carried

out various test scenarios for the database using the GCP console and cloud shell

commands. We observed that the Stackdriver provided a complete log of all the

actions. Database export is the main method of funneling the data, and the

database export action has been logged with full event details. Figure B.4 in

Appendix B shows an extract of the database export operation log.

Web app (Ci,10)

We built a Google App Engine application and integrated it with MySQL in-

stance. We assume that the application execution lists vital information of inter-
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est to the data thief. Analyzing the Stackdriver logs for traces of the application

execution, we found partial evidence of the app execution, listed as a “GET” op-

eration, answering when, how, where, what but not the who aspect, i.e., all

information except the client’s user id or ip-address. However, the Stackdriver

provides interfaces for users to write application logs with more info, moving the

responsibility to the user.

Virtual server Kubernetes engine (Ci,11)

We created Google compute engine web server instance with Mongo DB as the

database engine and a user facing web client app and carried out all the tests.

We also created a Google Kubernetes Engine (GKE) instance app and hosted

it on a web app. Kubernetes engine is one of the latest Google innovative ser-

vices allowing to deploy large scale applications in a containerized environment

for seamless operation, auto-scaling with high availability [194]. We looked at the

default logging of events corresponding to the execution of the web apps running

on Google compute engine or Kubernetes Engine and found no specific events

in the log. By installing Stackdriver logging agent on the Virtual Machine in-

stance we could stream the Compute Engine events to the Stackdriver logs. We

also found that by default GKE application events are not visible to the Stack-

driver either, and hence those events are not logged. (To monitor the Kubernetes

engine generated events, Google recommends customizing Stackdriver logs with

Fluentd. Fluentd is an open source cross platform data collector). Therefore, to

fully record evidence for forensics purposes, CSUs have to configure and maintain

the GCP provided products and services with the necessary custom code.

Mail service

Google does not have any in-built mail service as a part of the Google cloud

platform. Therefore, we could not test the data transmission scenarios using a

GCP e-mail service.
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5.8.3.1 GCP results summary

We analyzed further the GCP Stackdriver log compliance with core requirements.

The findings are summarized in Table 5.4. More detailed analysis with compliance

matrix are listed in Table A.3 of Appendix A. We used the same notations to

describe the compliance level as described in Section 5.6.3.1.

Table 5.4: GCP Stackdriver logs: Analysis of results

GCP Stackdriver Log Analysis Compliance
Stackdriver produces an auditable, repeatable, and reproducible
set of logs, by capturing all events. Repeating the same test/pro-
cedure logs the same/similar event trails.

R-1,R-2, R-3,
R-5 (✓)

Stackdriver fails to capture and record entirely justifiable events.
(For example, user sign-in and sign-out events not logged, insuf-
ficient data logged for web app events).

R-4 (⊗)

Stackdriver records events with UTC timestamp, thereby making
it possible to map the events on a timeline

R-6 (✓)

Mostly, full provenance details are captured in every event log.
However, in cases like web app execution events; the provenance
element is missing.

R-7, (⊗)

Stackdriver records events with sufficient details, satisfying the
quality requirements.

R-8 (✓)

Stackdriver logs are stored per-project, clearly separating one
project log from another. Within the project, activities can be
filtered per user, supporting privacy and evidence segregation.

R-9, R-13 (✓)

When the Stackdriver log files are exported to the storage bucket,
their corresponding hashes are computed and stored as a part
of metadata. These hashes can be viewed using "gsutil" com-
mands. The hashes can be used to validate and check the log
files’ integrity. Having the digest of the log files generated by the
cloud platform ensures integrity and increases the trust factor.

R-10 (✓)

Continued on next page
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GCP Stackdriver Log Analysis Compliance
Stackdriver logs can be accessed regardless of jurisdictional
boundaries, provided that access is provided and enabled thru
GCP Identity and Access Management (IAM) access provision-
ing mechanism. Additionally, GCP allows the log collection per
project or user basis.

R-11 (✓)

Stackdriver logs provides a central repository of all the events
happening in GCP, and also allows the ingestion of custom log
data from any source. The logs are of uniform (JSON) format.
Having the log data in the same format and available in a central
store facilitates easy forensics data identification, acquisition and
correlation.

R-11, R-12,
R-14, R-15
(✓)

The logs nor their storage persists after the CSU’s, GCP account
is terminated. However, the logs can be exported to long term
storage in cloud or custom location.

R-16 (⊗)

GCP provided IAM access control and governance rules applied
to the logs make them reliable.

R-18 (✓)

Stackdriver captures a good number of relevant forensics arti-
facts and records with enough details.

R-17, R-19
(✓)

Stackdriver data representation is simple to understand and in-
terpret and follows a common structure, increasing usability.

R-20 (✓)

In summary, we found that the Stackdriver log service is a single source of

repository of events and registers almost all activities happening in a GCP project,

satisfying most of the forensics requirements.

5.9 Chapter Summary

The dependency on the log files for analyzing a post-crime activity performed on a

cloud computing platform is one of the essential requirements for cloud forensics,

especially in an era where cloud computing has acquired significant market share

and continues to grow rapidly. However, collecting, analyzing, and finding the

evidence from the logs are challenging. Many research works have been carried
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out in cloud forensics, primarily addressing the issues, challenges, and solution

proposals. There have also been significant works in the area of cloud logging in

support of forensics and security.

In this project, we took cloud forensics to the next level by studying the cur-

rent state of forensics readiness of the three major cloud platforms (AWS, Azure,

and Google), following a well defined methodology. We used their respective logs

as a service, validating them against a set of forensics requirements and using use

case scenarios to test. The evaluation has been done by looking at the events

registered in the logs and then assessing the value of the events as a forensic ar-

tifact. Such that the artifacts can be used to prove a digital crime. Being able to

timeline the events is a critical factor in any digital investigation. All the CSPs

we evaluated in this study record the event time in UTC helps in investigations,

though the actual timelining of events remains an investigation task.

Further, we found that all the three log services we evaluated in this study

support most forensics requirements and provided a good picture of where to find

the evidence and what to expect. However, there are non-compliances. Below we

are highlighting the important ones.

1. The ability to attribute an action with 100% certainty to a doer based

on evidence collected from the log; we identified the gaps in meeting the

requirements as listed in Tables A.1, A.2, and A.3 of Appendix A.

2. The ability to use CSPs’ in-built capability to generate the hash of the

logs to evaluate the integrity and trust factor; we found that Azure does

not provide the capability of providing hash of the logs when the logs are

exported to storage, at the time of this study.

3. The logs are mixed records of events produced by all users using the same

environment. Therefore, purpose-built scripts are required to extract the

records per user, which in turn changes the truth of source. The only

exception is the GCP Stackdriver logs, where the logs are stored per project.
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4. We also argue that the seamless, factual, and easy log interpretation is

more difficult with Azure, because the evidence is scattered in different logs,

different storage locations, and with inconsistent log formats as described

in Section 5.7.3.

5. Mostly, every CSP’s log conforms to a structured format, though CSPs have

no log format consistency among themselves. In addition, we also found

that different Azure logs use different formats and are stored in different

storage buckets, making it harder for evidence identification, collection, and

correlation.

6. None of the CSPs logs we used in this study persists after the user account

has been terminated. Therefore, CSUs have to take additional actions to

store the logs elsewhere before account termination.

7. No clear evidence of shipping the data out using the respective mail services

in the respective logs provided the CSPs.

In summary, our research provided a comprehensive view of the cloud forensics

maturity levels of the three major cloud platforms assessing the evidence avail-

able in the prime logging services of AWS, Azure, and GCP. The study concludes

that the CSPs we looked at provide a good depth of support for cloud forensics.

However, none of them are fully compliant and the level of compliance varies

according to the CSP. Our assessment and research would help CSUs and foren-

sics investigators to make well-informed judgments while resourcing services or

using them in digital investigations. Since cloud services are a moving platform,

using the methodology explained in this study would help to assess the forensics

compliance of cloud platforms at any given time.
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Forensics Logging Framework for IoT

Recall that in Section 2.3 we provided an in-depth introduction of IoT. Further,

we mentioned that IoT technology is becoming the next modern approach where

boundaries between real and digital domains are progressively eliminated by con-

sistently changing every physical device to a smart device designed to provide

value-adding services through intelligent automation [25, 195]. In Section 2.3.1

we also highlighted that IoT is very much susceptible to security exploitation

and cyber-attacks and the importance of IoT forensics. However, IoT technology

is not yet mature for digital forensics. This chapter presents an IoT forensics

framework for enabling digital forensics in IoT, using an interconnected Cloud-

IoT computing platform. The proposed framework would facilitate proactive

evidence collection and logging in anticipating of security incidents, supporting

efficient and effective digital investigations. More importantly, our framework

would also help study how an attack has been carried out, which would con-

tribute to the discovery of IoT vulnerabilities. The specific contributions of this

work can be summarized as:

1. It provides a comprehensive summary of IoT security attack vectors and

IoT forensics challenges, and then derives and defines the IoT forensics

169
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requirements.

2. It proposes an IoT event logging and data collection framework, specifying

the log architecture and the parameters to log, addressing the requirements.

3. It proposes the log collection design stack for building forensics capable IoT

systems.

Relevant parts of this chapter have been published in the author’s conference

article [196].

The layout of this chapter is as follows: Section 6.1 describes the need for

IoT forensics and the motivation to do this research project. Section 6.2 details

the methodology used in this study and Section 6.3 describes the IoT forensics,

including forensics components and challenges. Section 6.4 describes and models

the problem. Section 6.5 defines and specifies IoT forensics requirements. Section

6.6 describes the framework architecture and Section 6.7 proposes the solution

design stack. Finally, Section 6.8 summarizes the contributions of the chapter.

6.1 Motivation

The motivation to undertake this project promulgated from the fact that there

is serious lack of forensics capabilities in IoT space. The diverse use of IoT

technology has created the proliferation of IoT devices with no conformance or

strict governance on the architecture and communication protocols [25, 83]. No

universally applicable IoT architecture currently exists either [197]. The lack

of governance and standards also contributes to security vulnerabilities in IoT

[23, 82]. To complicate the digital investigation further, there are reported cases

where the intruders, instead of directly targeting the IoT, it is used as a weapon

to launch an attack elsewhere [25]. Such cases also enforce the need for IoT to

have robust security architecture and, equally important to have strong forensics

capabilities. Investigating and analyzing the root cause of a cyber-attack on IoT
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helps in the forensics investigations and helps to design better and more secure

IoT systems. A few of the arguments supporting IoT forensics can be summarized

as:

• Extensive attack surface: The large-scale deployment of IoT and wide

usage has been creating an ever-increasing attack surface [25, 84]. IoT

devices with public interfaces are exposed to greater risk levels because

they could bring malware by exploiting it as an entry point to the private

network from the public space.

• New cyber physical environments: The widespread deployment of IoT

has also created a new cyber physical environment. For example, the IoT

can be used to launch distributed denial of service (DDoS) attacks, causing

a large-scale disruption of service. With billions of devices connected, the

ferocity of such attacks will be very difficult to contain and respond to the

incident quickly and effectively, especially in a scenario where more than

one-quarter of the attacks will involve compromised disparate devices [29].

• Life threatening security risks: Since IoT technology has become an

essential part of the medical industry and safety systems, any potential

compromise of the systems can result in life-threatening consequences. For

example, (i) cases have been reported where certain pacemaker models were

vulnerable to hacking [25] and (ii) compromise of programmed IoT based

fire safety lock system, fails to shut off the gas supply in the event of a fire

[198].

• Smart cities: IoT-based technologies have been widely used to optimize

city infrastructure, transport networks, and utilities, which rely on sensitive

real-time data generated by IoT. Compromising such IoT could result in a

dangerous, chaotic situation.

The above reasoning substantiates why IoT forensics is needed and the motivation

for this project. Also, the data collected and shared by ubiquitous sensors present
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an abundance of potential digital evidence by virtue of their numbers, variety, and

coverage in many application areas [199]. Furthermore, the digital artifacts found

in the IoT ecosystem can be used to support or refute investigation hypotheses

and, subsequently any claims made by parties involved in a litigation [199], but

there is a lack of formal methods to capture and save the artifacts. Moreover,

conventional digital forensic tools and procedures do not fit the IoT environment.

A few reasons to cite are: (i) the mobility (e.g., IoT is widely used in moving

platforms) (ii) highly distributed and decentralized nature of IoT devices and

services, (iii) the sheer volume of the devices, which can generate a massive

amount of potential data [88], (iv) physical size, usually very tiny and (v) IoT

lacks standard architecture and communication protocols.

We observed that there is no structured approach or well-defined framework

to format, collect, and store the forensics artifacts from IoT pro-actively, such

that the artifacts will be of value for an investigation, and that is the main focus

of this research project.

6.2 Methodology

We applied the following methodology to conduct this research study.

1. Describe the IoT forensics components.

2. Describe IoT attack taxonomy and the possibilities for exploiting the IoT.

3. Identify and describe the IoT forensics challenges.

4. Describe and model the problem.

5. Derive the IoT forensic requirements. The requirements are derived using

steps 2 and 3 inputs and investigative needs. We consider that the investiga-

tive needs are the same as that of the cloud forensics described in Section

4.1
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6. Design and describe the proposed solution framework and architecture and

7. Provide the solution design and verification of the framework.

6.3 Internet of Things Forensics

As IoT applications are mainly used to control critical systems and infrastructure,

safeguarding the smart devices against possible sabotage is one of the paramount

objectives. So does the importance of having the capability to find out instantly

in case of possible sabotage through a smart incident handling process. There-

fore, the IoT must be designed and built with a security-first approach to thwart

any exploitation and forensics-second to support post-incidence forensics investi-

gation.

Recall that in Section 2.3.1, we outlined the IoT forensics, and related work in

the same field. Further, we mentioned that IoT forensics is an extension of digital

forensics applied to the IoT domain, with the same purpose and intent, i.e., to

find out the modus operandi of the cyber attack and the culprit responsible. This

section further elaborates on the relevant research outputs related to our study.

6.3.1 IoT Forensics Components

The IoT devices are seldom used alone and there is an amalgamation of enabling

technologies behind it, such as networks and data storage. Therefore, IoT foren-

sics also need to consider the enabling technologies. Zawoad et al. [26] defined

IoT forensics as a combination of three digital forensics schemes: (i) Device level

forensics, (ii) Network forensics, and (iii) Cloud forensics. Figure 6.1 illustrates

the IoT forensics components.

1) Device level forensics: Involves identifying and collecting data from the

IoT memory. Since the IoT devices have limited memory, data volatility is

a significant issue. Therefore, device forensics is time-critical.
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Figure 6.1: IoT forensics components

2) Network forensics: Networks are the backbone of any IoT infrastructure.

Network forensics includes the forensics of the network logs or data stored

on the network devices. Network logs would potentially identify the source

of an attack or pronounce the legitimacy of an activity or otherwise.

3) Cloud forensics: Most of the IoT generated data will be stored or pro-

cessed in the cloud. Hence, most of the vital clues of IoT activities can

be found in the cloud. Therefore, cloud forensics is a major part of IoT

forensics.

The primary contribution of our work is focused on enhancing the device level

forensics capabilities thru smart event logging.

Li et al. [84] provide a different dimension to IoT forensics by first classifying

the IoT-related crimes into three groups: IoT as a target, IoT as a tool, and

IoT as a witness.
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1) IoT as a target: Refers to the cyber attacks where vulnerabilities in IoT

devices are exploited. As already mentioned, IoT devices are character-

ized by limited storage, computational power and power supply resources.

Therefore, installing and running data security solutions on such devices

is almost impractical, which makes the devices an easy target for cyber

attacks.

2) IoT as a tool: IoT device becomes a tool when a compromised IoT has

been used to facilitate or carry out malicious attacks elsewhere.

3) IoT as a witness: IoT devices become a witness when the evidence data

is stored in the IoT, or stored elsewhere (e.g., cloud storage) but originated

from the IoT, potentially contributing to proving or exonerating a crime.

For example, the video footage of a crime scene, collected from a video

monitoring IoT.

The framework proposed in this work has been designed to capture all the events,

regardless of how the IoT devices have been used in a crime.

6.3.2 IoT Attack Taxonomy

Understanding the IoT attack scenarios is a valuable input to the IoT security

architecture design and serves as an input to draw the forensics requirements.

The large-scale deployment, wide usage of IoT technology, and many proprietary

architecture and protocols have considerably widened the footprints for IoT-based

attacks. Further, as noted earlier, it is not practical to implement robust security

protocols in IoT. IoT is often deployed in unattended and remote locations too.

All of these makes IoT very much susceptible to attacks. Abdul-Ghani et al. [200]

and Deogirikar et al. [201] have described in detail the IoT attack model. Stoy-

anova et al. [25] later consolidated and classified the attacks. We have summarized

and presented the most common IoT attack model in Figure 6.2. The main four

vectors of attacks are (i) IoT hardware-based attacks, including physical dam-
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age and power outage, (ii) attacks exploiting IoT software and applications, (iii)

attacks on the IoT data, and (iv) attacks on the IoT communication protocols.

6.3.3 IoT Forensics Challenges

A comprehensive understanding of IoT forensics challenges is crucial to derive the

IoT forensics requirements and thus model the framework. Therefore, this section

analyzes the relevant and related research works, derives the forensics challenges,

and categorizes them per the digital forensics phases.

Recall that in Chapter 2 we outlined digital forensics, cloud forensics, and IoT

forensics and noted that IoT forensics is an extension of digital forensics applied to

the IoT space. Further, in Chapter 3 we described the cloud forensics challenges,

issues, and solutions. Some of the cloud forensics challenges are also applicable to

IoT space, but the context varies. For example, data volatility in the cloud is due

to the ephemeral nature of the cloud platforms, while in IoT, it is caused due to

IoT capacity constraints. In the cloud, the main issue of evidence identification

and acquisition is due to the mobility of data across virtualized platforms, while

in IoT is caused due to the location and physical mobility of IoT.

Though there are similarities between cloud and IoT forensics, IoT poses ad-

ditional and unique forensics problems, which many researchers have highlighted.

Alenezi et al. [23] presented a review of IoT forensics challenges, IoT forensics

frameworks and highlighted the need for organizational forensic readiness. Mac-

Dermott and Qi Shi [202] extended the IoT investigative methods to the Internet

of Anything (IoA). As anything and everything soon will be "online", and high-

lighted the need for developing digital forensics standards that can be used for

overall IoT and IoA security and forensics capability improvements. Servida and

Casey [203] demonstrated extracting evidence traces from a few selected devices.

They identified two main challenges in the forensics investigation of IoT devices

(i) network traffic: as an increasing amount of traffic is encrypted. Though en-

cryption is beneficial for security but limits the collection of interesting traces.
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Figure 6.2: IoT attack taxonomy
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(ii) devices level traces: the traces present on the physical device were limited

to configuration settings, and the data of forensic value had limited persistence

due to the limited storage. Ibrahim et al. [204] highlighted the identification of

malicious IoT devices for "search & seizure" remains a critical issue. They pro-

posed a formal method for IoT identification by fingerprinting the devices and

their respective states so that it can guide the search & seizure. Oriwoh et al. [82]

while highlighting the unique nature of IoT forensics, presented two approaches

for IoT forensics (i) a zone-based investigative approach, where the zones are

(a) internal network of IoT (b) middle zone (gateways, and boundary services)

and (c) external network, and (ii) next best triage model, guiding ’where to look

for’ and the next best source of relevant evidence. Yaqoob et al. [205] explained

novel factors affecting digital forensics in IoT and presented a taxonomy for IoT

forensics. Stoyanova et al. [25] provided a comprehensive survey report on IoT

forensics, challenges, approaches, and open issues. Analyzing and studying these

research projects, we derived the IoT forensic challenges, and categorized them

according to the different digital forensics phases. (Recall that digital forensic

phases are described in Section 3.4). The challenges are described in Figure 6.3.

6.4 Problem Description and Modeling

This section describes and models the IoT forensics problem, leading to the design

of the IoT forensics logging framework. The IoT forensics challenges outlined in

Figure 6.3 describe the IoT forensics problems. We are using these problems

to derive the IoT forensics requirements. Therefore, modeling the problem to

address the requirements, in turn, addresses the challenges. The model mandates

the creation of event record(s) satisfying the requirements. The characteristics of

the event records are described below.

Let IOT represent an IoT network that contains a set of IoT devices. We

denote IOT i as the ith IoT device, for i = 1, 2, ..., n. Therefore, an IoT network
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Figure 6.3: IoT forensics challenges
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with n devices is denoted as

IOT = {IOT 1, IOT 2,
..... IOT n} (6.1)

Each device provides one or more services. Let Sx denote a set of services

provided by a device x ∈ IOT . The set of l services by device x is represented

as

Sx = {Sx,1, Sx,2,
..... Sx,l} (6.2)

For example, consider an IOT x that provides a set of l = 4 services for patient

health monitoring. Thus, we can have (i) Sx,1: to monitor health parameters in

real-time, (ii) Sx,2: to transmit the values to the connected display device, (iii)

Sx,3: to raise alarms if the parameters fall outside of the acceptable values, and

(iv) Sx,4: to kick starts a control device to bring the values within the acceptable

limit. We assume that an each IoT device provides at least one service.

When IOT x executes service Sx,i, it generates one or more log records. We

denote the log records for service i by LRi. Therefore, LRi can be represented as

a set of one or more log records, i.e.,

LRi = {LRi,1 , LRi,2 .....LRi,n }. (6.3)

Each log record i.e., LRi,1 consists of a set of p parameters, which is defined as

LRi,1 = {LPi,1,1, LPi,1,2.....LPi,1,p}. (6.4)

The parameters are designed to satisfy the IoT forensic requirements. The re-

quirements are defined in Section 6.5 and log parameters are defined in Section

6.6.1, specifically in Table 6.2. One log record produced during execution of an

IoT service (i.e., Sx,i) can meet one or more forensics requirements. Hence, a

cumulative collection of log records forms evidence and supports forensics inves-

tigation.
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6.5 The Framework: IoT Forensics Requirements

Recall that in Section 5.5 we mentioned that any forensic investigation aims to

solve the crime by seeking answers to the main 5W1H cardinal questions. These

cardinal questions applies to IoT forensics also [25, 30, 82, 91]. The goals and

objectives of the IoT forensics investigation can be solved by finding answers to

these cardinal questions. Further, it is worthwhile to cite the work of Atlam et

al. [195], where the authors mentioned that cloud and IoT are two comparatively

challenging technologies and a combination of two drastically change the future

of the internet services, and cloud computing has resolved most of the IoT issues.

On the same ground here, we are extending the log based solution applied in

cloud forensics to IoT forensics as well. Note that we described extensively the

log based approach for cloud forensics in Section 2.2.3, particularly in Table 2.1.

The fundamental principle of answering 5W1H cardinal questions was used in the

analysis of major cloud computing platforms’ digital forensic readiness also [173].

Therefore, parallels can be drawn between cloud forensics and IoT forensics. Note

that we provided a snapshot preview of cloud and IoT forensics in Section 2.3.1.

Hence, the IoT forensic requirements can be derived by seeking answers to these

cardinal questions in the context of IoT forensic challenges and attack vectors,

described in Section 6.3, and taking relevant inputs from the cloud forensic log-

ging requirements. The solution proposed in this work includes (i) defining the

IoT forensic requirements (ii) designing the IoT systems for forensic readiness by

embedding the forensic parameters in the log record, and (iii) transmitting the

IoT log data to a persistent or long term storage in the cloud. Note that cloud

forensics is one component of the IoT forensics as noted Section 6.3.1. Recall

that in Section 4.3.1 we listed the cloud forensics logging requirements. Further,

in Section 5.5 we referred to these requirements as core requirements as they are

platform independent and address common digital investigative needs. There-

fore, the same requirements are also valid for IoT forensics logging, but applied
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to an IoT context. In addition, there are IoT specific requirements that are de-

fined separately as a part of this project. Therefore, the IoT forensics logging

requirements consists of core requirements listed in Table 4.1 and IoT specific

requirements, listed Table 6.1.

Table 6.1: IoT specific forensics logging requirements.

Id Title Description
FR-1 Identification The ability to uniquely identify a given device.
FR-2 Location The ability to physically locate the device at any

given time.
FR-3 Big data The ability to capture and store the voluminous data

generated by IoT.
FR-4 Data volatil-

ity
The ability to persist IoT generated data as long as
necessary.

FR-5 Log format The ability to record events in a uniform structure,
irrespective of the device architecture.

FR-6 Data trans-
mission

The ability to transmit data between IoT and cloud
securely.

FR-7 Privacy The ability to protect people’s data which includes
the ability to store evidence data per device and to
collect the evidence data from the archive per device.

FR-8 DoS The ability to detect when a device has been taken
out of service.

FR-9 IoT Data The ability to detect any access to IoT (including
sign-in/sign-out), IoT data access or update (includ-
ing configuration data updates).

FR-10 IoT Software The ability to detect any abnormal behaviour of the
IoT application(s).

FR-11 Compliance The ability to satisfy applicable compliance rules.
FR-12 Configuration

data
The ability to periodically report IoT configuration
data baseline.
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6.6 The Framework: Architecture

The key objective of the framework architecture is the capability to address the

problem stated in Section 6.4. The proposed framework uses an integrated Cloud-

IoT technology referred as as CloudIoT[206] to achieve this objective. Cloud

and IoT are two complementary technologies and an integrated cloud-IoT infras-

tructure benefits from each other. The complementary features of the CloudIoT

platform can be summarized as:

1. IoT is pervasive technology where things (i.e., real objects) can be anywhere.

While the cloud is ubiquitous technology where resources are available from

everywhere.

2. IoT has limited computational processing capabilities and limited or no

storage. While the cloud has virtually unlimited computational and storage

capabilities.

3. IoT uses the internet as a point of convergence. In contrast, the cloud uses

the internet for service delivery.

4. IoT is a source of big data. In comparison, the cloud is a means to store

and process big data.

An integrated cloud-IoT architecture (i.e., the CloudIoT) similar to the one pro-

posed by Atlam et al. [195] enables the storage and analysis of the IoT generated

forensics data and resolves some of the IoT forensics challenges (such as Bigdata,

data volatility, evidence acquisition, etc.) outlined in Figure 6.3. The cloudIoT

paradigm have been used in many IoT applications and industries [206]. In this

work, we further extended the CloudIoT platform to support digital forensics in

IoT and form the core architecture of our proposed framework. The high level

architecture is shown in Figure 6.4. Different actions carried out by IoT gener-

ates events, i.e., the event source. The events are captured by the next layer, i.e.,
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Figure 6.4: CloudIoT integrated architecture

Sensing layer. The Sensing Layer consists of the protocol stack and application

services for event sensing, primary data aggregation, and validation. Here, we

assume that several IoT devices are often required to provide a service. For ex-

ample, a home automation system typically would have video monitoring devices,

intrusion sensors, motion detectors, smart metering etc. Our model proposes that

each action that IoT does as a part of its service provisioning should generate

log records, embedded with forensic parameters satisfying forensic requirements.

The Sensing Layer aggregates the data from those devices and transmits it to the

cloud storage services.

The Application Layer consists of cloud-based storage and analytical services

for forensic data analysis. The architecture proposes to use secure storage services

(e.g: AWS CloudTrail). The cloud secure storage services provide the capacity

to store big-data volume and enforce confidentiality and integrity.
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6.6.1 The Log Parameters

To make the IoT systems forensic ready, they have to be designed and built with

forensics capabilities in mind. This section describes the IoT log architecture that

has been designed considering the IoT forensics needs. Recall that in Section 6.4

we explained that the log record consists of a set of log parameters. The pa-

rameters address the investigative needs. In the following paragraphs, we explain

what parameters (i.e., LPk) to transmit, when to transmit, and how to transmit

to the cloud storage.

6.6.1.1 What to transmit

Table 6.2 describes what are the parameters to be generated and transmitted as

a part of the log record.

Table 6.2: IoT forensics logging parameters.

Parameters Description
Unique IoT
ID

Unique ID (for example, IPv6 address or MAC address) used
for fingerprinting and the physical identification of the IoT
device. The ID is an important element to find out the source
of the evidence and to trace the provenance.

Geo-location Geo-location where the IoT device is physically located at a
given time.

Timestamp Timestamp logged in UTC is to identify when the event hap-
pened and to create time lining of events.

Application
ID/Session
ID

Application ID identifies the producer of the event. The appli-
cation ID can be the ID of the embedded application running
within the device. Session ID help to identify and to trace the
event across multiple sessions of an application.

User Id User Id of the logged-in user identifies the ‘actor’ responsible
for the event. The combination of User Id and application
id/session id helps to establish the provenance, i.e., to pin
down the who factor.

Continued on next page
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Parameters Description
Impact Impact level of the incidence. To prioritize how quickly the

data to be collected.
Event Data Provides description of the event. Typical event data field

contents are described in Section 6.6.1.2

6.6.1.2 When to transmit

When to transmit a log record by IoT to the cloud services largely depends upon

the business purpose that the IoT has been designed to support. However, other

factors also affect the periodicity of the log transmission. In general, they are (i)

operational events, (ii) security events, (iii) configuration data update events, (iv)

compliance events, and (v) IoT data access events. These events are described in

the following paragraphs, and they form the event data portion of the log record.

1. Operational data events: Operational data consists of the data gener-

ated during the regular operation of IoT devices. (Note that in Section

6.4 we provided an example of a normal functions of a medical IoT.) The

following operational event data are captured as a minimum set.

• Error values: IoT can generate ’error’ as a result of regular operation,

in case of unexpected events, errors generated by IoT applications, or

as a result of an external command send to it. The severity of the error

determines the critical conditions of business that the IoT is in-charge.

From an investigation perspective an error log would help to find out

any abnormal situation.

• Start, stop, re-start events: Each of these events can be the result

of a regular action (such as re-starting after a configuration data up-

date), or as an indication of a severe problem. For example, an IoT

device’s unusual re-starting could indicate that the device could be

compromised.
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• State change events: Whenever there is a change of state in any of the

values of the pre-defined parameters that the IoT has been deployed

to monitor or control. (’Change of state’ can be defined as a change in

any parameters the IoT is monitoring. E.g., changing the on/off state

of an air ventilator). Recording the change of state would help to find

any abnormal behavior of the IoT or IoT software based attacks.

2. Security events: IoT security challenges, threats and vulnerabilities have

been widely discussed and listed by researchers [78, 197, 207]. The main

challenges for IoT security are from the heterogeneous nature and large

scale foot print of the IoT devices. It is essential to transmit and log IoT

security events such as:

• Authentication and authorization: Authentication is the process of

identifying an object or user. Passwords are the most commonly used

method for user authentication [208]. Two-factor authentication using

a combination of what we have such as tokens, or what we are such

as bio-metric identification are used in addition to what we know such

as passwords for enhanced security. Authorization is the process of

identifying whether an entity (a user or an object) can access a re-

source, such as read/write data or execute programs. Authentication

is a prerequisite for authorization. In machine-to-machine commu-

nication, cryptographic keys are commonly used as tokens for user

authentication, and authorization [208]. In an IoT world, any user or

device attempting to authenticate into IoT, accessing resources, chang-

ing passwords, revoking authorization parameters, configuration data

updates, privileged account access, and activities executed by privi-

leged accounts are all to be logged immediately. But the privileged

account should not be allowed to change certain security protocols

designed into the IoT, such as stopping the transmission of log data,

changing the data security protocols (e.g.: removing the encryption
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settings), or changing the parameter settings of the log data. Such ac-

tions can lead to detrimental security risks. Any attempts to perform

such security violations must be logged immediately.

• Software: Normally, applications deployed in IoT always remain in ex-

ecution mode, and it is one of the primary sources of events [205, 209].

Regular application events are not much value for forensics, but foren-

sics being a post-incident activity, it is necessary to collect the data

pro-actively. To this end, this model proposes to capture software

start/stop and reset events, change of state events, and periodic soft-

ware status signals as a minimum set. The periodicity of the software

status signal depends upon the specific business purpose of the IoT.

Recording such events would help to detect any IoT software abnor-

mality [91, 205].

• Periodic object identification: IoT should be designed to transmit

heartbeat signals identifying itself and its status at periodic intervals.

The status signal is required to determine that an attacker has not

silenced the IoT and taken it out of action [210]. Some business pur-

poses might require that IoT to remain in passive mode for a long

time and become active only when an activity is detected. This model

insists on transmitting the heartbeat signals even during the passive

mode.

• Physical attack: Since the IoT can be deployed anywhere, they are

very much susceptible for physical attacks. Events related to possible

physical attacks, including an attempt to remove or tamper the IoT or

disconnect the power supply, should instantly trigger a security event

transmission [91, 210].

3. Configuration data update: Configuration data are the software ap-

plications, hardware, or operational specific parameter data, stored inside

IoT. Configuration data often determines the set limits and threshold val-
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ues. For example, a glucose monitoring device would have minimum and

maximum blood glucose levels stored as a part of configuration data. Any

glucose level measurement outside the set values are treated as abnormal.

Any updates or changes to the configuration data must be captured and

logged with full details since the IoT behavior can be easily manipulated

by changing the configuration data. Configuration data also includes:

• New versions: Deployment of new applications, firmware/operating

systems, or new versions of the same.

• Inventory: IoT must be designed to periodically report an inventory

list of all files (specifically executables and files with suspicious for-

mats) in the device. Comparing what ’the IoT has’ with ’what it

should have’ would signal malicious virus injections or unwanted file

deposits [205]

4. Compliance events: Industrial compliance and regulatory rules can de-

mand to record specific events. Often IoT is widely deployed in critical

infrastructures (like power, water) or hospitals. All such industries are

highly regulated and controlled by a compliance regime. The IoT deployed

in a specific sector has to comply with the respective compliance laws, often

requiring an audit trail of the IoT events. The frequency of transmission

of event data and the data structure depends upon the industry compli-

ance regulations and specific use cases. Compliance events also include

re-certification events, described below:

• Re-certification events: Re-certification of IoT and its software means

certifying again that the IoT functions as designed. Periodic re certifi-

cation ensures confidence in the device and its outputs. Re-certification

of IoT is even more critical in an industrial control system. Otherwise,

it could result in disastrous consequences. As in the case of ’Stuxnet’

virus attack on industrial control systems, which was a turning point
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in the history of cyber security. The details of the Stuxnet attack sce-

nario and the damage done have been widely studied [211–213]. The

studies show that malware such as Stuxnet can affect IoT control-

ling critical physical infrastructures, which implies that threats might

extend to real lives [213]. In this particular instance, the malware com-

pletely damaged the centrifuges in a nuclear facility by spinning the

centrifuges at a speed that they are not designed for and drastically

changing the frequency of the spinning rate while reporting ‘all good’

status to the control system. The operators who were managing the

facility, all that they saw on their dashboard was that everything was

‘OK’, whereas the physical systems were malfunctioning and breaking

down. The malware was clever enough to re-play the unsuspicious pre-

recorded input, instead of reporting the real values [211]. Therefore,

the lessons learned from the Stuxnet incident re-enforces the need to

periodically re-certify or re-calibrate the IoT and record the logs of

such activities. The frequency of re-certification depends on factors

such as the business purpose of IoT, regulatory compliance rules etc.

From a forensics perspective, the IoT device re-certification data pro-

vides information regarding the recent ’good state’ of the IoT.

5. IoT Data: Any updates or attempts to update or access the data stored

in IoT must be captured and logged. Data events include read, write,

update, and delete. Such events are of high significance and value for digital

investigation.

6.6.1.3 How to transmit

IoT communication protocols lack standardization, and they uses numerous com-

munication protocols. The IoT communication protocols and their comparative

analysis has been summarized in the work of Al-Warawi et al. [83]. Regardless

of the protocol used used for log transmission, the protocol should address and
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satisfy the following criteria to support IoT forensics.

1. Compressed data: Data compression helps to optimise data transfer band-

width.

2. Secure transmission: End-to-end encrypted data transfer to preserve confi-

dentiality and integrity and hence, to establish the trust factor. IoT proto-

cols 6LoWPAN, ZigBee, BLE, NFC, Z-Wave use the Advanced Encryption

Standard (AES) [83].

3. Normalized log data: Normalized log data, such as data recorded as a key-

value pair. For example, JSON formatted log records are easy to parse

and decode and helps in event reconstruction, and digital investigations

[82]. Key-value pair formatted data also helps the seamless and factual

interpretation of the logs. Recall that in the Figure 4.2 we provided a

snapshot of JSON formatted normalized log data.

4. Storage: The CloudIoT architecture described in Section 6.6 to capture

and store the log data, enables to address the Big data and Data volatility

issues. The architecture uses the cloud secure data storage services. To

safeguard privacy, the log files are separated and unique IoT id, thus avoid-

ing co-mingling of data and protecting privacy. (Recall that the principles

explained in Section 4.1.1 shall be used to separate the files per IoT.)

Since the IoT event logs are stored in the cloud storage, the cloud forensic

challenges, issues and solutions, specifically related to evidence data preservation

and acquisition described in Chapter 3 are applicable to the IoT forensics too.

6.6.2 The Framework: Verification

This section verifies that the framework design meets the requirement specifica-

tions. The verification has been done by cross-referencing the framework’s log
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data parameters with the specifications. Table 6.3 illustrates the verification de-

tails and further strengthens the comprehensiveness of the proposed framework.

Table 6.3: Framework verification.

Log parameter Requirements addressed Comments
Unique IoT ID FR-1 (Identification), R-7

(Provenance)
Geo-location FR-2 (Location)
Timestamp R-6 (Traceability) Combination of unique ID,

geo-location, and times-
tamp helps to determine
the position of an IoT at a
given time.

User Id R-7 (Provenance), FR-9 (IoT
Data)

Application
ID/Session ID

R-7 (Provenance) An application can pro-
duce the event with no user
signed in. if so, the prove-
nance can be traced to the
owner of the application.

Impact FR-4 (Data volatility) , R-16
(Persistence)

Determines the priority of
data collection to minimize
any data loss.

Event data R-1 (Auditability), R-4 (Jus-
tifiability), R-8 (Quality), R-
17 (Relevance), R-18 (Relia-
bility), R-19 (Sufficiency), R-5
(Event trail)

Event data along with
other parameters contain
full, comprehensive, and
reliable information and, it
forms an auditable record.

Operational
data events

R-2 (Repeatability), R-3 (Re-
producibility), FR-8 (DoS),
FR-10 (IoT Software)

The framework clearly de-
fines the event data sets to
transmit and store. Hence,
performing the same oper-
ational procedures produces
the same/similar results.

Continued on next page
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Log parameter Requirements addressed Comments
Security events FR-9 (IoT Data), FR-10 (IoT

Software), FR-8 (DoS)
Provides entire security
event history leading to the
incident.

IoT Data events FR-9 (IoT Data) Provides IoT data ac-
cess/update events.

Configuration
data

FR-12 (Configuration data) Provides configuration data
updates and installed inven-
tory list.

Compliance
events

FR-11 (IoT Compliance ) Records domain specific
compliance logs

Secure transmis-
sion

FR-6 (Data transmission), R-
10 (Trust)

Normalized log
data

FR-5 (Log format), R-20 (Us-
ability), R-12 (Evidence corre-
lation)

Normalized log structure
enhances the usability and
helps to correlate the evi-
dence collected from diverse
set of IoT.

Storage FR-3 (Big data), FR-4 (Data
volatility), FR-7 (Privacy), R-
10 (Trust), R-13 (Evidence
segregation), R-14 (Evidence
identification), R-11 (Evidence
collection), R-5 (Event trail)

The CloudIoT storage ar-
chitecture resolves many
IoT forensics issues.

6.7 The Framework: Design Stack

The proposed framework’s design stack is shown in Figure 6.5. The design can be

used to build software systems for the IoT forensics log architecture described in

Section 6.4. The components of the design stack and their functions are described

below.

1. IoT layer: The lowest layer of the design stack is the physical deployment

of IoT devices, each one of them programmed to meet one or more business
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Figure 6.5: IoT log collection design stack

intend, and they are the event source.

2. Protocol layer: The Protocol layer comprises the IoT secure protocols

(such as 6LoWPAN, ZigBee, BLE, NFC, Z-Wave, RFID, Bluetooth) used

for carrying the data in/out of the IoT.

3. Event layer: The Event layer consists of applications responsible for cap-

turing the events generated by IoT, formats the event data into a key-value

pair (JSON structure) as described in the log architecture in Section 6.4.

Further, the event layer encapsulates the data into a protocol stack and

then transmits the data to cloud storage using secure internet protocols.
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4. Cloud layer: The Cloud layer hosts the applications to stream the incom-

ing IoT log data into a secure cloud storage bucket. In addition, the Cloud

layer also enforces the confidentiality and integrity of the data, which can be

achieved by utilizing the data storage security services provided by major

cloud providers like Amazon AWS, Azure storage [114, 124, 141].

5. Application layer: The Application layer is the software stack consisting

of forensic tools, applications, and scripts required to extract the relevant

evidence from the cloud storage and align them along a timeline. Plus, the

supporting tools to make forensic analysis easier for an investigator.

6. Presentation layer: The Presentation layer is the human interface part

of the system, providing capabilities for the data manipulation and visual-

ization of relevant forensics information.

6.8 Chapter Summary

The technology of IoT is a fast, modern approach that allows billions of intelli-

gent devices to be interconnected and exchange information. The technology is

being realized now at a rapid rate [82]. However, the large number, heterogeneous

nature, size, location and rapid mobility of the IoT objects, and numerous com-

munication protocols that IoT is using adds to the complexity of the IoT networks,

as well as exponentially increases the forensics challenges [78, 82, 83, 197, 207].

Many elements must be designed and integrated into the IoT architecture

for secure IoT systems, including incidence response and post-incidence forensics

support. The fundamental objective of forensics investigation is to attribute an

action to a doer and be able to prove that. This work presented an IoT logging

framework and log collection stack, which can be designed into the IoT architec-

ture to support digital forensics in IoT. First, we listed the IoT forensic challenges

and defined the IoT forensic requirements. Subsequently, the requirements are

used to design the framework, describe the method, and define the log param-
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eters systematically. Further, the architecture described when to include these

parameters in the logs. Later, we also verified the architecture, demonstrating the

framework’s suitability as a practical IoT forensics framework. The framework’s

architecture using CloudIoT integrated environment offers many benefits, over-

coming the main limitations of IoT, such as low computing power, and storage

while being a big data source. Having all the log data available in the cloud store

helps easy acquisition of the event data from anywhere. Further, cloud storage

enables data aggregation and long-term storage of the evidence data and can

make the evidence data available for investigative purposes anytime. We believe

that this model would help understand IoT forensics challenges and design and

manufacture forensics capable IoT.



Chapter 7

Conclusion and Future Work

Rapid technological advancements in cloud computing and the Internet of Things

have pushed the frontiers of digital forensics and exacerbated many technical, or-

ganizational and legal challenges of digital forensics. Nevertheless, cloud comput-

ing platforms also bring unique opportunities that can significantly advance the

efficacy and speed of forensics investigation, such as the cost-effective comput-

ing power and storage resources, which can be used for quicker and voluminous

data analysis. However, for the technologies to fully amalgamate for societal use,

people’s data and information assets must be secure in a digital space. Plus, the

technologies must have the features and capabilities to support digital investiga-

tions.

The research presented in this thesis focuses on building and enhancing the

digital forensics capabilities on the cloud and IoT platforms. We examined var-

ious issues and challenges that the cloud and IoT technologies pose to conduct

digital forensics and proposed suitable forensics investigation models or frame-

works. In the following paragraphs, we are highlighting the main contributions

of this research project and future research opportunities.

Chapter 3 examined the cloud forensics process, challenges, and issues com-

monly faced in a digital investigation. After analyzing the most recent research

197
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outputs, we presented the issues using the different phases of the digital investi-

gation process as the base and proposed solutions to the challenges. The informa-

tion presented in this chapter is expected to help the audience better understand

the forensics investigations problems in the cloud. Briefly, the study concludes

that (i) the cloud forensics issues are multi-dimensional, (ii) the digital investi-

gation solutions are not yet mature, and some of them are very complex and

resource intensive, and (iii) the traditional digital forensics process and methods

are not suitable to the cloud environment. Future research opportunities include

(i) developing specialized forensics technology tools specifically for the cloud, (ii)

exploiting the elasticity characteristics of the cloud environment to store and pro-

cess vast volumes of forensics data, i.e., big data analysis and (iii) extending such

methods to provision "forensics-as-service". In addition, we also noticed that

there is a strong need for forensically sound governance and processes to provide

clear guidance for the cloud forensics practitioners, such as (i) guidelines specif-

ically addressing cloud investigations, (ii) processes for trading services among

CSPs, (iii) guidelines addressing access to the encryption keys to investigators

without compromising privacy.

Chapter 4 formulated and presented a cloud forensics logging framework.

Though there were many frameworks proposed earlier, we found that none of

them addressed forensics practitioners’ business needs and requirements, a well

structured format and, data representation so that the information can be easily

decoded and interpreted. Here, we tried to address it. The use of machine learn-

ing techniques for forensics data analysis, such as the correlation of logs and an

automated approach for drawing temporal analysis of evidence, offers significant

future research scope.

Chapter 5 assessed the cloud forensics readiness and maturity levels of three

major cloud service providers (AWS, Azure and Google), following a systematic

methodology and use case scenarios. Our work would help the cloud consumers

and investigators to know in advance what to expect in terms of forensics compli-
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ance. The study concluded that, in general, the cloud platforms are only partially

forensics compliant, per February 2019. Generally, the lifetime of the evidence

logs are determined by the user. Further, in some cases, the logs, are scattered

in multiple locations and have varying formats with no uniformity in data rep-

resentation. Therefore, the investigators need to have prior knowledge of ’what’

to look for, ’where’ to look, and ’how’ to extract the evidence. Custom scripts to

extract the evidence per user from the log archive obviously result in modifying

the original data, which would make the integrity questionable. Since the logs

are huge and voluminous, filtering out the noise or being able to collect the "nee-

dles from the haystack", is an absolute necessity. Future research work includes

(i) developing evidence extraction techniques while preserving the integrity, (ii)

developing evidence preservation techniques beyond the lifetime of the user, (iii)

applying the proposed methodology to study the forensics readiness in the present

context, and (iv) extending the case study with more complex use case scenarios.

Chapter 6 proposed an IoT forensics framework designed to capture the foren-

sics artifacts using an integrated Cloud-IoT platform. IoT devices are most vul-

nerable to exploitation, and pose formidable challenges to forensics investigation.

The challenges are mainly because of the IoTs’ physical size, capacity limitations,

location, mobility, and it is a source of big data. Lack of governance and stan-

dards to formalize IoT architecture is another major issue. The IoT forensics

domain is in an infancy stage and there is substantial research potential. Few

to mention are (i) defining and developing IoT specific forensics methods and

processes, (ii) developing tools and technology for IoT based evidence collection,

and (ii) defining standards and guidelines to formalize IoT architecture.
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Appendix A: Forensics Artifacts Identified in the CSP’s

Logs

Table A.1: Results and analysis of AWS CloudTrail logs.

AWS (CSPx) CloudTrail (Sx,l) Forensics Artifacts

Use Case
Events
(Ci)

Evidence
Trace-
ability

Artifacts Generated
(Fx,l,i)

Compliancy
(Fx,l,i ⊂ Ri) or
(Fx,l,i ⊇ Ri)

Compliance
Gap

User audit
(Sign-in)
events
(Ci,1)

Yes Sign-in events (success and
failures) recorded, except
root sign-in failures

(⊗)
(Fx,l,i1) ⊂ (Ri1)

Low (2)

User audit
(Sign-out)
events
(Ci,2)

No Log out events are not
recorded for all users (both
root and IAM users)

(×)
(Fx,l,i2) ⊂ (Ri2)

Medium
(5)

Object
search
events
(Ci,3)

Yes Directory search events are
listed

(✓)
(Fx,l,i3) ⊇ (Ri3)

Object
operation
events
(Ci,4)

Partial Object operational events
are logged, but for object
deletion done using different
methods has different arti-
facts logged.

(⊗)
(Fx,l,i4) ⊂ (Ri4)

Medium
(6)

Continued on next page
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Use Case
Events
(Ci)

Evidence
Trace-
ability

Artifacts Generated
(Fx,l,i)

Compliancy
(Fx,l,i ⊂ Ri) or
(Fx,l,i ⊇ Ri)

Compliance
Gap

Storage
service
operation
events
(Ci,5)

Yes Object export events are
logged similar to copy or
download actions

(✓)
(Fx,l,i5) ⊇ (Ri5)

Storage
account
operation
events
(Ci,6)

Yes All events are logged. (✓)
(Fx,l,i6) ⊇ (Ri6)

Database
(Dy-
namoDB)
events
(Ci,7)

Partial All DynamoDB table level
activities are logged. But no
events related to activities
within a table are logged

(⊗)
(Fx,l,i7) ⊂ (Ri7)

Medium
(7)

Database
(RDS)
events
(Ci,8)

Yes All DB events are logged (✓)
(Fx,l,i8) ⊇ (Ri8)

WebApp
events
(Ci,9)

No Web app execution events
are not logged n CloudTrail

(×)
(Fx,l,9) ⊂ (Ri9)

High (8)

Virtual
server
(EC2)
events
(Ci,10)

No None of the EC2 events re-
lated to application access
or manual access of the data
is available in CloudTrail

(×)
(Fx,l,10) ⊂ (R10)

High (9)

WorkMail
events
(Ci,11)

No No events of forensics value,
such as mail send,receive,
date and time, recipients
address, attachments (if
any) etc. are not recorded

(×)
(Fx,l,11) ⊂ (Ri11)

High (10)
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Table A.2: Results and analysis of Azure activity logs

MS Azure (CSPy) logs (Sy,l) Forensics Artifacts

Use Case
Events
(Ci)

Evidence trace-
ability

Artifacts gen-
erated (Fy,l,i)

Compliancy
(Fy,l,i ⊂ Ri) or
(Fy,l,i ⊇ Ri)

Compliance
Gap

User audit
(Sign-in)
events (Ci,1)

Yes (Azure Ac-
tive Directory log
(Sy,l1))

Sign-in events are
logged including
the failed sign-in
attempts.

(✓)

User audit
(Sign-out)
events (Ci,2)

No Sign out events
are not recorded
in any logs

(×)
(Fy,l,i2) ⊂ (Ri2)

Medium
(5)

Object
search
events (Ci,3)

Yes (Azure Activity
log (Sy,l2))

Directory search
events are listed

(✓)
(Fy,l,i3) ⊇ (Ri3)

Object
operation
events (Ci,4)

Partial, (Azure
Storage Explorer
log ($log)(Sy,l3))

Almost all the
information of
forensics value
are logged, except
the user id of the
actor.

(⊗)
(Fy,l,i4) ⊂ (Ri4)

Low (2)

Storage ser-
vice opera-
tion events
(Ci,5)

No No events of
forensics value
recorded.

(×)
(Fy,l,i5) ⊂ (Ri5)

High (10)

Storage ac-
count oper-
ation events
(Ci,6)

Yes (Activity logs
(Sy,l2) and Stor-
age Explorer logs
(Sy,l3))

All events are
logged

(✓)
(Fy,l,i6) ⊇ (Ri6)

Database
service
(Cos-
mosDB)
events (Ci,7)

Partial Events are logged
in multiple
places, i.e., Ac-
tivity Logs and
Diagnostic Logs

(⊗)
(Fy,l,i7) ⊂ (Ri7)

High (9)

Continued on next page
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Use Case
Events
(Ci)

Evidence trace-
ability

Artifacts gen-
erated (Fy,l,i)

Compliancy
(Fy,l,i ⊂ Ri) or
(Fy,l,i ⊇ Ri)

Compliance
Gap

Database
service
(RDS)
events (Ci,8)

Yes (Activity Log
(Sy,l2))

All DB events are
logged

(✓)
(Fy,l,i8) ⊇ (Ri8)

WebApp
events (Ci,9)

Yes (Azure AD logs
(Sy,l1))

The events re-
lated to web app
execution are
logged in Azure
AD logs

(✓)
(Fy,l,i9) ⊇ (Ri9)

Virtual
server
events
(Ci,10)

Yes (Azure Activity
logs (Sy,l2))

All the Azure
level activity
events are logged
in the Activity
logs

(✓)
(Fy,l,i10) ⊇ (Ri10)

Mail ser-
vice (Office
365) events
(Ci,11)

Partial (Office 365
Outlook audit logs
(Sy,l4))

creating, send-
ing, or receiving
messages are not
logged

(⊗)
(Fy,l,i11) ⊂ (Ri11)

High (9)

Mail service
(MailJet)
events
(Ci,12)

Yes (MailJet statis-
tics logs (Sy,l5))

Send mail details
are logged in
MailJet apps own
logs

(✓)
(Fy,l,i12) ⊇ (Ri12)
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Table A.3: Results and analysis of Google Stackdriver logs

GCP Stackdriver (CSPz) logs (Sz,l) Forensics Artifacts
Use Case
Events (Ci)

Evidence
trace-
ability

Artifacts generated
(Fz,l,i)

Compliancy
(Fz,l,i ⊂ Ri) or
(Fz,l,i ⊇ Ri)

Compliance
Gap

User audit
(Sign-in) events
(Ci,1)

No Sign-in events are not
logged

(×)
(Fz,l,i1) ⊂ (Ri1)

Medium (5)

User audit
(Sign-out)
events (Ci,2)

No Sign out events are
not recorded

(×)
(Fz,l,i2) ⊂ (Ri2)

Medium (5)

Object search
events (Ci,3)

Yes Directory search
events are listed, (but
not for contents inside
files)

(✓)
(Fz,l,i3) ⊇ (Ri3)

Object oper-
ation events
(Ci,4)

Yes All the information
of forensics value are
logged.

(✓)
(Fz,l,i4) ⊇ (Ri4)

Storage service
operation events
(Ci,5)

Yes All related events are
logged

(✓)
(Fz,l,i5) ⊇ (Ri5)

Storage account
operation events
(Ci,6)

Yes All events are logged (✓)
(Fz,l,i6) ⊇ (Ri6)

Database ser-
vice (Bigtable)
events (Ci,7)

Partial All admin level activi-
ties are logged but not
data access events

(⊗)
(Fz,l,i7) ⊂ (Ri7)

Low (3)

Database ser-
vice (Firestore)
events (Ci,8)

Yes All Firestore events
are logged

(✓)
(Fz,l,i8) ⊇ (Ri8)

Database service
(RDS) events
(Ci,9)

Yes SQL operation events
are logged

(✓)
(Fz,l,i9) ⊇ (Ri9)

Web app events
(Ci,10)

Partial Partial info is avail-
able in the log

(⊗)
(Fz,l,i10) ⊂ (Ri10)

Low (2)

Virtual server
(Compute or
Kubernetes
Engine) events
(Ci,11)

No No events related to
the web app execution
are logged

(×)
(Fz,l,i11) ⊂ (Ri11)

High (10)
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Figure B.1: AWS CloudTrail log snapshot

{ 

    "eventVersion": "1.05", 

    "userIdentity": { 

        "type": "IAMUser", 

        "principalId": "AIDAJ7OC7XVS6NPO5R2WO", 

        "arn": "arn:aws:iam::462624187259:user/Admin", 

        "accountId": "462624187259", 

        "accessKeyId": "ASIAJNAS2ESN4XU3VTLQ", 

        "userName": "Admin",   

        "sessionContext": { 

            "attributes": { 

                "creationDate": "2018-06-06T03:57: 46Z", 

                "mfaAuthenticated": "false" 

            } 

        }, 

        "invokedBy": "signin.amazonaws.com" 

    }, 

    "eventTime": "2018-06-06T04:59:13Z", 

    "eventSource": "s3.amazonaws.com", 

    "eventName": "PutObject", 

    "awsRegion": "ap-southeast-2", 

    "sourceIPAddress": "134.7.57.243", 

    "userAgent": "signin.amazonaws.com", 

    "requestParameters": { 

        "X-Amz-Date": "20180606T045912Z", 

        "bucketName": "confidentialdatafiles", 

        "X-Amz-Algorithm": "AWS4-HMAC-SHA256", 

        "x-amz-acl": "private", 

        "X-Amz-SignedHeaders": "content-type;host;x-amz-acl;x-amz-storage-class", 

        "X-Amz-Expires": "300", 

        "key": "Product Design Specification.pdf", 

        "x-amz-storage-class": "STANDARD" 

    }, 

    "responseElements": { 

        "x-amz-server-side-encryption": "AES256" 

    }, 

        ………….. 

} 

What 

Who   

Where   

Object name  

how   

Full details of 

the user (who) 

when   
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Figure B.2: Azure activity log snapshot

{ 
    "authorization": { 
        "action": "Microsoft.Authorization/roleAssignments/write", 
        "scope": "/subscriptions/c56e6431-533b-401c-8ce9-5c22f3010aaa" 
    }, 
    "caller": "09469082@student.curtin.edu.au", 
    "channels": "Operation", 
    "claims": { 
          . . .  
          . . . 
         "http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/ws/2005/05/identity/claims/surname": "Yyyy", 
        "http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/ws/2005/05/identity/claims/givenname": 
"Xxxx", 
        "ipaddr": "134.7.57.243", 
        "name": "Xxxx Yyyy", 
        "http://schemas.microsoft.com/identity/claims/objectidentifier": 
"468fddcf-2cb3-4241-82e4-d0eb59261773", 
        "puid": "1003BFFD875CBFCC", 
        "http://schemas.microsoft.com/identity/claims/scope": 
"user_impersonation", 
        . . .  
        . . . 
    "eventTimestamp": "2018-07-16T07:56:31.4415315Z", 
       . . . 
       . . . 
    "operationName": { 
        "value": "Microsoft.Authorization/roleAssignments/write", 
        "localizedValue": "Create role assignment" 
    }, 
       . . . 
       . . . 
    "resourceId": "/subscriptions/c56e6431-533b-401c-8ce9-
5c22f3010aaa/providers/Microsoft.Authorization/roleAssignments/401dc565-36ca-
454e-9162-3bf0566391bf", 
    "status": { 
        "value": "Failed", 
        "localizedValue": "Failed" 
    }, 
    "subStatus": { 
        "value": "Conflict", 
        "localizedValue": "Conflict (HTTP Status Code: 409)" 
    }, 
    "submissionTimestamp": "2018-07-16T07:56:59.0980116Z", 
    "subscriptionId": "c56e6431-533b-401c-8ce9-5c22f3010aaa",   
           . . . 

When   

What 

Where   

Action result   

 Who and 
how 
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Figure B.3: GCP log snapshot

{ 
  insertId: "-mgn1wwcvy4"   

 logName: "projects/rock-partition-218403/logs/cloudaudit.googleapis.com%2Fdata_access"   
 protoPayload: { 

    @type: "type.googleapis.com/google.cloud.audit.AuditLog"    
    authenticationInfo: { 
     principalEmail: "informant.iam@gmail.com"     
   } 
   authorizationInfo: [ 
     0: {…} 
   ]  
   methodName: "storage.objects.get"    
   requestMetadata: { 
     callerIp: "134.7.49.233"     
  callerSuppliedUserAgent: "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 10.0; Win64; x64) AppleWebKit/537.36  
(KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/69.0.3497.100 Safari/537.36,gzip(gfe)" 
    destinationAttributes: { ….} 

requestAttributes: { ….} 
   
   } 
    resourceLocation: { 
      currentLocations: [  
       0: "australia-southeast1"      
      ] 
    } 
   resourceName: 
"projects/_/buckets/ooo_confidential_data/objects/highly_confidential/Product Desgin 
Specification.pdf"    
   serviceName: "storage.googleapis.com"    

  status: {….} 
} 

  receiveTimestamp: "2018-10-15T04:31:17.430402315Z"   
  resource: { 
    labels: { 
      bucket_name: "ooo_confidential_data"     
      location: "australia-southeast1"     
      project_id: "rock-partition-218403"     
     } 
    type: "gcs_bucket"    

 } 
  severity: "INFO"   
  timestamp: "2018-10-15T04:31:16.335Z"   
} 

Who   

What   

 Where 
and what

 

When   

 Where 
and what

 

 Who 
and how 
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Figure B.4: Stackdriver database export snap short
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Figure C.1: Logs of administering CSU accounts

 { "Records": [ 
{ 

"UTC_timestamp": "2016-03-31 03:20:49", 

"user": "admin", 

"src_ip": "134.7.56.1", 

"src_port": "54510", 

"dest_ip": "134.7.57.9", 

"local_time": "2016-03-31 11:20:49", 

"proto": "http", 

"file_params1": { 

"folder": "", 

"file_name": "", 

"size": “” 

}, 

"file_params2": null,  

“location”:  

“Perth\Australia\Lat:32.0062\Long:115.8944” 

"action": "User logout" 

}, 

{ 

"UTC_timestamp": "2016-03-31 08:20:18", 

"user": "admin", 

"src_ip": "134.7.56.1", 

"src_port": "54510", 

"dest_ip": "134.7.57.9", 

"local_time": "2016-03-31 16:20:18", 

"proto": "http", 

"file_params1": { 

"folder": "", 

"file_name":  "user_hacker", 

"size": “” 

}, 

"file_params2": null,  

“location”:  

“Perth\Australia\Lat:32.0062\Long:115.8944” 

"action": "user deleted" 

}, 

{ 

"UTC_timestamp": "2016-03-31 03:18:18", 

"user": "admin", 

"src_ip": "134.7.56.1", 

"src_port": "54472",    

"dest_ip": “134.7.57.9", 

"local_time": "2016-03-31 11:18:18", 

"proto": "http", 

"file_params1": { 

"folder": ".", 

"file_name":  "user_hacker", 

"size": “” 

}, 

"file_params2": null,  

 

“location”:  

“Perth\Australia\Lat:32.0062\Long:115.8944” 

"action": "New user created" 

}, 

{ 

"UTC_timestamp": "2016-03-29 08:18:14", 

"user": "admin", 

"src_ip": "134.7.56.1", 

"src_port": "55083", " 

"dest_ip": "134.7.57.9", 

"local_time": "2016-03-29 16:18:14", 

"proto": "http", 

"file_params1": { 

"folder": "", 

"file_name": "", 

"size": “” 

}, 

"file_params2": null,  

“location”:  

“Perth\Australia\Lat:32.0062\Long:115.8944” 

"action": "User login" 

}, 

{ 

"UTC_timestamp": "2016-03-29 08:18:14", 

"user": "admin", 

"src_ip": "134.7.56.1", 

"src_port": "55083", 

"dest_ip": "134.7.57.9", 

"local_time": "2016-03-29 16:18:14", 

"proto": "http", 

"file_params1": { 

"folder": "", 

"file_name": "", 

"size": “” 

}, 

"file_params2": null,  

“location”:  

“Perth\Australia\Lat:32.0062\Long:115.8944” 

"action": "User login attempt" 

}, 

{……….. 

}, 

] 

} 
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Figure C.2: Results of use case 1

{ "Records": [ 

{ 

"UTC_timestamp": "2016-03-31 07:38:45", 

"user": "user_hacker",  

"src_ip": "134.7.56.1", 

"src_port": "61212",  

"dest_ip": "134.7.57.9", 

"local_time": "2016-03-31 15:38:45", 

"proto": "http", 

 "file_params1": { 

"folder": "", 

"file_name": "", 

"size": “” 

}, 

"file_params2": null, 

“location”:  

“Perth\Australia\Lat:32.0062\Long:115.8944” 

"action": "User logout" 

}, 

{ 

"UTC_timestamp": "2016-03-31 07:10:03", 

"user": "user_hacker", 

"src_ip": "134.7.56.1", 

"src_port": "61093",  

"dest_ip": "134.7.57.9", 

"local_time": "2016-03-31 15:10:03", 

"proto": "http", 

"file_params1": { 

"folder": "\/Documents\/App Storage", 

"file_name": 

"sample_pwd_cracker_output.xml", 

"size": "568000" 

“location”:  

“Perth\Australia\Lat:32.0062\Long:115.8944” 

}, 

            "file_params2": null, 

“location”:  

“Perth\Australia\Lat:32.0062\Long:115.8944” 

"action": "File downloaded" 

}, 

{ 

"UTC_timestamp": "2016-03-31 07:07:57", 

"user": "user_hacker", 

"src_ip": "134.7.56.1", 

"src_port": "61093",  

"dest_ip": "134.7.57.9", 

"local_time": "2016-03-31 15:07:57", 

"proto": "http",  

"file_params1": { 

"folder": "\/Documents\/App Storage", 

"file_name": 

"sample_pwd_cracker_output.xml", 

"size": "568000" 

}, 

"file_params2": null, 

“location”:  

“Perth\Australia\Lat:32.0062\Long:115.8944” 

"action": "File written" 

{ 

"UTC_timestamp": "2016-03-31 06:46:22", 

"user": "user_hacker", 

"src_ip": "134.7.56.1", 

"src_port": "56156", 

"dest_ip": "134.7.57.9", 

"local_time": "2016-03-31 14:46:22", 

"proto": "http", 

"file_params1": { 

"folder": "\/Documents\/App Storage", 

"file_name":   "sample_pwd_cracker.exe", 

"size": "248000" 

}, 

"file_params2": null,  

“location”:  

“Perth\Australia\Lat:32.0062\Long:115.8944” 

"action": "File run" 

}, 

{ 

"UTC_timestamp": "2016-03-31 06:42:41", 

"user": "user_hacker", 

"src_ip": "134.7.56.1", 

"src_port": "56100", 

"dest_ip": "134.7.57.9", 

"local_time": "2016-03-31 14:42:41", 

"proto": "http", 

"file_params1": { 

"folder": "\/Documents\/App Storage", 

"file_name":   "sample_pwd_cracker.exe", 

"size": "248000" 

}, 

"file_params2": null,  

“location”:  

“Perth\Australia\Lat:32.0062\Long:115.8944” 

"action": "File written" 

}, 

{ 

"UTC_timestamp": "2016-03-31 03:20:46", 

"user": "user_hacker", 

"src_ip": "134.7.56.1", 

"src_port": "54529", 

"dest_ip": "134.7.57.9", 

"local_time": "2016-03-31 11:20:46", 

"proto": "http", 

"file_params1": { 

"folder": "", 

"file_name": "", 

"size": “” 

}, 

"file_params2": null, 

“location”:  

“Perth\Australia\Lat:32.0062\Long:115.8944” 

 "action": "User login" 

}, 

] 
} 

}, 
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Figure C.3: Results of use case 2

 
 

{ "Records":[ 

{ 

"UTC_timestamp":"2016-06-08  14:04:24", 

"user": "User_Evil",  

"src_ip": "134.7.49.113", 

"src_port": "49294", 

"dest_ip": "134.7.57.9", 

"local_time": "2016-06-08 22:04:24", 

"proto": "http",  

"file_params1": { 

"folder": "", 

"file_name": "", 

"size": “” 

}, 

     "file_params2": null,  

 “location”:                

“Perth\Australia\Lat:32.0062\Long:1

15.8944”, 

"action": "User logout" 

}, 

{ 

"UTC_timestamp":"2016-06-08  14:04:15", 

"user": "User_Evil", 

 "src_ip": "134.7.49.113", 

"src_port": "49293",  

"dest_ip":"134.7.57.9", 

"local_time": "2016-06-08 22:04:15", 

"proto": "http", "file_params1": { 

"folder": ""\/Documents\/Test_Site",  

"file_name": "Desert.jpg", "size": 

“295752” 

}, 

"file_params2": null, 

“location”:                

“Perth\Australia\Lat:32.0062\Long:11

5.8944” 

"action": "File shared" 

}, 

{ 

"UTC_timestamp":"2016-06-08  14:04:03", 

"user": "User_Evil", 

 "src_ip": "134.7.49.113", 

"src_port": "49293", 

 "dest_ip": "134.7.57.9", 

"local_time": "2016-06-08 22:04:03", 

"proto": "http",  

"file_params1": { 

"folder": "\/Documents\/Test_Site", 

"file_name": "Penguins.jpg ",  

"size": "1387646" 

}, 

"file_params2": null,  

“location”:                     

“Perth\Australia\Lat:32.0062\Long:115.

8944” 

"action": "File shared" 

}, 

{ 

"UTC_timestamp": "2016-06-08 14:01:34", 

"user": "User_Evil",  

"src_ip": "134.7.49.113", 

"src_port": "49278",  

"dest_ip": 134.7.57.9", 

"local_time": "2016-06-08 22:01:34", 

"proto": "http", 

"file_params1": { 

"folder": "\/Documents\/Test_Site" 

"file_name": "Penguins.jpg",  

"size": "1387646" 

}, 

"file_params2": null, 

“location”:                

“Perth\Australia\Lat:32.0062\Long:11

5.8944” 

"action": "File written" 

}, 

{ 

"UTC_timestamp": "2016-06-08 14:00:50", 

"user": "User_Evil",  

"src_ip": "134.7.49.113", 

"src_port": "49272", 

 "dest_ip": "134.7.57.9", 

"local_time": "2016-06-08 22:00:50", 

"proto": "http",  

"file_params1": { 

"folder": "\/Documents\/Test_Site" 

"file_name": "Desert.jpg",  "size": "295752" 

}, 

"file_params2": null,  

“location”:                

“Perth\Australia\Lat:32.0062\Long:115.

8944”, 

"action": "File written" 

}, 

{ 

"UTC_timestamp": "2016-06-08 13:59:13", 

"user": "User_Evil",  

"src_ip": "134.7.49.113", 

"src_port": "49237",  

"dest_ip": "134.7.57.9" 

"local_time": "2016-06-08 21:59:13", 

"proto": "http",  

"file_params1": { 

"folder": "", 

"file_name": "",  

"size": “” 

}, 

"file_params2": null,  

“location”:                

“Perth\Australia\Lat:32.0062\Long:115.

8944” 

"action": "User login" 

} 

{………….. 

}, 

     ]   

   } 
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